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Editor's 
NOTEBOOK 
This year, Easter falls in the middle of April, just in time for the beautiful lilies that bloom during that time. Per-
haps, not only can we celebrate Easter, but 
also the up-coming graduation of square 
dance classes. It's like the budding of square 
dancing when we see the new dancers on the 
floor for the first time. Have you ever 
watched the new people in their first few 
weeks of their class? They are so timid and 
nervous, afraid they will make a mistake. But 
soon they begin to realize other people in the 
square are in the same boat with them. 
Is Square Dancing important to you? If it 
is then support it with all your enthusiasm for 
the activity. Our new dancers need lots of 
support from you more experienced dancers. 
They might quake when you step into the 
square to dance with them. But a smile on 
your face and lots of gentle help from you 
club dancers will go a long way with making 
them feel relaxed. You will have a feeling of 
pride when you see the results of your efforts 
when the new dancers start dancing at the 
club. ✓ 
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Take a trip to Prater's Mill Country Fair for the 
Annual 25th Celebration. From renovation to offer-
ing shops and other attractions. It sounds like lots of 
fun and would be a wonderful place to visit. We 
would like to draw your attention to the article enti-
tled Social Dancing. It points out some beautiful advantage with square dancing. Burning calories, car-
diovascular conditioning, etc. In Deerfield, Illinois this year "Jim Beam Country Caravan" is holding a 
Country Music Talent Search. Read about it in this issue. A great bit of reading is P's & Q's of 
Square Dancing that tells it like it should be in square dancing. Lots of good etiquette points. Did you 
man shudder when you told him he was going square dancing. My First Square Dance is an article 
that lets you see what sometimes happens on the first night. A good bit of humor. Try taking a walk 
through the past when you read A Brief History of Square and Round Dancing written by Herb 
Edenger. It's interesting finding out about the dress, as well as the different dance styles. V 
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TEMPO Jeanne Briscoe 
When we talk about doing something for the Square Dance activity, per-haps it's just lip service. So many 
people I talk to say how worried they are about 
the activity disappearing. They seem so worried 
that Square Dancing will just fade away. Well, 
let me tell you one of the reasons why it is liable 
to fade away. 
In many places the clubs get together and 
have a monthly hoedown, and if it's not the 
clubs, then it's the caller's association who puts 
them on. I know in some places these dances 
are suffering from lack of attendance. We talk 
to the dancers about it and they give us a lame 
excuse that it's not a good night for them, or 
they get enough dancing during the week, or 
worse, they say, "I don't want to dance to so 
and so." What an excuse! I'm here to tell you 
that the caller would have to be a monster with 
two heads and a 'no melody' voice before I 
would complain about his calling. Granted, 
there are some callers who are better sounding 
than others. There are even callers who can put 
material together better than other ones. But if 
we are to keep enthusiasm in the activity, and 
keep people interested, we've got to be more 
supportive about Square Dancing. 
If you're wondering why I have capitalized 
Square Dancing, it's because it means some-
thing to me. It's high on my list of important 
things I'm still interested in. In fact, church is 
the only thing higher in succession. 
Unfortunately, many dancers don't really 
think about Square Dancing enough to wonder 
why it even exists. They go to club once a week  
and after that they could care less what happens 
with it the rest of the time. 
I remember a long time friend, who at one 
time was a Square Dance caller, saying about 
the people who complained, "I think it's about 
time they will be quitting the activity, they don't 
seem to have anything good to say about it. 
They don't want a beginner class because then 
they would have to dance with the new people. 
They're spoiled. They haven't learned anything 
about giving and caring. What a shame." 
As I listened to this I got to thinking about it 
and he was right. We had it so good for so long 
with big classes and lots of dancers, that finally 
the dancers decided they didn't need a class one 
year. They would have one the following year. 
Well, it didn't take long before we couldn't get 
a class started. And if we were lucky enough to 
get a few couples, usually the club dancers 
refused to have much to do with them. 
Well, it's time for a bunch of the dancers to 
wake up and start to support Saturday night 
dances. It's time we all sat down and decided if 
we are really interested in what might happen 
if we don't keep such get-togethers going. What 
if some day a couple of square dancers came to 
your town and asked about Square Dancing? 
Would you be able to tell them there's a club 
they could visit? Or would you have to say, 
"Oh, that. We haven't had square dancing in a 
few years. Everyone just quit coming to club 
and to the Saturday night dances." I'd hate to 
admit such a thing, especially when I might not 
have done my part to support the activity. ✓ 
C-1004 ABILENE by Floyd 
C-1005 SOMEBODY LOVES YOU by Craig 
C-1006 FRIENDSHIP SET TO MUSIC IS SQUARE DANCING by Hood 
PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 95015 1-800-851-6203 
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Andy & Algie Petrere 
MY FIRST SQUARE DANCE 
by Henry Fischer 
Rothbury, Michigan 
For some time, my wife was wanting us to take western square dance lessons. I 
watched it once on TV and decided it was not 
for me. 
When a dance was scheduled in our neigh-
borhood, she insisted we go for just a little while 
and watch. The hall was crowded with people 
standing and talking. My wife was soon ab-
sorbed in the crowd. She is a politician and I 
assumed she was campaigning for votes. I spied 
a giant fern that looked like it had a milk stool 
under it. I sneaked over and sat down. I could 
see out but no one could see me-I thought. 
The men had red handkerchiefs like those 
I used to blow my nose in and carry in the back 
pocket of my overalls. But here they tied them 
around their necks. I didn't think it was very 
sanitary. Most of the men wore pants that 
seemed too small, yet were held up with a wide 
leather belt with a huge buckle. They may have 
been made from a martingale of a harness like 
one we used on the old gray mare when plow-
ing. Some of the women wore huge skirts like 
my grandma wore. 
Somebody yelled, "Two more couples! 
One more couple! One more gentleman!" Sud-
denly, I was grabbed by a buxom blonde and 
pulled into a circle of people. I wondered why 
they called it square dancing when all the peo-
ple were in small circles. 
A loud voice yelled out, "Dose Se Do" or 
"How De Do." Wanting to be friendly, I mur-
mured, "Howdy," then was pulled, pushed, 
yanked and spun. Trying to keep from being 
trampled by the stampede, I tripped and fell. 
The blonde picked me up and held a strong arm 
around my waist and I went where ever she 
went. Suddenly, she left me and went off with 
another guy. A real thin woman appeared beside 
me. I figured she didn't like me because she 
didn't touch me. 
I had been eyeing a door that said exit 
above it. The music stopped and everybody 
clapped hands and the men all shook hands, but 
I was the only one that said goodnight. I ambled 
toward the exit door. When I reached it, I broke 
into a run and ran all the way home. 
Postscript: I am now a senior citizen who 
has been dancing for 32 years in the same club 
and with the same caller, Johnny Quinn. Our 
Melody Mates Club has been steadily growing. 
We are best known for hosting the National 
Asparagus Festival every second Saturday in 
June in Oceana Country, Michigan. ✓ 
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WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA 
The Place for Summer Square and Round Dance Fun in 1995 
The Best in 
Square and Round Dancing Since 1973 
"Summer Fun for Everyone" 
From MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 
to LABOR DAY 
uoyiE 
1545 Targhee Pass Highway • West Yellowstone, MT 59758 
Super 8 Motel (406) 646-9584 • RV Park (406) 646-7662 
for your Square Dance pleasure 
Mike and Deanne Richards invite you to join them for a season of dancing to some of 
the country's finest callers and cuers. You can spend your free time in one of the 
world's most scenic vacation spots. See the natural wonders of Yellowstone National 
Park. Enjoy golf, fishing, boating, live theater, hiking, biking, 4-wheeling, horseback 
riding and unique shops. Come spend a week, a month or a summer!! 
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SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURST'S TAPE 
SERVICE CALLER EDUCATION 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Applications are now being accepted for the 
Supreme AUDIO/HANHURST'S Tape Serv-
ice Scholarship Fund for caller education. This 
fund was established by Bill and Peggy Hey-
man of Supreme Audio/Hanhurst's Tape Serv-
ice to enable both new and experienced callers 
to further their professional caller education by 
attending a Caller's College providing a full 
CALLERLAB curriculum. We feel very 
strongly that proper professional training will 
enhance the recipients' calling performance, 
and ultimately, the square dance activity as a 
whole. 
New and experienced callers may request a 
scholarship application by writing to Supreme 
Audio, Inc., PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 
03455-0050 or by calling (603) 876-3636. 
Scholarships are awarded at the end of May for 
the colleges taking place that summer. Applica-
tions must be received by May 15th. 
To date, 22 partial scholarships have been 
awarded to new and experienced callers attend-
ing caller's colleges in the U.S.A. and overseas. 
WESTWARD HO '95 
42nd Annual B.C. Square Dance Jamboree, 
Pendicton, B.C., August 7 - 12, 1995. 
Come dance under the stars on an outside 
WOOD floor, as big as a football field. Float 
down a canal on an inner-tube. Square Dance 
in Okanagan Lake to earn your "AQUA 
DUCK" badge. 
There is street dancing, plus, round, teen and 
a parade to top off the week. Also, a pancake 
breakfast, all you can eat! 
Many non-Square Dance things to do and 
the "Sun Always Shines!" 
Submitted by Genevieve Churchill 
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CONTRALAB 
Contralab, The International Association of 
Contra Callers, will be presenting seminars of 
special interest to square dance callers this sum-
mer at the 44th National Square Dance Conven-
tion in Birmingham, Alabama. Ron Johnson, 
Education Chairman for Contralab, has an-
nounced that three different seminars are avail-
able to callers who are considering adding 
contra dancing to their program. Contra danc-
ing is growing nation-wide with new groups 
forming almost monthly. 
On Thursday, June 22, 1995, nationally 
known callers Mike Seastrom and Tony 
McUmber will be presenting a session titled 
"Contra Calling for Square Dance Callers," and 
will explain how you can use your existing 
resources to add this exciting dance form to 
your program. On Saturday, June 24, 1995, Bob 
Howell, Dick Meyers and Contralab Chairman 
Chuck Quigley will present "Add a New Treat 
to Your Bag of Tricks," a seminar on how to 
acquire and use contra material for one night 
stands, parties and square dance programs. 
Plus, every morning during the convention, 
Contralab will present a Contra Caller's One-
on-One for callers interested in trying their hand 
at contra calling under the guidance of one of 
the members of Contralab. Make plans now to 
attend these exciting and informative seminars 
during your visit to Birmingham this summer. 
Not to forget dancers, "How you can have a 
Contra Dance with NO caller" will be presented 
on Friday, June 23, 1995. August & Marion 
Simmons of Ohio and Frank & Dorothy 
Gronowich of Florida will chair this seminar to 
discuss how they have contra dances in their 
areas even though they have no contra callers 
available. 
It's something for everyone from Contralab 
during the National Square Dance Convention 
this June. See you there! 
Submitted by Ron Johnson, 
La Verne, California 
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BEAUTIFUL 4ft. x 6ft WOVEN COVERLET 
Available Exclusively from 
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We love Country 
Your Choice of Williamsburg Blue, Hunter Green, or Burgundy. Send 
Check or Money Order for $45.00 to A.A.S.&R.D.F INC. % Carolyn 
Dieffenbaugher, 4707 Echo Springs St., North Canton, OH 44720 
(Please Allow 4 to 6 weeks for Delivery) USA only 
RECRUITING THE YOUNG- 
MAINTAINING THE YOUNG AT HEART 
Several of the LEGACY/NEC seminars at 
the National Square Dance Convention in Port-
land, Oregon, dealt with this broad topic. Vari-
ous methods and examples of getting square 
dancing into the school system were explored. 
Goals 2000: Educate America, contains the Na-
tional Standards for Arts Education guidelines 
describing what every U.S. school child (K 
through 12) should know and be able to do in 
the four areas of the arts: music, dance, theater 
and the visual arts. The standards were signed 
into law in January, 1994. 
Dance context standard #5, "Demonstrating 
and understanding dance in various cultures and 
historical periods," is the framework for intro-
ducing our American Folk Dance. Square 
Dancing, into the school system. From K 
through the fourth grade, one of the achieve-
ment standards is to demonstrate and answer 
questions about dance in a particular culture and 
time period. A good example is learning why 
and in what setting people in colonial America 
danced and some of the dances themselves. In 
grade five through eight, the achievement 
8  
standard is to competently perform folk, social 
and/or theatrical dances from a broad spectrum 
of twentieth century America. Square dancing, 
our American Folk Dance, certainly fits here. 
It was also suggested that callers investigate 
Artists in Residence programs and/or volunteer 
to work with local cultural councils. The impor-
tance of working with teacher colleges and 
indoctrinating prospective physical education, 
music and dance teachers into western style 
square dancing, was stressed. 
Although square dancing is a non-competi-
tive adult activity, it was pointed out that the 
4-H square dancer program has been successful 
with competition at its fairs. A deterrent in 
attracting and keeping youth in the activity is a 
lack of family oriented clubs. The United 
Square Dancers of America (USDA) "Hop To 
It" program, identifying youth friendly dancers 
with little green frog stickers, was also ex-
plained. 
Discussing the needs for more family ori-
ented clubs led to a lively session that branched 
out to include the problems of being a single in 
a couple oriented activity, various programs 
that dealt with maintaining the young-at-heart 
and the needs of persons with handicaps. 
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RHUMBA BLOUSE: Loose fitting blouse with 
elastic scoop neck. Colors: white, navy, red, 
black, bright yellow, purble, ecru, peacock, teal, 
forest green S M L $32 
Can be trimmed to match Sassy Skirt for $4 extra 
Ten years ago, USDA established a Nandi-
capable Committee to help dancers with handi-
caps reach their potential in the square dance 
activity. It is a continuing task of this committee 
to maintain a listing of "handicapable" clubs 
and to actively promote and assist at their bien-
nial (even years) square dance convention. 
All in attendance also learned that the ma-
jority of singles disliked the "Solo" ribbon 
wording, suggesting it be worded "need a part-
ner." Mac MacKenzie, chairman of the USDA 
committee, also mentioned that the handicapa-
bles preferred to be called "persons with handi-
caps." 
THE WAY TO GO-THE WAY TO GROW 
It was standing room only at the Thursday 
educational seminars that LEGACY, the Inter-
national Assembly of "Trustees" of the Square 
Dance Activity, presented in conjunction with 
the National Executive Committee at the 43rd 
National Square Dance Convention in Portland, 
Oregon. At every session material was distrib- 
uted to the attendees to take home and read at 
their leisure. 
In discussing recruitment or attracting new 
dancers, much emphasis was placed on the 
various kinds of publicity tools available and 
the importance of the personal touch. The LEG-
ACY "Baker's Dozen" display ads, the Club 
Leadership Journal, the square dance city en-
trance signs and handouts were displayed as 
well as samples of the LEGACY Promo-Pak 
especially created for recruitment. It was 
pointed out that the monthly Journal, edited by 
Bernie and Carolyn Coulthurst, which covers a 
variety of topics related to the activity, always 
includes a new "recruiting" poster. 
The attendees agreed on the necessity of 
including more than just teaching square dance 
figures at lessons. Time should be built into 
each lesson to give the first year dancer back-
ground on the whys, wherefores and mores of 
the activity. Area newsletters just for the stu-
dents can also reinforce some of this informa-
tion. Several classes getting together for party 
nights, using just the calls already learned at 





8902 Taub Road 
Houston, TX 77064 
RUFFLES AND LACE: Skirt has ruffles 
trimmed in lace, peasant blouse has lace 
trimmed ruffle and sleeves. In red or It blue 
gingham w/ white lace: red or jade w/black 
lace: forest gree w/ecru lace. 




JUST FOR YOU! 
SASSY SKIRT. Solid color with ric-rac peeking from under rut fles. Colors 
available: Jade. hot pink. peacock or white with black ric-rac. Black or white 
with red nc-rac. Also, red with white ric-rac. S M L $55 
PETTICOATS AVAILABLE FROM CATALOG 
We accept MASTER CARD, VISA, DISCOVER 
TO ORDER: State style, color, size and price with your name, complete address and telephone number. Add $4.75 for shipping 
and handling. Texas customers add 7.25% sales tax. Foreign shipments add $7.00 per item. Canada, Hawaii & Alaska add $3.00 
per item. CHARGE PURCHASES send card number, name on card & expiration date. ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 
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meet others just being introduced to the activity. 
Also discussed were ways to involve the new 
dancers into club activities, always being care-
ful not to overwhelm them with too many re-
sponsibilities. 
Dropouts due to poor health, family needs 
and job changes will always occur. Several 
successful programs to help former dancers re-
turn to the activity were examined as well as the 
CALLERLAB Community Dance Program. 
Dancers must be encouraged to remain dancing 
and strengthen their newly learned skills by 
dancing in the same program and must not be 
rushed or pushed into lessons for the next pro-
gram or phase. Developing such a program 
could be a cooperative venture between several 
clubs and callers. 
"Leadership—The Way to Grow—The Way 
to Go" was the topic for the second hour. Much 
of this hour concentrated on who is being 
trained to become leaders of tomorrow—and 
how. The prevention of "burn out'. was also a 
hot topic. Learning to delegate responsibilities 
is an absolute necessity for good leadership. 
10 
Leaders should be planning now for their 
replacements. One must start planting the seeds 
early, giving them a chance to sprout and also 
showing the future leader that you actually en-
joy doing the job. Unless a person volunteers, 
never rush the new dancer or member into a job, 
especially an officership. 
Several suggestions were made: 
• To establish a telephone list of existing 
and past officers and workers of your 
club who can serve as advisors to new 
and future officers. 
• To provide for better continuity of activi-
ties, elect new officers several months 
before they are to assume their new re-
sponsibilities, thereby giving them time 
to attend the last few meetings of the 
outgoing board. 
• To rethink the "tried and true" ways. If 
finding new officers is difficult, try mul-
tiple people in one leadership position. Or 
elect the board and let them choose the 
head couple and appoint committee 
heads to other jobs. 
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Cost per tape is - $43.00 
Phase I 	 I Tape 
Phase II  I Tape 
Phase III 	 I Tape 
Phase IV  2 Tapes 
2 Phase V 	 Tapes 
Phase VI  2 Tapes 
Full Set ($350.00) 9 Tapes 
Available in VHS or PAL format 
Ca. residents add 7 3/4% state tax 
• To have a designated announcement 
maker if the president suffers from mi-
crophobia. 
To train new leaders, LEGACY publishes an 
excellent guide entitled the Leadership Man-
ual, available to purchase from the LEGACY 
office at 1100 Revere Drive, Oconomowoc, WI 
53066. For subscriptions to the Club Leader-
ship Journal, contact the Coulthursts at PO Box 
766, Plover, WI 54467-0766. 
TRAVELING TEDDY 
SHARES ADVENTURES 
In February 1994 the Rockabilly Squares of 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, said goodbye to their 
adopted Teddy Bear. he wanted to go to the 
National, visiting as many clubs as possible 
along the way. He returned in December 1995. 
We hope you will print this report he wants to 
make to all the dancers and clubs he visited. 
To all my traveling friends and clubs, wher-
ever they are: 
I'm the Teddy Bear that was adopted by the 
Rockabilly Squares in Fort Wayne, Indiana, in 
February 1994. They let me represent them as 
their traveling bear so I could see how far I  
could travel, how many clubs I could visit, and 
whether I could get to the National. They prom-
ised to try to get an announcement in this pub-
lication to let everyone know where I went. 
After my return, they tried to send personal 
thank you cards to all the clubs I visited, but 
some they were unable to contact. For those 
clubs, they hope you will consider this to be 
your thank you card. 
traveled over 10,000 miles. After visiting 
in Indiana, Missouri, and Kansas I went on to 
Colorado where I traveled with a couple in their 
RV, even going with them to the National in 
Portland. From the National I visited a club in 
Oregon and was offered a ride to California. A 
really nice caller took me with him to Montana 
for a weekend of dancing. A nice lady there 
took me to live with her for a while, then she 
and I flew to Anchorage, Alaska to dance. From 
there a nice couple flew me to Washington 
where I got to visit several clubs. From there I 
hitched a ride back to California to do some 
more dancing and visiting. Another nice caller 
made sure that I was sent home to Indiana in 
time to spend Christmas with my home club and 
to attend our fifth anniversary dance in January. 
Round Dance Video Tapes 
for Dancers and Teachers 
Send Orders to: 
ROUNDALAB Video Office 
c/o Sharon & Casey Parker 
1032 Compass Lane 
Manteca, CA 95336 
ROUNDALAB members write for information on member discount...) 
Shipping Fees 
48 Continental U.S. - $7.00 for the I st tape and $1.00 for each additional tape. 
Shipments Overseas by air- $16.00 for the 1st tape and $5.00 for each additional tape.  
Hawaii, Canada, Overseas by surface - $13.00 for the 1st tape and $1.50 for 
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OUR SPEAKERS ARE ENGINEERED AND DESIGNED TO 
PROVIDE QUALITY SOUND IN DIFFICULT SITUATIONS. 
THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOUND SINCE 1961. 
THE MOST POPULAR FOLDING SPEAKER IN AMERICA 
WE HAVE THE RIGHT SPEAKER FOR ANY HALL YOU CAW 
DIRECTOR 	DIRECTOR JUNIOR 	HALF YAK 	YAK STACK 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL (203)647-7530 FAX (203)870-4546 
 	OR WRITE: YAK STACK P.O. Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361 
I hope this will tell some of the clubs I visited 
early in my trip all the places I went. I have 
many very fond memories of my long trip. My 
Rockabilly friends and I invite all of you to 
come visit us soon. 
Lots of love from, 
The Littlt White Rockabilly "Traveling 
Bear" 
Submitted by Pat Bryant, Knox, Indiana 
CALLERLAB 
PLUS QUARTERLY SELECTION 
Doren McBroom, Chairman of the Plus 
Quarterly Selection Committee, announces that 
SPLIT PING PONG CIRCULATE, has been 
selected as the Plus Quarterly Selection for the 




SPLIT PING PONG CIRCULATE 
STARTING FORMATION: 1/4 Tag 
DEFINITION: Each dancer Circulates, or 
moves forward one position along the path 
shown in Figure below. The movement may 
also be called when there is a left hand wave in 
the center. 
ENDING FORMATION: 1/4 Tag 
TIMING: 4 Beats 
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DANDY /DEA 
by Bob Lafleur Chicopee, Massachusetts 
In an effort to increase attendance at square 
dances, WMSARDA (Western Mass Square & 
Round Dance Association) has instituted a certifi-
cate program: each club that has at least one 
dancer participate in another club's dance will 
receive a certificate, and at the end of a predeter-
mined time period, the "winning" club will re-
ceive a cash prize. 
The idea of a certificate program is not new. 
However, our approach to determining the "win-
ner" is different than we have seen used in other 
areas. We are trying to encourage dancers to not 
only attend as many dances as possible, but also 
to try and visit as many different clubs as possible. 
Therefore, our "winner" will be determined by the 
club receiving the most points, not the most 
number of certificates. 
Points are calculated by multiplying the 
number of certificates received by the number of 
different clubs attending. In this way, each addi-
tional club that is attending makes all the certifi-
cates "worth" more points. For example, if a club 
earns 8 certificates, 4 from one club and 4 from 
another, they receive I6 points (8 certificates mul- 
tiplied by 2 different clubs attended). Another club 
earns 8 certificates by attending 8 different clubs, 
so they receive 64 points (8 certificates earned, 
multiplied by 8 different clubs attended). Both 
clubs have attended the same number of dances, 
but one has earned many more points because it 
made an effort to visit different clubs, rather than 
attending the same ones over and over. 
We are aiming to give the small clubs just as 
much of a chance to win as the large clubs have. 
Therefore, a club is only allowed to count one 
certificate per day. If they send some of their 
members to one dance, and some to another, they 
will receive certificates from both dances, but will 
only be able to include one of them in their score 
calculation. The number of dancers that a club 
sends does not matter-they'll receive a certificate 
even if they only send one dancer. 
We have seen an improvement in attendance at 
our area dances since we implemented this pro-
gram several months ago. Most notably, we have 
noticed that clubs seem to be getting out of the rut 
of always visiting the same place. They're making 
an effort to get out and try dancing at other area 
clubs where they may not have typically gone 
before. Dancers are having a chance to meet other 
dancers they may not have socialized with before, 
and everyone is generally having a better time. 
**************** 3rd August Extravaganza 	* 
August 18-19, 1995 
Omni Durham Hotel & Civic Center, 
Durham, NC 
****'STARING"' 
JERRY STORY, TX 
TIM MARINER, GA 
STEVE KOPMAN, TN 
Rounds by: BARBARA STEWART, NC 
Special Dance Package $17-50/person until 12/31/94 
$22.50/person until 7/20/95 $25.00/person at door. 
Send Dance Reservation to: 
	 For Hotel Accomodations: 
Hoyle Lingle 
	
Call 1-800-THE OMNI 
6509 Glendower Rd. 	 Or 919-683-6664 
Raleigh, NC 27613 To obtain Special Room Rate mention 
(919) 782-2478 
	
the name: "August Extravaganza" 
**************** 
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r4)1-  Chaparral) )
RECCORD 
7cuty Ow...educe 	..devny ..detaat 	Raody DoogIcattfi 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
RYL 128 COUNTRY'S ALIVE by Jerry 
RYL 127 BILLY DOES YOUR BULL DOG BITE by Jerry 
RYL 126 THATS WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU by Jerry 
RYL 224 GLORY OF LOVE by Tony 
RYL 222 TAKIN' IT EASY by Tony 
RYL 315 NEVER ENDING LIGHT by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 314 LITTLE BROWN CHURCH by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 313 BROWN EYED GIRL by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 407 SPRINKLES/PEPPERMINT (Hoedown) 
RYL 406 CHUGGIN7T.J. (Hoedown) 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt 1, Box 33, Fairfield, IA 52556 
515-472-3795 
LAS VEGAS ALL STAR 
SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE JUBILEE 






• • • 
• 
4111. Marshall Flippo 
0 
C-225 ONE MORE LAST CHANCE - Jerry 
C-534 ASHES OF LOVE - Ken 
C-329 MOWN' ON - Gary 
C-717 MRS. RIGHT - Marshall 
C-817 LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE - Scott 
C-120 STROLLING BANJO/HANDS DOWN - Hoedown 
• • 
• 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano TX 75075 214-423-7389 
AroirososirsaresorirstaresosirsAroirsie 
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by Bob Howell 
SAS Y L EN, eNe- 
t. 
Leslie and David Lewis of Elizabethtown, KY, were in attendance at Glenn Bannerman's 
Thanksgiving Camp and came away with a solo dance that they shared with me. It is called the... 
SAN ANTONIO STROLL SOLO 
Formation: 	As couples in line of direction, man on the inside. Start on man's 
left foot, ladies right. 
Music: 	San Antonio Stroll. MCA records. 
Routine: 
Counts: 
1-4 Walk forward four steps. 
5-8 Face partner, join both hands and vine four steps. 
9-12 Face LOD and walk four steps, then, 
13-16 Back away from partner four steps. 
17-24 Do sa do partner. 
25-32 Swing. (It was taught using a two-hand swing, but any type of swing works). 
Judy Weger of Bay Village, 01-I, gave me a real novel routine that she says Mona Cannell 
put together. It is another Grand Square variation. Mona calls it... 
GRAND TOUR 
Ladies face men's shoulder (Start side part of Grand Square) 
Men walk forward 8 
Turn and continue. 
When you face in the square walk across 8 turn, backup 4 turn, walk forward 4 turn. 
When you are in the side position backup 4 turn, walk forward 4 turn, go straight across 8 
 
A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF EASY 
DANCES FOR ONE NIGHT PARTIES 
THROUGH THE COMMUNITY DANCE LEVEL 
90\Ps cpoo- -P°̀6 	cou'"1";' covo9s' s‘1.04̀14-co-vs  
gk.s 
$24.95 plus $3.50 shipping 
American 
Send To: 	LES HENKEL 
301 OAK ST. BOX 18 
TOBIAS, NE 68453-0018 
 
SHARING 
A TREASURE OF DANCES 
 
     
  
U LES HENKEL 
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Gene Hubert of Carrboro, NC has recorded a contra on a seven inch, 33-1/3 disc which goes 
thru nine times. He calls his dance... 
A NICE COMBINATION 
Formation: 	Alternate duple. 1,3,5 active and crossed over. 
Music: A Nice Combination. MacGregor for contras. CMGR 302 
Routine: 
Face your corner, dosado. 
The same one swing. 
Face down, lines of four, down the set. 
Wheel as a couple, come back up, cast off. 
With the couple across, circle left 3/4. 
With your partner swing. 
Face across, ladies chain. 
Now make a left hand star. Turn it one time. 
Face the next in line, dosado. 
The BEER BARREL MIXER by Coy Conway, featured in the January issue was 
incorrectly written. It should have appeared as follows: 
All join hands 'n circle left. 
Circle right. 
Face your partner, heel and toe. 
Heel 'n Toe, In you go. 
Heel 'n Toe, Out. 
Heel 'n Toe, In you go. 
Heel 'n Toe Dosado 
Walk on by, swing the next. 
Promenade 'n Sing. 
Now's the time to roll the barrel, 
Because the gang's all here. 




BATH, OH 44210 
LATEST ROUND DANCE: 
GR 17201 MY GAL ROSE P-2 two-step by Chuck & Barbara Jobe 
Favorite SOLO-LINE DANCE: 
GR 14259 	"ELECTRIC SLIDE" (music "Hey Mr. Guitar) 
presented by Paul Merola in his teaching video 
"The Most Popular Line Dances For Seniors" 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 14256 DIPSY DOODLE P-2 Iwo-step by Ned .4 Dons Koozer GR 17028 HEY SUSIE P-2 two-step by Bea Adorns 
GR 14292 NEW DAWN P-2 waltz by Ned IL Dons Koozer GR 17151 MOOVIN'n GROOVIN R31ve by Ned 8. Dons Koozer 
GR 14293 HARDTACK TWO STEP P-2 two-step by Jk1arym True OR 37039 ROMANCE MEMORIES P-2 waltz by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
16 
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THE PRATER'S Milt FOUNDATION 
25th Annual Prater's Mill 
Country Fair 
Dalton, Georgia For a quarter of a century, 
the nationally ranked Prater's Mill Country Fair 
has been held at the old water-powered mill 
near Dalton, Georgia, which still grinds corn 
and wheat the old fashioned way. The 1995 
dates for the 25th annual events are May 13 & 
14, Mother's Day Weekend, and October 7 & 
8, Columbus Day Weekend. 
Begun by volunteers in 1971 to raise funds 
to restore the 1855 mill and surrounding build-
ings, the rural festival of fine art, handmade 
crafts and Southern folklife is nationally rated, 
by Sunshine Artist Magazine, as one of the 100 
Best Traditional Craft Shows in the U.S. Other 
honors have been Outstanding Achievement in 
Historic Preservation by the Georgia Trust for 
A 1971 - BEFORE 
In 1971 Prater's Mill was in serious disrepair. To raise funds 
to preserve the mill, volunteers staged the first Prater's Mill 
Country Fair on Mother's Day weekend in May 1971 
Pictured on the porch is Wayne Alderman and infant daughter 
Sallie. 
Historic Preservation, Top Twenty Events in 
the Southeast by the Southeast Tourism Soci-
ety, and the Harris List of Top 175 Fine Arts 
and Crafts Shows in the Nation. 
"When the first fair began on Mother's 
Day Weekend in May of 1971," said Judy 
Alderman, president of Prater's Mill Founda-
tion, "folks from all walks of life rolled up their 
sleeves, put on a smile and went to work to save 
the mill and to stage a festival that the commu-
nity could be proud of. Today, some of those 
same people are still smiling and working," she 
said, "but now, thank goodness, we have 37 
civic clubs helping out too." 
What makes the fair so outstanding is the 
dedication of the hundreds of volunteers who 
put it on and the determination of the artists and 
craftsmen to preserve the traditional crafts and 
Appalachian heritage of the region. Some par- 
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ticipants who have been with the fair since the 
very first year are blacksmith Jud Nelson, potter 
Bill Amos, weaver Dorothy Headrick, fiddler 
Jack Weeks, sand artist Kermit Robinson, 
seamstress Dorothy Jordan, and Ruby Collins, 
the homemade ice cream lady. 
The Prater's Mill Country Fair focuses on 
mountain music, Southern foods, living history 
exhibits and the handmade crafts and original 
art of 150 talented artisans. Crafts demonstra-
tions include blacksmithing, weaving, quilting, 
rug hooking, wood carving and hand tufting, a 
cottage industry that developed into the tufted 
carpet industry centered in Dalton, Georgia. 
At the fair, visitors take self-guided tours 
including the mill, the country store, Shugart 
Cotton Gin and the Westbrook Barn complete 
with farm animals. Across the road from the 
mill is the 1898 Prater's Store where the Dawn-
ville Community Club serves authentic South-
ern meals of corn bread, pinto beans, turnip 
greens and sweet potato cobbler. Elsewhere 
1995 - AFTER 
Twenty -five years later. The Prater's Mill Countrty Fair was  
honored as one of the 100 Best Traditional Craft Shows in the 
United States by Sunshine Artist magazine. 
Pictured on the porch is Wayne Alderman and grown up 
daughter Sallie. 
throughout the festival area are other special-
ties, such as pit-cooked barbecue, apple cider 
and churned ice cream. 
During the fair families enjoy canoeing on 
the Coahuila Creek, a leisurely walk down the 
nature trail and pony rides for the children. 
Educational exhibits include an authentic Civil 
War encampment and field hospital, working 
antique engines, antique cars and "Peacock Al-
ley," a clothesline display of hand-tufted bed-
spreads. Continuous entertainment on stage 
features three-time Georgia fiddle champion 
Jack Weeks, square dancers, country bands 
17 
and gospel singers. Wandering musicians, jug-
glers, dulcimer players and storytellers perform 
throughout the festival area. 
The 25th annual Prater's Mill Country Fair 
is sponsored by the Prater's Mill Foundation, a 
non-profit organization of volunteers dedicated 
to historic preservation and education. Thirty-
seven civic clubs, churches and schools also 
participate in the community event. 
The hours are 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM both 
days. Admission is $4.00, children 12 and under 
free. Visitors are urged to dress casually and 
wear comfortable shoes. 
Prater's Mill is located on I tern gin High-
way 2, ten miles northeast 14 I Whin and about 
30 miles south of Chattanooga, Tennessee. In-
terstate travelers should take 1.75 to the Tunnel 
Hill-Varnell Exit #138; drive north 4.5 miles to 
the intersection with (la. Hwy. 2; turn right and 
continue 2.6 miles to the Mill, a total distance 
of 7 miles from 1-75. 
Sponsor of this event is Ihe Pr liter's Mill 
Foundation (a non-profit oigamitillion), 848 
Shugart Rd., Dalton, GA, PHONP & FAX: 
(706) 275-MILL [64551. ✓ 
DON'T MISS THE MUSIC ! 
FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT 1995 
COME DANCE FOR A NIGHT OR A WEEK !I! 















Great Callers & Cuers 
Famous Floor 








Accent on Rounds 
Ed. Raybuck 
Autumn Holiday of Rounds 
Jack & Nell Jenkins 
Mountain Memories 
Bud Whitten 
Fall Jubilee - Plus 
John Barrett 
New Swap Shop 
Fred Drouant 






























Contact Fontana for details and additional information. 
FONTANA GROUP SALES 
"Tex" Brownlee, Paul Hornyak, Beverly Allen 
P.O. Box 68, Fontana Dam, NC 28733 
1-800-849-2258 
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\\\ii  These shoes are manufactured 
in our factory, located in 
Gloversville, NY, USA 
Thus, we are able to offer 
"ALL LEATHER" 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price 
tigtaotoes®  
Style: "Sylvia' #548 	 $38.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Sitver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Meek 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lilt 
Style: "Heather #538 	 $37.95 
Cobra: Black. White, Gold, Silver, Red. Navy, Bone 
Last Uptown (A4odilled slender toe character) 
Hoek 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Style: 'Shag' #522 	 $35.95 
Cobra: Black. White. Gold. Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Ade 
Style: 'Dancer *519 	 $35.95 
Colors: Mick. White, Denim, Red, Navy. Bone 
Last Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Meet 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Style: 'Peggy' #808 	 $38.95 
Cobra: Black, While, Gold, Silver. Red, Navy, Bone 
Last Nicole (Slender Toe character) 
Heat 1 1/4" Matching 
Style: 'Julie' itel I 	 $38.95 
	
Style: 'Jan' 0804 	 $37.95 
Colons Black iNhtte. Gob. Silver„ Red. Navy, Bone Cobra: Black. White. Gold, Silver. Red, Navy, Bone 
Last Nicole Slender toe character) 
	
Last Classic (Broad toe character) 
Hoot 1 1/4' Matching 
	
Heat 11/4' Matching 
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver metalics 
IN Non-marring split leather outsoles 
• Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon 
• Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added "ball' padding 
• Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer' 
Sizing & Widths (women's) 
Narrow 8-10, 11 & 12 
Medium & Wide 
5-10, 11 & 12 
Size 12 available 
in #522 & 546 
Name: 
Address: 
City, State, Zip: 
Daytime Phone No: 
Style: 	 SLIA 	 Width: 	 Color: 	 
Style 	Sirs- 	 Width 	 _Color:  
[ I MC [ }diva Signature 	  
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
Send to: Tlc-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co 
PO Box 953 - 231 KIngsboro Ave. 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during 
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST. 
Fax: 518-725-8116 
   
      
Add $4 00/pr. shipping and handling. NY residents add 
sales tax, and give county. Canada add 57-00/Pr- 
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[CALLER LINE- UP These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals Call 
Voice/Fax: (203) 934-2653 
(203) 932-3987 anytime 
Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
"Railrvad Bill" Barr is calling 
almost anywhere. 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing Is musk 
Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678 
Silver Bay, NY 12874 
Call: 518-543-8824 
The Meandering Man 
Jim Snyder 
RD 3, Box 101 
Bemville, PA 19506 
Call: 215-488-6988 
Artist Buckskin Records 
Now Travel Full -Time 
IIII 	
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
-I.  Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 






I ast month, I requested ASD readers to send in their favorite recipes. I want to thank Kim & 
ImGlen Crawford (Dacula, GA) and Brenda & Mike Goforth (Suwanee, GA) for doing just that. 
There was no background included as to where they discovered this delicious dish (that's the best 






package Tater-Tots, frozen 
1 onion, chopped 
salt & pepper to taste 
can green beans, drained 
2 	cans cream of mushroom soup 
Brown hamburger and onion, drain. Place in casserole dish and mix in the green beans. 
Place single layer of Tater-Tots on top of hamburger and beans. Spread cream of mushroom 
soup over the casserole. Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes to one hour. 
Take my word for it, it's easy and filling! 	sI 






I love to sing!! In the shower, in the car (where my wife prefers), out walking in the 
countryside, in a group setting, in the studio 
recording on Big Mac Records, or as a square 
dance caller. I love to feel the melody and 
rhythm of the song. Take a listen to one of 
my records and sing along with me, or tell me 
how you feel. 
Several (many) years ago one of my 
square dance clubs who liked singing calls 
agreed, with a bit of opposition, to have an 
all-singing calls dance. This shocked some 
people who retorted, "Whoever heard of  
such a thing," but we went ahead with the 
plan. I asked the club members to vote for 
their favorite record, they did, but I must 
confess there was some ballot box stuffing in 
favor of certain records. 
When the evening of the dance rolled 
around I started calling the tunes with the 
most votes and then on down the list of tunes 
with less votes. The biggest surprise was the 
size of the crowd from all around our asso-
ciation, with some out of area folks thrown 
in, so to speak. 
acGregor 
RECORDS 
NEW FOR 1995 
"YOU'LL BE MINE" 
MGR 2414 
A New Mainstream Singing Call 
by JOHN KALTENTHALER 
"FLEET FOOTED CONTRA" 
by DON WARD 
AN ORIGINAL CONTRA DANCE LENGTH RECORDING 
CALLED AND PLAYED NINE TIMES THROUGH 
"MORE CHORDS" Played by FRANK MESSINA 
MGR C 303 
HEAR THESE NEW RELEASES ON THE MAC GREGOR MUSIC LINE 
17800-516-8336 
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER 
P.O. BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 97015 • 1-800-851-6203 
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Announcing the 12th Annual Silver Salmon Shindig 
in Valdez, Alaska, August 4, 5, & 6, 1995 
Featuring: 	Nationally Known Caller, Kappie Kapperman of Seattle, Washington 
Cuers, Don Waldo! & Ellie Bushue of Anchorage, Alaska 
Dancing, Workshops, & Special Events, including After Dance 
Cruise on the pristine water of Prince Williams Sound. 
• Write Today for Registration Packet, that will include a daily schedule, cost of events. 
a listing of RV Parks, Bed & Breakfasts, Hotels, plus info about Valdez, WRITE TO: 
SOURDOCEES, P.O. BOX 1952, VALDEZ, ALASKA 99686 
The club was delighted and pleased that 
an all-singing call dance was so well ac-
cepted. This was the start of an annual sing-
ing call dance which then evolved into a 
twice a year event. We needed a name for the 
dances, so it may have been my wife Connie 
who said, "Sing Along with Mac," and we 
did. In the beginning I used three records for 
each tip, but that didn't work out as well as 
two records each tip, which gave us a little 
more visiting time. 
Our club's largest crowds of the year were 
on the nights of "Sing Along with Mac." This 
went on for a few years until square dance 
levels were introduced, and some dancers 
thought all singing call dances were not chal-
lenging enough. They were never meant to 
be challenging but rather relaxing, so another 
fun dance down the drain. 
During the above time period our associa-
tion started an annual Labor Day weekend 
event which was named "Square Affair." On 
Sunday night, after the main dance at a loca-
tion removed from the big hall, my club 
sponsored an after party where there was 
loads of food and continual dancing with 
almost all singing calls by any and all callers. 
If a dancer became tired, someone would step 
into their place with no hesitation of the  
dance, as the mike was passed from caller to 
caller. We were fortunate to have some of the 
greatest callers in California visiting our 
weekend event and calling on our program 
just for the fun and great camaraderie (I fi-
nally learned to spell it). 
Eventually at our party, the dance became 
a contest between the caller and dancer to see 
who could hold out longer. I have been told 
that some caller sneaked out for a few Zs 
during the evening, but being the host and 
emcee I had to hang in. I think some of the 
dancers caught a few winks also. The callers 
used all sorts of props to keep going. One 
night about 3:00 AM, Ernie Kinney (you may 
know him) brought in a pillow, placed it on 
the floor, put his head on the pillow and from 
the prone position called a tip before slipping 
into dreamland. 
Square dancing is fun whether you are 
gliding around six inches off the floor, as 
someone said, or sliding along as I like to do. 
Put a little fun in your life! 
NOTE: Anyone who would be interested 
in producing a round dance on Scope label, 
get it touch with me for some very interesting 
distribution and cost figures. See my ad on 
page two for address and telephone number. 
HEAR OUR NEWEST RELEASES 
acGregResgorMusic Line 
24 HOURS A DAY • 1-800-516-8336 






eaders who have read the previous 
Diamond articles by now share the 
perception that it is not easy to help an 
interested new dancer become a com-
petent club dancer. For many reasons, the class 
structure we have developed makes it almost 
impossible for many people who are interested 
in learning to square dance to successfully do 
so. 
Our square dance leaders need to unify be-
hind one effective introductory program and 
channel all their energy into helping find ways 
to use that program to attract and retain thou-
sands of new square dancers. 
What does square dancing need to do to 
greatly increase the number of dancers 
across America? 
I . Establish the CALLERLAB Basic Pro-
gram as the introductory program for square 
dancing. This program includes a rich mixture 
of old and new calls. These Basic Program calls 
provide plenty of opportunity for fascinating 
choreography. Why the Basic Program? Re-
read Wayne McDonald's article on p. 29 of the 
February issue of ASD. With great insight, 
Wayne comments, "Maybe it's time we sup-
ported the new dancers at their programs in-
stead of trying so hard to push them to our 
program." 
2. We must focus all our energies on making 
our programs grow. We have all we need in the 
way of lists, programs, pamphlets, books, vid-
eos, cassettes...we need to stop trying to pro-
mote things and focus on attracting people. 
3. Ask CALLERLAB to develop a task force 
which will search for and identify programs that 
work. Identify programs which consistently at-
tract above average crowds of new dancers, 
those which retain large percentages of their 
class members, those which are unique and 
promising, those which are taught by callers 
who combine good teaching with,entertaining 
programs. The jewels the task force finds can 
be programmed at conventions so all of us can 
learn from them. We need to become single 
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minded-if it helps us grow, let's do more of it. 
If it doesn't help us grow, let's put it aside for 
now and save our energy to work on productive 
ideas. 
4. We need to present our square dance 
programs as if we were serving a great banquet. 
We need to serve a variety of wonderful, high 
quality food a little at a time and allow our 
guests to enjoy each bite. We should start off 
with an elegant soup (half of the Basic Pro-
gram), and during this part of the banquet allow 
the diners to get acquainted, visit, discover new 
friends and enjoy the privilege of dining with 
many nice people at this very special event. 
Follow the soup with the best salad the chef 
can create (the rest of the Basic Program). Great 
salads are tasty, colorful, attractive and are 
served with lots of condiments which add zest, 
flavor and variety. This is the time to help these 
separate individuals come together as a group 
of friends. Eating their soup and salad slowly 
makes it possible for these folks to enjoy their 
time with each other. New friends are precious 
and time together is to be treasured. Continue 
to enjoy these friends as the main course is 
served (the Mainstream Program). Carefully 
prepared by the master chef, it is the high point 
of the dining experience. 
Extra attention has gone into choosing the 
perfect foods to blend together to make the food 
look like a work of art, cooked to the exact 
degree at which the texture is perfect and the 
food most flavorful. As this group of friends 
finish their culinary adventure, attention is 
turned to the chefs final presentation-a nice 
dessert (the Plus Program). The guests depart, 
eager for the next opportunity to get together. 
We need to learn how to serve our program 
to new dancers a little at a time with each 
element of the highest quality, and with plenty 
of time to "taste and savor" that element to the 
fullest. High quality experiences with warm, 
happy friends and enough time to develop mu-
tual interests will magnetically attract these 
guests back over and over again, each time with 
more of their friends. 
Currently, we treat our new dancers to din-
ner at the local drive-thru, fast food restaurant! 
Drive up, pick up your food, eat fast and be on 
your way. These new dancers think, "Okay, 
we've tried square dancing, now let's try bowl-
ing! 
THERE IS A BETTER WAY! I/ 
23 
16" TIER 2 TIERED SKIRT 
HEMLINE 
As promised, this month I will give you a couple of tiered type circle skirts. Before I do, I want to men-tion once again, the importance of 
using the correct needle type and size for the 
fabric or type of thread you are using. I realize 
needles are expensive now, but using the cor-
rect needle, and a new one, can make the dif-
ference between something that looks good and 
goes together with a minimum of frustration, or 
one that you struggle with and begin to hate 
before you ever get it finished! 
One of my favorite skirts on a dress I made 
years ago was a circle with a shorter scalloped 
over-skirt. I cut a normal circle skirt pattern. I 
then cut a pattern with a top circle 12" from the 
top, scalloped this, then trimmed it. Or you can 
make three tiers, one tier out of an alternate 
fabric or print. - 
With spring in the air and the beautiful 
by Phyllis Milgrage 
ighter fabrics available, the following tiered 
skirt is beautiful, especially if you have a serger 
and can do a rolled hem. 
Tier 1 - 9 inches long 
(cut 4 for 2 circles) 
Tier 2 - 16 inches long 
(cut 4 for 2 circles) 
Tier 3 - 24 inches long 
for 23 inch finished length 
(cut 2 for I circle) 
Sew pieces for each tier together. Ilem edges 
and trim with lace or trim of your choice. As-
semble by putting all waistlines together. Fit to 
waistband or bodice if making a dress. Adjust 
the tiers to fit your skirt length being sure that 
they are proportionate. 
Until next month, Happy Dancing and Crea-
tive Sewing. 
Circle skirt with a 
scolloped over 
You may write Phyllis at 22906 50th Ave. W., Mountlake Terr., WA 98043 	 ✓ 
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This month, let's look at the popular Plus 
call FLIP THE DIAMOND, only the starting 
formation is a facing diamond or left hand 
diamond. It's not hard to do, BUT will prob-
ably require a review on the correct defini-
tion on flip the diamond. (It doesn't always 
end with boys in the center of an ocean 
wave.) 




FLIP THE DIAMOND 
FERRIS WHEEL 





RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
2. HEADS STAR THRU 
DOUBLE PASS THRU 
PEEL OFF 
PASS THE OCEAN 
CENTERS HINGE 




CENTERS SQUARE THRU THREE 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
3. HEADS STAR THRU 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU THREE 
LEFT SWING THRU 
GIRLS RUN 
BOYS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
TRADE THE WAVE 
EXTEND 
RIGHT AND LEFT GRAND 
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4. HEADS 1P2P 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
BOYS FOLLOW YOUR 
NEIGHBOR 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
LEFT SWING THRU 
EXTEND 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
5. HEADS LEFT 
SQUARE THRU TWO 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
SPLIT CIRCULATE 
CENTERS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
1/2 TAG 
RECYCLE 
SQUARE THRU THREE 
TRADE BY 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
6. HEADS SQUARE THRU TWO 
TOUCH 1/4 
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR & 
SPREAD 
GIRLS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
BOYS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
CIRCULATE 
EXPLODE THE WAVE 
TAG THE LINE 
FACE IN 
RIGHT AND LEFT THRU 
LOAD THE BOAT 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
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7. HEADS 1P2P 
PASS THE OCEAN 
TRADE THE WAVE 
BOYS FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
ACEY DEUCEY 
GIRLS CROSS RUN 
CIRCULATE 
EXTEND 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
8. HEADS SQUARE THRU FOUR 
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE 
BOYS HINGE 





CENTERS FACE IN 
YOU'RE HOME 
9. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN 
EXTEND 
GIRLS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
COUPLES CIRCULATE 
BOYS TRADE 
BEND THE LINE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
EXPLODE & BOX THE GNAT 
SQUARE THRU FOUR 
U-TURN BACK 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 





FLIP THE DIAMOND 
GIRLS CROSS RUN 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
11. HEADS 1P2P 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
BOYS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
TAG THE LINE  
FACE RIGHT 
GIRLS RUN 
SPLIT CIRCULATE TWO TIMES 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
12. HEADS STAR THRU 




BOYS GO 1 & 1/2 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
BEND THE LINE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 




CENTERS CAST OFF 3/4 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
CENTERS TRADE 








FLIP THE DIAMOND 
TAG THE LINE 
BOYS U-TURN BACK 
TOUCH 1/4 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
15. HEADS SQUARE THRU FOUR 
SIDES HALF SASHAY 
TOUCH 1/4 
CENTERS HINGE 
FLIP THE DIAMOND 
CENTERS TRADE 
CAST OFF 3/4 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
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THE NORM ItORHER 	by Steve 
This month, let's take a look at Flip The Diamond From Point To Point Diamonds. Put your 
checkers down and give this a try! It's neat! 
HEADS SQUARE THRU TWO 
PASS THE OCEAN 
GIRLS RUN 
BOYS HINGE 
(check your Point to Point Diamonds) 
FLIP THE DIAMOND (ends in Grand Ocean Wave) 
THEN: 
I. 	Recycle 	 4. Fan the Top 
Square Thru Two 	 Circulate 
Trade By 	 Girls Trade 
Left Allemande 	 Swing Thru 
Extend 
2. Explode & Swing Thru 	 Right & Left Grand 
Circulate 
Extend 	 5. Girls Trade 
Right & Left Grand 	 Explode & Square Thru Three 
Trade By 
3. Triple Trade 
	
Left Allemande 
Recycle & Roll 
Girls Peel Off 
Right & Left Grand 
Remember Lee and Steve Kopman's Caller's School in Knoxville, TN (see ad in this issue). 
Reservations are coming in quickly, so don't procrastinate. Space is limited!!! I/ 
Check out the new ad below on my choreography. I think you'll love the results of the new 
sets available. 
Kopman's Choreography 
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!! Now available: "son- set of Mainstream, Plus, 
Advance and C1. 
• 50 sequences per set 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Easy to read 
• $50.00 per set 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
Send check or money order to: 	_MS _PLUS A2 _C1 (NEW "SOFT" SET) 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 	 _MS _PLUS A2 _C1 (HARD SET) 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
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Stan Burdick Dale McClary Larry Cole Ray Taylor 
Ft! 
Jerry Reed 
NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
RWH-198 THIRTY DAYS by Otto 
RWH-197 BABY LIKES TO ROCK IT by Otto 
RWH-196 PM HOLDIN' HEAVEN IN MY ARMS by Steve 
RWH-520 ARREANDO HOEDOWN by Steve 
,A 110T NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS by 'Pure Country' 
RWH-806 I'LL LEAVE THIS WORLD LOVIN' YOU by Jerry 
RWH-805 THE KEYS IN THE MAILBOX by Dave 
RWH-804 ROCKY TOP by Larry 
RWH-803 MAKING BELIEVE byRay 
2-r SIZZLING SELLERS 
RWH-195 I'M GONNA WRITE MYSELF A LETTER by Larry 
RWH-194 BABY WE'RE REALLY IN LOVE by Dale 
".11' COMING SOON  
RWH-807 AM I BLUE SING-A-LONG by Pat 
NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES  
BUC-1257 SECOND FLING by Rick 
BUC-1256 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS by Jerry 
1:`r SIZZLING SELLERS  
BUC-1255 SILVER THREADS & GOLDEN NEEDLES by Jim 
BUC-1254 THANK GOODNESS ITS FRIDAY by Tom 
BUC-1253 BLUE MESA by Pat 
Dave Gipson 	Rick Ailison 
	
Pat Shevokas Hank LJtcher Tom R,Jdebock 
* Dick Weibel Enterprises*675 E. Alluvial*Fresno, CA*93720* 209-439-3478 * 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
Amenean Squaredance, Apnl 199!) 
In the February issue of John's Notes, John 
Saunders, Editor, we loved his slogan "Have a 
heart! Call smart!" 
In his article John's Comments, we found a 
great incentive - "Please, let's eliminate the 
gloom and doom. Let's be positive and go to 
work on the important things in this activity. 
Let's recruit new dancers, let's train new callers 
and then let's come up with ways to protect 
these people as they get older...Let's entertain 
people, let's show the world how we, as square 
dancers, get along. Maybe the world will take 
note." 
We agree with John about Split Ping Pong 
Circulate (Plus QS) in that "it appears to be 
fairly smooth and dancers don't seem to have 
too much problem learning it." He offers some 
good material using it, for your use. 
We found Cross Run in the Mainstream 
section used in some excellent material. The 
Advanced-I material uses Scoot & Dodge, 
while in the A-Il program he offered Split & 
Box Transfer. 
In the March issue there was an informative 
article by Don Ward covering Music For Con-
tra. If you are into prompting the contra dance 
this would be a fine article for you to read. 
In the Basic section we were pleased to see 
a lengthy offering of material using Bend The 
Line. Sometimes the body flow can interfere 
with the execution of that maneuver, so it's 
important the dancers realize this. 
The Plus section offers Explode & Any-
thing, while the Advanced-I takes a look at Pass 
In/Pass Out. 
In the February issue of The New View, 
editor Bill Davis, we found some very good 
material using the Plus Quarterly Selection, 
Split Ping Pong Circulate. 
Bill also offers a new experimental by Gloria 
Roth called Arc 'N Roll. In the Advanced sec-
tion we found some good material for Out Roll 
Circulate as well as Zig Zag/Zag Zig. 
Some good material by Larry Davenport 
covered Chase To A Diamond and was pre-
sented in the Workshop Extras. 
Mikeside Management, editor Stan 
Burdick, in the February issue offers an inter-
esting article entitled "Music, One Way To 
29 
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" aro 	• — •••, • ^we., For Brochure and 
Super Saver Price 
Write: 
Lee McCormack 
276 Polk 647 






Homer German P 	w4 
Bob White 
Provide Variety In Square Dancing," by Paul 
Moore. He points out how callers sometimes 
decide to change figures (in singing calls) which 
might produce a problem for the dancers. He 
says, "Too often, I think, we turn to new figures 
or strange applications of the definitions of old 
figures. A result of that is a lot of breakdown of 
squares and frustration on the part of the danc-
ers." 
Have you ever been a guest caller and won-
dered just what was expected of you? Mike 
Callahan offers a fine article that spells it out for 
you. Don't miss it. 
Stan's Choreo Concerto contains some very 
good material through the Plus level of dancing. 
A.C.F. Callerlink, editor Howard Cock-
burn, in the February issue gave us a smile when 
we read the Thought Of The Month - Keep your 
eye on the ball, Your nose to the grindstone, 
Your shoulder to the wheel, Your head on your 
shoulders, Now-try doing something. 
Howard offers a fine article entitled "Defini-
tions. The Basics For Teaching, Calling and 
Dancing," by David Smythe, Q.L.D. This is a 
very informative article and all callers should 
contact Howard for a copy. 
Also in the February issue we found an 
article by Keith Lethbridge dealing with Un-
symmetrical Resolutions. He has offered mate-
rial to use with the table top square dance dolls. 
This issue is chuck full of good information! 
Toronto & District Callers Notes, editor 
Norm Wilcox offers an interesting concept us-
ing Run from Lines in both the Mainstream and 
Plus section. 
Left Hand Stuff offered in the Mainstream 
section has lots of material you can sink your 
teeth into. Dixie Style with boys leading is a 
switch for most dancers, since many callers 
never think to use it. Good material! 
Dancing the Plus program offers some chal-
lenging material for both callers and dancers. 
The use of Spread is dominate. 
The A-I program offers material for Triple 
Star Thru and Triple Trade. Advanced-II con-
tains some excellent figures using Pass & Roll 
Your Neighbor. 
Notes For European Callers, Al Stevens 
and Rudi Pohl, editors, talks about a bit of 
history concerning our activity. An interesting 
reiteration of how it was in the 1940s. The 
article brings back memories of how easy it was 
YOUR DREAM COME TRUE 
A CRUISE TO SOUTH AMERICA 
(AND SEVERAL CARIBBEAN ISLANDS) 
ON CARNIVALS NEW SUPER LINER 
-THE FASCINATION 
American Squaredance, April 1995 
DAN NORDDYE 	JOE SALTEL 
(602) 985-8049 (707) 839-3050 
Current 50:444 Hits! 
RECORDS 
One Of Those Wonderful Songs 	Dan 
Wake Up Jacob 	 Joe 
Hey Li Lee, Li Lee Dan & Joe 
Help I'm White And I Can't Get Down 	Dan 
Do-Wa-Diddy 
'Til The Money's Gone 
I'm Up To My Ears In Tears 
Won't You Wear My Ring 
Why Get Up 
Going Against The Grain 
Walkin' The Floor Over Me 
Back To The Country 
Joe 
Dan & Joe 
Dan 
Joe 
Dan & Joe 
Dan 
Joe 



















Dan & Joe 
Hot New Hits ! 
To Me And You 
Her Name 
DJ115 Let's Get Back 
DJ114 I Don't Even Know 
DJ113 Silver Wings 
DJ Records: 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno, CA 93726 (209) 227-2764 
to get a class started. They remind us of how the 
news media was cooperative a few years back. 
those were the "good ol' days". 
The notes contain some excellent Main-
stream material using Pass The Ocean. 
In Mechanics, edited by Wayne Morvent, 
February issue, he offers some interesting ma-
terial in the Baisc 50 section. It's called "Just 
For Fun." He presents some unusual and quite 
different maneuvers. 
In the Mainstream section he brings some 
more interesting and provocative "Just For 
Fun" material. 
Wayne offers Pass & Roll for the Advanced 
dancers. 
The March issue presents Vertical Tag: a 
simple call for the average dancer, when the 
Right Hand Dancer steps in front ,of the Left 
Hand Dancer and completes the call with a 
Double Pass Thru. 
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In the Plus section we found some informa-
tion on Follow Thru, a Quarterly Selection. 
With a little careful positioning, the dancers can 
execute this call successfully. In a Split or Box 
Circulate position the In facers Extend and Sin-
gle Hinge, while the Out facers do a 1/2 of a 
Split or Box Circulate. Good material for you 
callers to try. 
In the February Minnesota Callers Notes. 
edited by Warren Berquam, we found some 
good Openers, a Break and Closers for your 
use. 
A good amount of Split Circulate is in the 
Mainstream section as well as Spin Chain & 
Exchange The Gears in the Plus section. 
If you are stumped by only one or two ways 
to do Dixie Grand, just try the ones on the Plus 
page, p. 18. Good material! 
In the Advanced-II section, Warren offers 
some excellent material using Mini Busy. This 
is one many dancers have trouble with. V 
31 
Country Line 
by jim and jean cholmondeley 
Winter is just about over and the bad weather should be leaving us in parts of the country. It's 
time to look at the possibility of having Spring Classes and Parties for your Winter students. 
There are many weekends being planned all the time and it feels good to get out and travel and 
meet new people after being cooped up all winter. 
We are seeing new dances being introduced that are different from the normal line dances. 
Some of the traditional dancers do not like the newer dances, but for most people they find the 
newer dances to be fun also. The cry of, " I have to learn all over again every time I go out" is not 
entirely true, but what is true is, that new dances are always being offered. You normally see the 
old stand-bys being done also, i.e., Slappin' Leather, Tush Push, Electric slide, etc. The one good 
thing we can say is that we are not getting stale and we reach our main goal 	 fun. 
*Progressive lines by jim and jean cholmondeley 
Music: 4/4 music about 100 BPM 	Starting positions Groups of lines facing 
VINE RIGHT, KICK AND 1/4 TURN TO LEFT 	 (1-4) 
Step Right to Right, Cross Left behind Right, Step Right to Right, Kick Left and turn 1/4 to Left at 
the same time. 
VINE LEVI. KICK AND 1/4 TURN TO RIGHT 	 (5-8) 
Step Left to Left, Cross Right behind Left, Step Left to Left, Kick Right and turn 1/4 to Right at 
the same time. 
KICK BALL CHANGE, STEP, TURN RIGHT AND STOMP 	 (9-12) 
Kick Right fwd and close on ball of Right, Step on Left, Step fwd on Right and turn to Right, 
Stomp Left next to Right 
SHUFFLE RIGHT, SHUFFLE LEFT 	 (13-16) 
Step fwd on Right, Close with Left, Step fwd on Right, Step Fwd on Left close with Right, Step 
fwd on Left 
RUN THREE AND JUMP 	 (17-20) 
Three Running steps (R, L, R), jump on both feet 
SHUFFLE RIGHT, SHUFFLE LEFT 	 (21-24) 
Step fwd on Right, Close with Left, Step fwd on Right, Step FWD on Left close with Right, Step 
fwd on Left 
*CHARLESTON 	 (25-28) 
Step fwd on Right, Kick Left, Step back on Left, Close with Right 
STEP TURN (TWICE) 	 (29-32) 
Step fwd with Right, Step fwd with Left and turn 1/2 to Right (Repeat) 
* Any time you are facing a wall with no one in front of you substitute the next four counts with -
JUMPING JACKS WITH A 1/2 TURN 
Jump with feet together, Jump with feet apart, Jump crossing Right over Left, Turn half to Left VI 
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In reflecting back over half a century of square dancing, it is easy to see that of the many 
rewards the activity has provided, the most 
valued are the friendships made along the way. 
Certainly there are many reasons for a person 
to take part in the activity-you name them: 
sociability, exercise, a recreation for the couple 
to enjoy together, etc., etc. But think back to the 
good times and the people you never would 
have met had it not been for this wondrous 
activity known as square dancing and you get 
the significance of what I'm talking about. 
Here's a case in point. 
Last summer Becky and I, along with some 
17,000 others, filled the Hollywood Bowl to 
enjoy an evening devoted to the triumphs of 
motion picture animation. Above the giant 
acoustic shell that surrounded the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic Orchestra was a mammoth thea-
ter screen upon which a dozen or so of the 
world's most entertaining cartoon short sub-
jects were projected. 
Halfway through the two hour program the 
films were stopped and, to the thunderous ap-
plause of the crowg, the man responsible for the 
evening's fun walked onto the stage and talked 
briefly about the magic of animated cartoons. 
The speaker was Chuck Jones, director of the 
films we had been watching and recognized by 
Newsweek Magazine as "One of America's 
great film-makers." 
Winner of three Academy Awards for his 
films, Chuck has directed Warner Bros.' great-
est stars-Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Porky Pig 
and Elmer Fudd-in many of their most memo-
rable cartoon appearances. In addition, he cre-
ated a number of outstanding characters 
including Wile E. Coyote, the Road Runner and 
Pepe Le Pew. 
Now, getting back to the square dance scene. 
Long before reaching his present zenith of 
popularity in the world of animation, Chuck 
was an ardent square dancer and, as president 
of the Rip 'n Snort club, he contributed much 
to its more than 40 year span. The Rips were 
noted not only for their friendliness and'enjoy-
able dancing but for their "unusual" afterpar-
ties. It was customary, following the coffee and  
cake, for Chuck to entertain the rest of us with 
"chalk-talks." It was Chuck, our friend and 
fellow square dancer who we applauded, not 
necessarily Chuck the animator. We all knew 
Chuck played a major role in the business of 
film-making, but it was Chuck and his wife 
Dottie as people who stirred our club to action. 
Always on the lookout for something differ-
ent for the members to do, we decided, after the 
usual number of club visitations, overnight train 
trips and picnics, that Rip 'n Snort was ready 
for the "big" one. "Let's have the whole club 
(not just a part of it) take a luxury cruise to 
Hawaii." Now, this was back in 1956, almost a 
decade before square dancers began taking trips 
to all parts of the world. Anyway, Chuck said it 
could be done. "What about those who say they 
can't afford it?" we asked. "Or those with small 
children that can't be left alone for two weeks?" 
We were not unaware of the many reasons the 
members might give for not being included. 
That's where Chuck's experience in producing 
an endless string of six-minute cartoon came 
into the picture. 
He explained that when the production staff 
got together for one of its meetings and each 
member of the team had an opportunity to 
present an idea for a possible future film, there 
was a rule. With each idea for a possible future 
film, there was a rule. When each idea was 
presented, nobody could kill it. For a period of 
time everyone would contribute only positive 
suggestions to support the idea. After a certain 
amount of time the group would meet again and 
decide either to go ahead with the production, 
to further develop it or to drop it entirely. Chuck 
explained, this was known as The Period of the 
Big Yes. 
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And so, following this plan we decided not 
to ask the members of the club what they 
thought of the idea, but simply to tell them that 
in two years we were all going to be on that ship 
and that no one was to even think of any reason 
why it wouldn't work for them. Anyway, half 
the fun is in the planning and they would all 
share in that. Well, they bought it. We set up a 
saving's program so that all members could 
deposit something each month toward their own 
ticket; we rented the Academy Theater and sold 
tickets for an evening of Chuck's cartoons. The 
club sponsored a Country Fair and raised more 
money, all of which went into a general account 
to offset expenses of the trip. 
It worked. It really worked and it's hard to 
say, but if for some reason the trip had to be 
cancelled, the club members had so much joy 
out of the two years of planning, the actual event 
itself might not have been missed. But it did 
work and 53 dancers out of a club of about 60 
members were on the ship that November of 
1958. Another victory for The Period of the Big 
Yes! 
Starting with one of our early issues of Sets 
in Order (later to be called Square Dancing 
Magazine and no longer in publication), Chuck 
contributed some of our liveliest covers and 
eventually came up with cartooned conceptions 
of some of his favorite square dance characters. 
Then in 1956, the first of some thirty Chuck 
Jones' Note Books appeared. Chuck had free 
reign on his choice of material and he attacked 
with abandon such topics as round dancing, the 
dancer's costume-and square dance travel. Here 
is a portion of one of our favorites that appeared 
in January 1958. 
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My theme, for today is this: IS THE 
SQUARE DANCER NECESSARY TO 
SQUARE DANCING? AND IF SO-HOW? 
Many people have come up to me, some total 
strangers and asked, "Mr. Jones, what part, if 
any, does the dancer play in square dancing?" 
Total strangers, of course, I simply snub, but to 
others I have a ready answer, "The•dancer is a 
helpful, but not an essential, part of square 
dancing. It is helpful to the caller to have an 
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indeterminate number of dancers to call to. It is 
helpful, I repeat, but no matter how much we 
might wish otherwise, it is not essential." 
I have had people come up to me with tears 
in their eyes, some even from out of state, and 
ask "Mr. Jones, shouldn't we get out . . all of 
us and leave the field to the callers? Pay for the 
music and the hall and the callers' salary, of 
course, but just get the heck out and stop annoy-
ing him?" My answer to this query is, "Laud-
able . . . but, no." 
I think the basic place of the dancer, indeed 
the basic responsibility is to keep the caller 
happy. Callers are not only delicate and rather 
frail but are extremely sensitive and subject to 
moodiness. There are several ways to circum-
vent this tendency to sullenness and I would like 
to outline the most important so that you too can 
become a useful member of your square dance 
community and a jovial little helper for your 
caller. 
First, I think, is the size of the dance. Most 
callers seem to prefer a large number of dancers 
to call to, just why this is so, no one seems to 
know. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the aver-
age caller will find true happiness only when a 
way is found to dance in layers, so that all the 
wasted space between the dancers and the ceil-
ing has been utilized. I have seen callers on the 
sidewalk outside forcing the hundred and six-
teenth dancer, using a crowbar, into a hall origi-
nally intended to hold forty-eight girl scouts. 
Some callers find it almost impossible to call to 
anything less than six squares and often will 
sulk or flatly refuse to call. 
I have attended dances at which only five and 
a half squares showed up and had the caller 
break down and sob into his microphone, rust-
ing the delicate mechanism. A caller's effec-
tiveness is multiplied in direct ratio to the 
number of squares in attendance. At the Dia-
mond Jubilee in Santa Monica, where some-
thing like more than 15.200 dancers were 
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present, some of the callers had to be wrapped 
in wet sheets and packed in ice for forty-eight 
hours before they could descend from their 
ecstasy. 
The basic responsibility of the dancer then 
is to maintain the size of his dance to the burst-
ing point and his basic duty is never to be absent 
himself, to attend all of his club's dances except 
in cases of absolute disability. 
The second basic in the care and keeping of 
callers is the use of applause. Callers thrive on 
LOVABLE SORT 
PULLS A CALL THAT HE 
KNOWS IS BRAND NEW 
THEN SEARS THE FLOOR 
WITH HIS CONTEMPT BE-
CAUSE THEY DIDN'T KNOW 
IT TOO. 
applause. What tender young goat is to the 
Burmese tiger, applause is to the caller. What 
food is to some men, liquor to others and 
women to a fortunate few, applause is the caller. 
They bask in it like the warm summer sun. They 
bask in it even when they know you don't mean 
it. Applause, applause, hypocritical or genuine, 
it's all one to the caller, you do not question the 
source of your blood transfusions. The square 
dance caller is undoubtedly the only gainfully 
employed human being in the United States 
who receives applause every seven min-
utes...and who would be surprised and insulted 
if he did not. 
Remember then: APPLAUSE IS 
MOTHER'S MILK TO THE CALLER. 
My final point in the square dancer's part in 
square dancing is this: make as few errors as 
possible. Try desperately not to make any. It 
unnerves callers terribly to have a dancer make 
a mistake, particularly right under his nose. It is 
offensive to a caller and should be avoided. If 
you feel an error coming on go to the back of 
the hall, or better yet, get out of there. The 
caller's profession is a highly exacting one, 
requiring intense concentration and to be in the 
midst of a complicated call only to look down 
at a floor in which the symmetry is disturbed by 
one imperfect square is terribly, terribly dis-
turbing. I think it is up to the dancer to try to 
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anticipate what the caller has on his mind, not 
to anticipate the call mind you, we all know 
better than that, but perhaps to bone up a bit on 
clairvoyance. It is unquestionably the dancer's 
responsibility to learn all the calls, new and old, 
and never, never to subject any caller to the 
indignity of a walk-through. 
In summing it up then, we find that the 
dancer's place in square dancing is, in a tiny 
way, important. He serves the part of a setting 
to a dazzling jewel. In this humble role he may 
be able to find a kind of queasy happiness. 
The National Square Dance Convention in 
1959 was to be held in Denver, Colorado, and 
Dr. Lloyd "Poppy" Shaw agreed back in 1957 
to create a "Cavalcade of Square Dancing" as a 
highlight of the event. He was well into the 
planning stages when he passed away in 1958 
at his home in Colorado Springs. Dorothy, his 
wife, stepped in to complete her husband's 
dream. One of her first moves was to call on 
Chuck Jones to collaborate with her and to 
serve as the show's narrator. 
Finally, the time for the Convention arrived 
and hundreds of performers from all parts of 
America gathered together in a closed-off sec-
tion of the giant convention hall. These groups 
had been practicing the traditional dances of 
their home areas and now it was the task of the 
show's producers to blend them into a single 
cast. Mrs. Shaw thanked the many dancers and 
explained that while there would be little or no 
rehearsal time she knew that their devotion to 
the project would result in success. She then 
turned the meeting over to the narrator. 
Looking at the group of hundreds of cos-
tumed volunteers, Chuck's words were ones 
we'll remember for a long time. In essence he 
said: "You folks have put hours of work and 
love into what you are doing here. Just remem-
ber, when you go out there today to dance, only 
the love must show." It did. 
The "Cavalcade" was a great success and 
over the years when our various projects have 
proven to be a bit laborious, we've tried to make 
certain that "only the love must show." 
Editor's Note: The following error was dis-
covered in last month's article: Page 17, para-
graphs 6 and 7; we referred to an "Allemande 
left" as an "Alexander left." (No, it isn't a new 
call, just a proofreader's error.) Our apologies 
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TIMING'S THE THING: 
        
HEADS 	SQUARE THRU 
               
               
DO SA DO 
	
SWING THRU 
    
GIRLS FOLD : PEEL OFF 
  
           
           
FERRIS WHEEL 
    
	RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
SQUARE THRU 	3/4 
        
                
                
SWING CORNER 
	
PROM EN ADE 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER 
ZERO LINE: TOUCH 1/4, SINGLE FILE CIR-
CULATE, GIRLS RUN, GRAND RIGHT & 
LEFT. 
STATIC SQUARE: SIDES FLUTTER-
WHEEL THEN STAR THRU & ZOOM, CEN-
TERS FLUTTERWHEEL, PASS THRU, 
ZERO BOX. 
STATIC SQUARE: HEAD LADIES CHAIN, 
HEADS STAR THRU, DOUBLE PASS 
THRU, FIRST GO LEFT, NEXT GO RIGHT, 
ZERO LINE. 
ZERO LINE: RIGHT & LEFT THRU, END 
LADIES CHAIN DIAGONALLY, FOUR LA-
DIES CHAIN ACROSS, STAR THRU, ZERO 
BOX. 
ZERO BOX: RIGHT & LEFT THRU, DIVE 
THRU, ZOOM, CENTERS PASS THRU, 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU, DIVE THRU, ZOOM, 
CENTERS PASS THRU, ZERO BOX. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM 
ZERO BOX: SQUARE THRU, PARTNER 
TRADE, STAR THRU, DIVE THRU, PASS 
THRU, RIGHT & LEFT THRU, STAR THRU, 
SQUARE THRU, TRADE BY, LA. 
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ZERO SQUARE: HEADS SQUARE THRU 
3/4, SEPARATE AROUND ONE TO A LINE, 
ENDS STAR THRU, CENTERS SQUARE 
THRU, SPLIT TWO AROUND ONE TO A 
LINE, STAR THRU, TRADE BY, SQUARE 
THRU FIVE HANDS, TRADE BY, LA. 
ZERO SQUARE: HEADS SQUARE THRU 
3/4, SEPARATE AROUND ONE TO A LINE, 
FORWARD & BACK, PASS THRU, WHEEL 
& DEAL, GIRLS LEE' SQUARE THRU 3/4, 
TOUCH 1/4, BOYS TRADE, SWING THRU, 
GIRLS RUN, COUPLES TRADE, WHEEL & 
DEAL, LEFT SQUARE THRU, GRAND 
RIGHT & LEFT. 
ZERO SQUARE: HEADS 1/2 SQUARE 
THRU, RIGHT & LEFT THRU, SWING 
THRU, GIRLS CIRCULATE, BOYS TRADE, 
BOYS RUN, BEND THE LINE, SQUARE 
THRU, TRADE BY, STAR THRU, PASS 
THRU, WHEEL & DEAL, DOUBLE PASS 
THRU, LADIES TURN BACK, SWING 
THRU, BOYS TRADE, LA. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM 
SOFT DBD: 
ZERO BOX: TOUCH 1/4, SCOOT BACK, 
CENTERS TRADE, SCOOT BACK, CEN-
TERS TRADE, SCOOT BACK, WALK & 
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DODGE, PARTNER TRADE, PASS THE 
OCEAN, RECYCLE, LA. 
ZERO LINE: PASS THRU, TAG THE LINE-
IN, BOX THE GNAT, FAN THE TOP, SPIN 
CHAIN THRU, GIRLS CIRCULATE (DOU-
BLE), BOYS RUN, FERRIS WHEEL, 
SQUARE THRU 3/4, LA. 
ZERO LINE: PASS THRU, WHEEL & DEAL, 
CENTERS SPIN THE TOP, OTHERS DI-
VIDE AND STAR THRU, CENTERS SWING 
THRU & RECYCLE, ZOOM, SQUARE THRU 
3/4, LA. 
PASS THE OCEAN: 
ZERO LINE: PASS THRU, TAG THE LINE-
IN, PASS THE OCEAN, BOYS TRADE, 
BOYS RUN, WHEEL & DEAL, SQUARE 
THRU 3/4, LA. 
ZERO BOX: RIGHT & LEFT THRU, ROLL-
AWAY 1/2 SASHAY, PASS THE OCEAN, 
BOYS TRADE, SPIN THE TOP, SINGLE 
HINGE, SCOOT BACK, BOYS RUN, SLIDE 
THRU, LA. 
SCOOT & FAN: 
ZERO BOX: SWING THRU, SCOOT BACK, 
FAN THE TOP, RECYCLE, SWEEP 1/4, 
PASS TO THE CENTER, SQUARE THRU 
3/4, LA. 
ZERO LINE: PASS THE OCEAN, SWING 
THRU, SCOOT BACK, FAN THE TOP, 
GIRLS RUN, BEND THE LINE, GRAND 
RIGHT & LEFT. 
ZERO BOX: SPIN CHAIN THRU, GIRLS 
CIRCULATE (DOUBLE), SCOOT BACK, 
FAN THE TOP, SINGLE HINGE, SINGLE 
FILE CIRCULATE, BOYS RUN, STAR 
THRU, PASS THRU, WHEEL & DEAL, 
SQUARE THRU 3/4, LA. 
COLUMNS: 
ZERO LINE: TOUCH 1/4, ALL EIGHT CIR-
CULATE, SINGLE HINGE, FAN THE TOP, 
RECYCLE, PASS TO THE CENTER, 
SQUARE THRU 3/4, LA. 
ZERO LINE: TOUCH 1/4, ALL EIGHT CIR-
CULATE, SINGLE HINGE, RECYCLE, 
SWEEP 1/4, PASS TO THE CENTER, 
SQUARE THRU 3/4, LA. 
ZERO LINE: PASS THRU, WHEEL & DEAL, 
DOUBLE PASS THRU, CENTERS IN, CAST 
OFF 3/4, TOUCH 1/4, CENTER FOUR 
SCOOT BACK, BOYS RUN RIGHT, CEN-
TERS SQUARE THRU 3/4, CENTERS IN, 
CAST OFF 3/4, STAR THRU, ZOOM, CEN-
TERS SWING THRU, TURN THRU, LA. 
TAGS: 
ZERO BOX: SWING THRU, BOYS RUN, 
COUPLES CIRCULATE, GIRLS SINGLE 
HINGE, CENTER GIRLS TRADE & RUN 
RIGHT, GIRLS 1/2 TAG THE LINE, COU-
PLES CIRCULATE, WHEEL & DEAL, PASS 
THRU, TRADE BY, LA. 
ZERO BOX: SWING THRU, BOYS RUN, 
TAG THE LINE, GIRLS FACE RIGHT, BOYS 
FACE LEFT (CHECK WAVES), BOYS 
TRADE, BOYS RUN, BEND THE LINE, 
SLIDE THRU, LA. 
ZERO LINE: PASS THRU, TAG THE LINE, 
GIRLS FACE LEFT, BOYS FACE RIGHT, 
ENDS TRADE (CHECK LINES), STAR 
THRU, CENTERS PASS THRU, BOX THE 
GNAT, GRAND RIGHT & LEFT. I/ 
216 	 74- -4j 
Cam(/ 348 / 
Pattern Co. 
Box 23 
Catalog 1.50 Hamlin, Texas 79520 $ 
plus $.50 postage & handling 
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Jazz Up Your Fitness Routine 
with A Regular Dose Of Dance 
Evelyn resolved that in 1994 she'd exer-
cise regularly. But it's only the beginning of the 
new year and she's already bored with her new 
stationary bike. The rowing machine and tread-
mill at the YWCA also hold little appeal. 
When a friend coaxed her to go along for 
an evening of free dance lessons, she realized 
exercise doesn't have to be a chore. 
It's true. Whether you're swirling across 
the floor to a Strauss waltz or doing do-si-dos 
to the commands of a square dance caller, 
you're getting exercise - and probably having 
fun too. 
Dancing pairs you up with more than a 
partner. From burning calories to socializing 
with friends, dancing offers these health bene-
fits: 
Calories - Dancing can burn as many calo-
ries as walking, swimming or riding a bicycle. 
During a half hour of sustained dancing you can 
burn between 200 and 400 calories. 
One factor that determines how many calories 
you'll expend is distance. In one study, re-
searchers attached pedometers to square danc-
ers and found each person covered nearly five 
miles in a single evening. 
Cardiovascular conditioning - Regular 
exercise can lead to a slower heart rate, lower 
blood pressure aril an improved cholesterol 
profile. 
Experts typically recommend 30 to 40 
minutes of continuous activity three to four 
times a week. Dancing may not provide all the 
conditioning you need, but it can help. The 
degree of cardiovascular conditioning depends 
on how vigorously you dance, how long you 
dance continuously and how regularly you do 
it. 
Strong bones - The side to side move-
ments of many dances strengthen your weight 
bearing bones (tibia, fibula and femur) and can 
help prevent or slow loss of bone mass 
(osteoporosis). 
Rehabilitation - If you're recovering from 
heart or knee surgery, movement may be part 
of your rehabilitation. Dancing is a positive 
alternative to aerobic dance or jogging. 
Sociability - Dancing contains 'a social 
component that solitary fitness endeavors  
don't. It gives you an opportunity to develop 
strong social ties which contribute to self-es-
teem and a positive outlook. 
Would you like to dance? 
Tomorrow night when you consider set-
tling down for a little television, turn on the 
music instead. After a few spins around the 
living room, you'll have so much fun you may 
forget you're exercising. 
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25th National 0 
Singles 
Dance-A-Rama 
September 1-3, 1995 
The Copley Connection, Boston, Massachusetts 
Featuring 
Square Dance Callers 
Red Bates, FL. 	 Don Beck, MA 
Shawn Cuddy, MA Steve Kopman, TN 
Ron Libby, ME 	 Jim Mayo, NH 
Jack O'Leary, CT 
Round Dance Cuers 
 
Hope & Roger Belanger, NH 
	
Ralph & Joan Collipi, NH 
Elaine Lavoie, MA 
	
Norma & Bob Silva, MA 
Sandi Simmons, MA Carmen & Mildred Smarrelli, 
 
Clogging Leaders 
Charlie Bums. KY 	Jo-Ann Ehrenfried, MA 
Sandi Rantala, MA 
  
 
For additional infonnaiton, contact the host committee 
25th National Dance-A-Rama, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2277, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960-7277 
(617) 853-0518 
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People/Events 
IN THE NEWS 
Editor's note: If you have square dance 
news you would like to share with ASD read-
ers, please send it to us, along with your 
name, address and phone number (type writ-
ten, if possible, but not necessary) to ASD 
Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 
93906-1004, or FAX it to us at (408)443-
6402. We'll do our best to include it in a 
future issue. 
THE MAYCROFT SQUARE TAPPERS 
TO TOUR THE UNITED KINGDOM 
Square Dancing's "Little Goodwill Ambas-
sadors" will be touring England, Wales and 
Ireland this summer. An entourage of sixty-
eight people will leave in July for a two-
week, performing and home visitation tour. 
The Square Tappers will be making their 
sixth overseas visit, having previously vis-
ited Romania, Poland, Russia, France and 
China. The Square Tappers were the young-
est group to ever be invited behind the "Iron 
Curtain" back in the 1970s. 
The Square Tappers will be accompanied 
on this tour by the Lumbertown Cloggers, a 
group recently formed by the Maycroft's 
daughter, Debbie. 
Gene and Alice Maycroft started the Square 
Tappers in 1957. Since then, they have be-
come a fixture at the National Square Dance 
Conventions. This year, the National S/D 
Convention in Birmingham, Alabama, will 
be the twenty-ninth convention for the group. 
Many of the children presently performing 
are grandchildren and even great grandchil-
dren of the first group that appeared at the 
at)  
convention in 1965. Nearly 7,000 people 
(including performers and parents) have at-
tended the conventions as part of the Square 
Tappers traveling ensemble. 
The Square Tappers are a non-profit, self-
supporting group and are sponsored by the 
Parents' Association. The parents' organiza-
tion raises all the funds, designs and makes 
the costumes and sets up the travel plans and 
arrangements. 
Gene and Alice Maycroft, the founders of 
the group, are the General Chairmen of all 
activities. Gene, a square dance caller for 
fifty years and Alice, a retired kindergarten 
teacher, are the instructors and choreogra-
phers. They are ably assisted by their daugh-
ters, Debbie Maycroft Bolthouse and 
Nanette Maycroft Gonzales. Both daughters 
are very talented dancers and instructors. 
The younger generation has expanded the 
scope of the performances. Clogging, line 
dancing and show tunes, along with folk 
dances and original choreography make for 
a very exciting crowd pleaser for all musical 
tastes. Square Tappers range in age from 3 - 
18 years of age. 
Muskegon, Michigan, boasts that the young 
dancers have put Muskegon on the map. 
When asked what the secret of success was, 
Alice simply replied, "God has richly blessed 
our large Maycroft Square Tapper Family." 
Submitted by Gene & Alice Maycroft 
NEW CONVENTION CENTER IN 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Sunday, February 5, 1995, was a red-letter 
day for the square dancing community in 
North Carolina. Led by Federation President 
Curtis Buchanan of Huntersville, dancers in 
both North and South Carolina arranged 
three exhibits at Charlotte's new convention 
center-one emphasizing the 47th National 
Convention to be held in the center, another 
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showing activities of the Folk, Round and 
Square Dance Federation of North Carolina, 
and a third sponsored by the Charlotte-Area 
Metrolina Dance Association. 
Approximately 10,000 visitors who at- 
tended the open house at the center that day, 
viewed these exhibits and witnessed a dem-
onstration of square dancing by dancers from 
the two states, whose dancers are jointly 
hosting the 47th annual convention in 1998. 
The $148 million center, which covers an 
entire city block in uptown Charlotte, held its 
grand opening February 1 when Charlotte 
Mayor Richard Vinroot declared, "Our new 
convention center is one of the most impor-
tant investments this city and state has ever 
made." The 850,000 square foot facility re-
places a building opened in 1973 which was 
too small to serve the national convention 
market. 
The center features 280,000 square feet of 
prime exhibit space, a dedicated 35,000 
square foot ballroom which can be petitioned 
into four separate rooms, and 46 meeting 
rooms. Some 130 events booked this year are 
expected to bring 620,000 attendees to the 
center. Of the events booked for the next four 
years, the 47th National Square Dance Con-
vention in 1998 is by far the largest in ex-
pected attendance-25,000. 
The center has 22 underground truck docks 
and an underground truck drive that circles 
the building's perimeter. Located off the 
main concourse, the center's cafe seats 375 
diners and can be rearranged for buffets or 
food-court serving styles. 
Submitted by Al Stewart, Greensboro, North 
Carolina 
FOLK, ROUND & S/D FEDERATION of 
NORTH CAROLINA 
More than 300 dancers, callers and cuers 
attended the annual winter dance and meet-
ing of the Folk, Round and Square Dance 
Federation of North Carolina at the City Park 
in Shelby, N.C., February 18, 1995. The 
dance marked the 30th consecutive year the 
Federation has met in Shelby for its winter 
dance. 
To observe this occasion Federation Presi-
dent Curtis Buchanan of Huntersville, pre-
sented two plaques - one to the Wagon 
Wheelers, the host club which has sponsored 
the dance during the past three decades, and 
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a second plaque to club members Boots and 
Marie Collins, who have coordinated the 
event for many of these years. Current club 
membership is about 50; its president is Max 
Morrow and caller is Gene Hawkins. 
Other awards presented were; the Jenkins 
trophy for the club with the highest atten-
dance at the winter dance to the Cornelious 
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Cut-Ups, and the Beck trophy, for the club 
with the highest percentage of club member-
ship attending to the Dancing Shadows of 
Lincolnton. 
At the business session President Buchanan 
announced that the Western N.C. Federation, 
a group composed of 15 clubs, had recently 
voted to join the state federation. He added 
that efforts are being made to recruit more 
individual clubs from Western North Caro-
lina as State Federation members. 
Gene Triplett of Matthews, co-chairman of 
planning for the 47th National Convention to 
be held in Charlotte in 1998, reported that 
1,196 Early Bird tickets had been sold to date 
for this convention. Club representatives at 
the meeting approved a motion to hold four 
fund-raising dances throughout the state this 
year, with revenue from these dances being 
used to promote square dancing in the state. 
Fifty percent of this revenue will go to the 
Federation, with the remaining fifty percent 
being distributed to individual clubs. 
Bob Harrelson of Greensboro, chairman of 
the Charity Dance Committee, announced 
that charity dances would be held in late 
September in eight N.C. cities, with all funds 
raised being donated to hospices throughout 
the state. The 1995 goal is $31,601. 
Ralph Kornegay of Wilmington, chairman 
of the state convention planning committee, 
encouraged all dancers to attend the 6th An-
nual State Convention at the new convention 
center in Charlotte, May 19-20. Events will 
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include a gold tournament, showcase of 
clubs, fashion show and sewing clinic. 
The Federation's 1995 summer dance has 
been scheduled in Greensboro, with that 
city's Single Squares as the host club. 
Submitted by Al Stewart, Greensboro, 
North Carolina 
New Dancers Appreciate Encouragement 
from Caller/Angels Calvert City, Kentucky 
My wife and I are new square dancers. We 
have just completed the prescribed courses in 
Caller Joe Moore and his wife Elwanda. 
Fun, Friendliness and Good Fellowship; 
SQUARE DANCING! 
My opinion is, if it weren't for the encour-
agement of our teacher Joe Moore, and the 
Angels who help us, we would have dropped 
out before completing the lessons. They 
made it fun to learn. These are some of the 
things that kept us going. 
First, Joe told us he was calling on Thurs-
days in Calvert City, a small town. He invited 
us to come and watch. Now, at that time we 
had only two lessons. To our surprise, he not 
only introduced us, but had us on the floor for 
a tip, We had two tips that night. The dancers 
all wanted us to come back every week. What 
a welcome we received! Needless to say, we 
went back every week. At this point, we 
started to learn very quickly. 
We started to receive your fine magazine 
last December, it gives us a fine viewpoint 
on what is going on. One thing I have noticed 
is which way to teach square dancing, CAL-
LERLAB or American Callers Association 
(ACA) way. I don't know myself. But Joe is 
a member of the ACA and he told me not to 
worry on which way is best to learn, just learn 
what he teaches. It's pretty good because we 
have learned about a hundred or more calls. 
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We now dance at five different places with-
out any trouble, to speak of anyhow. We have 
joined the Puducah Squares and were having 
lots of fun. Here is a picture of our teacher, 
caller Joe Moore and his wife Elwanda. We 
would appreciate it if you could put this in 
your magazine in honor of Joe, a wonderful 
person, as well as caller, singer, friend to all. 
P.S. It took us 23 weeks to complete our 
class. We graduated Monday night, March 6, 
1995. 
Submitted by Ron & Norma Ladd, Culvert City, 
Kentucky 
FIRST EVER "50TH" 
The Double Stars Square Dance Club 
made it's start as a club in November 1945. 
At that time Mary Ford Fields was acting 
president. E.O. Rogers and Randell (Shorty) 
Dent were callers until the Spring of 1946. 
The club chose the official name of the Dou-
ble Star Square Dance Club. At that time Joe 
Lewis was the caller for the club. He contin-
ued calling for the club until his death. (Joe 
passed away December 11, 1992). During 
the last year of calling for the club, Joe asked 
George Leverett to sub for him. Leverett has 
been the caller for the Double Stars ever 
since and has dedicated himself to continue 
the club as Joe Lewis' Legacy. 
It was said that "Joe Lewis was the reason 
the club achieved such longevity. With his 
magical full-band accordian, he continued to 
delight audiences, both at square dances and 
at parties." 
The Double Star Square Dance Club is 
considered the oldest modern-western 
square dance club. The FIRST EVER 
"50th" Anniversary Dance will be held May 
2, 1995, at the Highland Park United Meth-
odist Church, Mockingbird Lane, Hillcrest, 
Texas. Callers will be Melton Luttrell and 
George Leverett. 	✓ 
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CATALOG 
**sax 1° 4r4. 
BUILD IT AND 
THEY WILL COME 
Re: Mac McCulMr's Notes From A 
Veteran Caller, January 1995, page 5 
I
've heard that song before; "They don't 
support us so we won't support them." 
I'm reminded of the Square Dance caller who 
is very possessive of his dancers; he doesn't 
encourage them to dance elsewhere and doesn't 
teach them well enough so they can dance 
elsewhere. Then, he has a hard time getting 
dancers from other clubs to visit him, or hire 
him. 
I don't know if Mac McCullar is speaking of 
SD record companies (like Rawhide, Blue Rib-
bon, Chinook) who deal mainly in SD records 
and produce some RD or includes those (like 
TNT and Grenn) who produce a number of RD 
records for SD Rounds. 
I don't claim to be all-knowing, but I know 
what I like. Although I have choreographed a  
few round dances to old records, I have never 
made a new record. I do use some Blue Ribbon 
and Elk labels and someone has choreographed 
a dance to "Jukebox in My Mind," which was 
produced for Square Dancing. 
I believe ROM is a popular expression of 
what is being enjoyed by RDs whether on a pop 
label or not, and don't even know the name of 
the choreographer. 
So, Mr. McCullar, give us a record with good 
music and good choreography and we will buy 
it. 
Allemande Al, Caller/Cuer 
Brunswick, Ohio 
STANDING OVATION 
Re: CALLERLAB Viewpoints 
March 1995, page 51 
A standing ovation to you Daryl Clendenin! 
I am glad to see a veteran caller stand up and 




7317 Harriet Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55423 
(612) 869-9501 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
MICROPHONES BY 
ASTAT1C & ELECTROVOICE 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
(619) 869-6168 Res. 
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
3 & 5 - YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 




Mike lavarone Cliff Brodeur Don Brown 
Chris Froggatt 
Lon Morin 
HEARD THE LATEST? 	 Silver Sounds 
By Bruce McCue 
"Ti! You Ain't Got It No More" 
SSR-185 
DATEBOOK 
Silver Sounds National 
Convention Trail-In Dance 
June 21, 1995 - 7:30 pm 
Birmingham, AL 








      
















(We'll Always Be) TOGETHER 
TILL YOU AIN'T GOT IT NO MORE 
THIS HAMMER 	 by 
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY 
MY BABY LOVES ME 
WINTER WONDERLAND 
STAND ON IT 
BEFORE I MET YOU 
BLUE SKIES 
PENNSYLVANIA POLKA 
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS 
by Jack 










Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229, Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 
MEMBER - Square and Round Dance Music Producers Association 
along with most of the readers of this magazine, 
that we are tired of being told that CALLER-
LAB has ruined this activity. I am all in favor 
of being told that what I am doing as a caller is 
wrong. I don't have a closed mind to new ideas, 
on the contrary I welcome new ideas. 
I agree with Daryl when he says that chang-
ing the order of the teaching list isn't going to 
accomplish anything. I also agree with the fact 
that it's not what we call but rather how we call. 
I would like to make a suggestion to the 
members of ACA; "One shouldn't throw stones 
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in a glass house." Meaning, stop telling the 
dancers they are dancing wrong because of what 
the callers taught them, and start allowing the 
dancer to enjoy the activity they love. 
Let us look at how we call and not so much 
on what we call. This is the answer, if we choose 
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FULL CALLERLAB CURRICULUM 	
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
MECHANICS OF CHOREOGRAPHY, TIMING, MUSIC, SMOOTH 
DANCING PROGRAMMING, TEACHING AND LOTS MORE 
FOR NEW AND NEWER CALLERS 0-5 YRS 
CONTACT: JIM WOOLSEY 41.1200 S.W. 97th, 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73139 
(405) 691-1251 
Squared Circle 
By Jeffrey A. Grossman 
Once upon a time I stopped cueing at one of my square dance clubs. At my final 
dance I made the announcement of my depar-
ture at the beginning because I wanted to let the 
dancers have a chance during the evening to ask 
about my plans (what are you going to do with 
all that free time?). I was kind of like a kid with 
a new toy and wanted to share my excitement. 
Well, some of you did ask and I'd like to tell 
everyone else, too. 
No, I did not go to cue for another club. I 
signed up for a watercolor class! What does that 
have to do with round dancing? As it turns out, 
more than I realized. Aside from fulfilling a 
dream, the seeds of which go back over ten 
years, it's the first time I've been a student in a 
long time. I started cueing in 1977 and have a 
good many years of teaching experience (in 
fact, this past year I taught teachers). After a  
while, a teacher can forget what it's like to be a 
student. With experience, a teacher can develop 
a sense of how people learn certain material and 
adjust their teaching to accommodate a particu-
lar situation. All good teachers do this. But that 
doesn't substitute for knowing what it feels like 
to be at the receiving end. 
Let's look at some examples. The text de-
scribes my watercolor class. In [brackets] I 
relate my experiences to my current intermedi-
ate round dance class. 
On the first night the instructor said we 
would be spending a few sessions just sketch-
ing. [For the first few lessons I place a lot of 
emphasis on body position.] Great. I've never 
done any drawing in my life except on a com-
puter. It never even occurred to me that we have 
to sketch before painting. Maybe I'm in the 































0. K. CALLERS COLLEGE 
MAY 28 THRU JUNE 2, 1995 
DAYS INN 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 
STAFF 
WAYNE MORVENT - TEXAS 
ACCREDITED CALLER COACH 
JIM WOOLSEY - OKLAHOMA 
PAST PRES. OKLA STATE CALLERS ASSOCIATION 
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Now Honoring 
American Express 
Please send with order-size, color, 
your name. address. and tele-
phone number. For charge pur-
chases, send charge card num-
ber. name printed on card and 
expiration dote. For freight, 
please add $600 for 1 pr., 2 or 
more $8 co. s.c. custom.. OW 5% 
Solesto, 
Catalog Available $1.00 Ea. 





2012 Warren Ct. 




Looking for comfort, style and fit. This shoe is 
for you! Leather upper, steel shank in arch for support 
brushed suede sole. Order early at this great buy! 
Sizes: N,W - 6-10 








Navy sug. Ret. $52 
Bone 




Sug. Ret. $60 
"What do you mean? I thought we just had to 
learn the footwork for the intermediate figures! 
Maybe I'm in the wrong class."] 
What you need to know in order to paint well 
appears overwhelming at first. How to draw. 
Composition,. How to select proper paper, 
paints and brushes. How to mix colors. What 
painting techniques to use. [Let's see: firm 
frame, man's right hand properly positioned, 
man's left hand centered, heads left, open on 
top but with light hip contact, lady slightly to 
man's right, and they haven't even started to 
move their feet! And this is just waltz! What 
about foxtrot, rumba, cha cha, jive, tango...] 
When it gets right down to doing it, the 
results can be, well, different. When the instruc-
tor looked at the sketch for my first actual 
watercolor project, his comment was, "That 
looks so odd, it's intriguing!" Yeah, right. [In 
our most recent class, I demonstrated a vari-
ation of a rumba serpiente that drew a lot of 
laughs. Then I told them, "I saw some of you 
do this! Now let's try it again."] 
Anyway, I started to paint it the. following 
week. As for the results, let's say it had unin-
tended spatters, accidental hand prints, and ooz- 
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zles (don't ask!). [When the class started to 
dance the chase figures, I saw weird body po-
sitions, hopping, and some ankle collisions.] At 
least the instructor said he liked by "subtle" 
colors. [They stayed on their feet and most of 
them had correct timing.] 
Being a student again certainly has given me 
a new perspective on teaching. It causes me to 
restate some advice I've given to students be-
fore, but now strongly reinforced by first hand 
experience. 
When I started this watercolor class I had 
nothing but desire. No prior knowledge and no 
demonstrated ability. I knew I would make a lot 
of mistakes and my work would fall far short of 
perfection. In fact, I consciously permitted my-
self, in advance, to make a lot of mistakes. So 
when I did something dumb, like laying my 
hand on wet paint, I didn't feel like a failure, 
but said a mental Oops! and went on. You're 
going to make lots of mistakes while learn-
ing. You need to make lots of mistakes in 
order to learn. A mistake is not a failure, it's 
successfully expanding your knowledge. 
After I'd done a few sketches, including a 
particularly satisfying tomato and a rather sur- 
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UPCOMING RELEASES: 
Baby, Won/ You Please 
Come Home 
New York, New York 
She's A Broken Lady 
Clap Your Hands 
PAST RELEASES 
MAR-1001 Even Cowboys Like a Little 
Rock n' Roll 	by Bill 







prisingly realistic flower, another student came 
over and said "Gee, that's pretty good for some-
one who's only drawing has been with a com-
puter mouse." I replied, "I said I've never done 
this before. I didn't say I couldn't do it." No one 
who knows me has ever accused me of having 
a weak ego! However, my point is clear. Just 
because you've never done something before 
doesn't mean you can't do it. 
"I want to do this. I've never done it. I will 
make mistakes. I will succeed." Try that atti-




15455 Glenoaks Blvd., #409, Sylmer, CA 91342 818-364-5353 
Fred Walker hitarit.ClauSAnct Vern Weese Baku 
818-364.5353 618-548-0125 8112-949-7907 813458-040 
Sylmar, CA Salem, IL Fairfield, 0111 
NEW HOEDOWNS 













God Bless Texas 
Daddy Laid the Blues 
Miracle 






















QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
*** BRAND NEW 
ESP - 198 OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW BETTER 	by Elmer 
ESP - 910 YOU MUST-A BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY by Steve & 
Amanda Kopman 
ESP - 199 GOD BLESS TEXAS 	 by Mark Turner 
RECENT RELEASES 
ESP - 197 BABY LIKES TO ROCK IT 
ESP - 196 WATERMELON CRAWL 
ESP - 909 ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE 
ESP - 532 LOVE BUG 
ESP - 413 JAMMIN' (HOEDOWN) 







Same Quality Music By 
SOUTHERN 
SATISFACTION 
*** BRAND NEW 
 
JP/ESP 237 LEARNING TO SMILE AGAIN 
JP/ESP 806 HONKY TONK ATTITUDE 
RECENT RELEASES 
JP/ESP 7004 BRING ME SUNSHINE 





American Squaredanix, Aptil I99 
Dear Jon & Susan Sanborn, 
Let me introduce myself. I am a caller from 
the Czech Republic and I have been practicing 
Square Dancing for five years. I got your maga-
zine not a long time ago. I have to say that the 
day 1 got several issues of your magazine I went 
to bed very late. How quickly the time was 
running when I was reading the articles in your 
magazine. It is a great inspiration for me. 
Nowadays, the Czech callers have a lot of 
problems. Square Dancing is "young" in our 
country (since 1988), and we hope that many a 
problem will be solved soon. One of the biggest 
problems is to get caller's equipment. A new 
Hilton with speakers cost two year-salaries, it 
is almost the same as a car. The chance is to get 	David Dvorak, Pod Stanici 26, 102 00 Praha 10, 
used equipment. In Europe there is a problem Czech Republic. 
to get something like that, but the world is wide 	Thank you very much again. 
and you are in contact with it. That is why your Sincerely, 
section The Classifieds is so valuable for me as 	 David Dvorak 
a help. 	 Praha, Czech Republic 
I would like to ask if you could publish my 
advertisement which could help me and other 
Czech callers in our hard trying. THANK YOU 
VERY MUCH! 
Please, help me find an used or broken Hil-
ton gratis or very, very cheap. Write to address: 
QUALITY SQUARE DANCE MUSIC SINCE 1975 
RANCH HOE KOONS 
DARRYL 
MCMILLAN 
ALL TIME FAVORITES: 
RH 104 - BREEZIN EASY - HOEDOWN 
RH 214 - RIGHT OR WRONG - DARRYL MCMILLAN 
RH 304 - SWEET FANTASY - BILL TERRELL 
RH 504 - PRETTY WOMAN • TONY OXENDINE 
RH 706 - A LOTTA LOVE - KEITH RIPPETO 
BRAND NEW RELEASES: 
RH 106 - HAPPY HOEDOWN 
RH 225 - WALK SOFTLY - DARRYL MCMILLAN 
INTRODUCING A GREAT NEW ARTIST: 








WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE CATALOG AND SPECIAL RECORD DEAL 
PO. BOX 5336 - DECATUR, AL 35601 - PH 205-353-1618 
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SQUARE DANCETIME TEACHING PROGRAMS 
This program has special age-appropriate programs for 
every grade level from kindergarten through university. 
Help your school bring their square dance program up-to-date. 
• Great music! 
• Excellent records for teaching each program. 
• Special dances for every grade level. 
• Superb calling by many of  square dancing's most popular callers. 
GRADE LEVEL 
K-2 	FIRST STEPS PROGRAM 	 (Record Order No) 
• FIRST STEPS A & B SD 1001, SD 1002 
• CIRCLES AND PROMENADES 	  SD 501 
3-UP 	HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUM, LEVEL I . 	 WW 6001 
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #1 	  TSS #1 
• VIRGINIA REEL 	 SD 506 
6-UP DIAMONORROGRAM 
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND, PLUS 
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #2 	 TSS #2 
• GEM KIT-M 	  GK-M 
9-UP 	DOUBLE DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM, AND 
• DIAMOND PROGRAM, PLUS: 
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL H. 	 WW 6002 
• FUND. OF 	SQUARE DANCING, 	LEVEL III 	WW 6003 
Several additional records are available to make your square 
dance unit fun and interesting. Purchase records at any 	These programs are 
square dance record store or write to address below. endorsed by Callerlab.  
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES 146 Clinton St., Yuba City, CA 95991-3005 (916) 673-1120 
Dear Sirs, 
My present subscription to your magazine 
will end with next month's (March) issue of 
American Square Dance Magazine. 
Due to the present physical condition of me 
and my wife I'm afraid that we are reaching the 
end of our square dance career. 
We took lessons way back in 1958, and with 
the exception of about two years, have had a 
wonderful time over this period of square danc-
ing. 
I loved your article about Ed Gilmore in the 
February 1995 issue of your magazine. It 
brought back memories. I have a few of his 
records on Balance Label. Old Fashioned Girl, 
Kansas City and Tipperary. He was a great 
caller and person. 
So, I'm sending you funds to continue my 
subscription for the remainder of 1995 as I want 
to finish out this year of receiving your maga-
zine. I have enjoyed it over the years, but all 
good things must end along with the bad. If 
things change later I can always renew at the 
end of this year. 
A long time square dancer —1958 -
1995-36 years! 
Truly Yours, 
Clayton E. Bonham 
King City, Missouri 
r — 
ANNOUNCING NEW OWNERS 
  
 
KALOX - Longhorn 7efal ed. 
A and F Music Inc. 	NEW PRESSINGS ON BELCO 
1-800-851-6203 Music Enhanced - New Cue Sheets 
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Round trip Air 
& Hotel 






Thank you for a job well done. Please renew 




Dear Jon & Susan, 
Enclosed is payment for our renewal to ASD 
magazine. We have gotten some great informa-
tion as well as ideas from the many diversified 
articles you print. Keep up the good work! 
Sincerely, 
Jon & Mary Benthal 
Charleston, South Carolina 
P.S. As a cuer, I appreciate the CUE TIPS 
feature and look forward to seeing it every 
month also. 
Dear Jon & Susan (and Emma Prichard), 
Enclosed find my check for two years re-
newal. 
In your March issue there was a lady who 
asked about a corneal transplant. She used the 
pen name Emma Prichard and gave no address. 
There is a member of the Rafter Rockers that 
had a corneal transplant in Septmeber and was 
dancing in January. She wears clear frame 
safety glasses that protect on the sides. You can 
get the glasses at Orchard Supply or other 
stores. She is doing great. In fact, she had the 
other eye done seventeen years ago and it was 
so successful that she decided to have the other 
eye done. It is amazing what they can do now 
and you can still enjoy your former activities. 
She line dances all the time and square dances 
Plus, as well as Advanced level square dancing. 
If you have Emma's address send her this 
letter or put it in square dance news as she will 





Dear Jon & Susan, 
Greetings from the U.K.! My sincere thanks 
for the Dateline entry in ASD for the Easter Plus 
Weekend and 12th National Jamboree in 
June...received several requests from stateside 
dancers. 
Square Dance Calling has been my full-time 
occupation since I gave up work when it began 
to interfere with square dance calling in 1978; 
I was calling for six clubs in East Anglia, at one 
time I was teaching students on the American 
American Squaredance. April 1995 
bases at ALCONBURY, LAKENHEATH, 
MILDENHALL (Buttons & Bows) for whom I 
am still calling. Would be nice to place a 
HALLO to all the service personnel that I had 
the pleasure to teach and call for at the club. 
Presently, I have five clubs in East Anglia, four 
dance weekly and one, second and fourth Sun-
days (teaching Plus). 
Thanks for a fine magazine. Any callers 
coming to the area and would like calling dates, 
I am only as far away as the nearest telephone. 
Yours Sinsquarely—God Bless 
Malcolm Davis, 40 Badgeney Road, March, 
Cambs., England, PE15 9AS Phone: 0354-
52037 
Dear Editors, 
I have a question. Having danced for a 
number of years, I've suddenly come across a 
call that's new to me. On page 17 of your March 
issue, Bob Osgood refers to an "Alexander 
Left," not once, but three times. I'm familiar 
with Alexander's Ragtime Band, Alexander the 
Great and Alexander Graham Bell, but what, 
pray tell, is a Left Alexander? 
Perplexed, 
Bob Osgood 
Beverly Hills, California 
Assistant Editor's Note: Now that I've re-
covered from my embarrassing error, let me 
introduce you to "Alexander Left." While spell-
checking with the computer, "Alexander" was 
offered as an alternative spelling of "Alle-
mande." I guess I hit the wrong key (Replace 
instead of Ignore) and it resulted in the "new 
call." My apologies, and thanks for having such 
a great sense of humor about it. I guess Jon will 





1995 FIVE-DAY PACKAGE 
0 MAY 23 - JUNE 2 0 0 	JUNE 5-9 	0 JUNE 11 - 16 JUNE 13 - 23 JUNE 25 - 31 
CHAPARRAL CALLER 
SCHOOL 
KEN BOWER (CA) 
JERRY HAAG (WY) 
SCOTT SMITH (UT) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN 
CUERS SCHOOL 
CHARLIE & BETTY 
PROCTOR (TX) 
JERRY & BARBARA 
PIERCE (AL) 
KEN arnica (MA) 
JOHN CHARMAN (CN) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
(MA) 
RDS: JO YAIUMOWSKI RDS 
DENNIS HUMPHREYS 
(FL) 
FRANK BEDELL (FL) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS: LARRY & ALE'TA 
DUNN (FL) 
KING CAI.DWELL (LA) 
JAMES MARTIN (IX) 
GARY SHOEMAKE 014) 
LELAND & HELEN 
NEELY MO 
 
JULY 2 - 7 JULY 3 - 14 JULY 16 - 21 JULY 23 - 23 JULY SO - AUG. 4 
MARSHALL FLIPPO 
(MO) 
LARRY LETSON (rx) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN)  





DALE McROBERTS (IL) 
RIDS: TOM & ROSALEE 
CLARK (IL) 
KEN BOWER (CA) 
CHUCK PEEL (IN) 
SPEEDY SPIVACKE (CA) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS: RUSS & WILMA 
COLLIER (IN) 
FRANK GATRELL (OH) 
scorn' SHARRER (OH) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS- DICK & PAT 
WINTER (OH) 
JIM PARK (MI) 
LARRY DUDGEON (MO) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (IN) 
RDS. FRANKIE & 
JOHNNIE WYNN (MI) 
AUGUST 6 - 11 AUGUST 13 - 13 AUGUST 20 - 25 AUGUST 27 - SEP. 1 SEPTEMBER .1 - 8 
ROYAL RECORDS 
TONY OXENDINE (SC) 
JERRY STORY (DC) 
LARRY LETSON (TX) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS: BOB & LYNN 
VAN ATTA (LA) 
ROYAL RECORDS 
TONY OXENDINE (SC) 
JERRY STORY (TX) 
LARRY LETSON (TX) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS• JACK & MURIEL 
RAYE (GA) 
GARY MAHNKEN (MO) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RIDS: ERIC JAWORSKI 
(VA) 








GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS: STAFF 
















JEANETTE & LEO 
CHAUVIN (FL) 
SEPTEMBER 18 - 15 °SEPTEMBER 17 - 220 SEPTEMBER 24 - 28 OCTOBER 1 - 4 OCTOBER 8 - 13 
LARRY PRIOR (FL) 
*DECK0' DECK.(VA) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (IN) 




BOB FISK (AZ) 
MAC LETSON (AL) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
"ALL ROUNDS WEEK" 
THE HICKS FAMILY 
MARILYN & CLIFF (MI) 
TOM & LORI (CA) 
BUTCH & ELLAINE (MI) 
SQ: GARY SHOEMAKE 
(TN') 
KEN BOWER (CA) 
JERRY HAAG (WY) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (IN) 




DICK DUCKHAM (MI) 
WOODY USSERY (AR) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS. NEALE BROWN & 
KAREN VAN DUSEN 
OCTOBER 15 - 20 OCTOBER 22 - 27 OCT. 28 - NOV.3 
WEEKS MARKED 




JERRY DEWS (IX) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (TN) 
RDS: BOB & LYNN 
VAN ATTA (LA) 
TONY OXENDINE (SC) 
 
JERRY STORY (TX) 
GARY SHOEMAKE (IN) 
RDS: JIM & PRISCILLA 
ADCOCK (VA) 
T. C. RICHARDSON (MI) 
CINDY WHITAKER OW 
GARY SHOEMAKE (IN) 








Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • ]lot Tub • Heated Swimming 
Pool • Miniature Golf • Tennis •Ping Pong • Volleyball Horseshoes • horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN SUNDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS FRIDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ... $340 
per person plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37876 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 





1995 WEEKEND (TWO-DAY) PACKAGE 
WEEKENDS MARKED WITH A 0 HA'VE SPECIAL PRICING. CALL FOR PRICES. 












JAMES HURT (GA) 




KEN BOWER (CA) 
JERRY HAAG (WY) 
MARSHALL FLIPPO 
(MO) 
SCOTT sm rni (UT) 
GARY SHOEMAKE 
(IN) 
RDS: CHARLIE & 
BETTY PROCTOR (Tx) 
BIG & LITTLE ENIS 
WES DYER (KY) 
KENNY JARVIS 
(KY) 
LINE DANCE INSTR. 











ED BUSBEE (VA) 
RDS: JUDY & ED 
JAWORSKI (VA) 
JUNE 38 -JULY 2 JULY 7 - 3 JULY 14 - 10 JULY 21 - 23 JULY 2S - 30 °AUGUST 11 - 13 0 
DAVE GIPSON (IN) 
JOHN HOLMAN 
(IN) 
RDS: ANN & STEVE 
CRUMP (IN) 
MEL ESTES (AL) 





ALL ROUND DANCE 
WEEKEND 
JUDY & DAVE 
(EVERHART) 
MOUTON 
SHIRLEY & DON 
















RDS: LYNN & BOB 
VAN ATTA (LA) 
AUGUST 18- 20 AUGUST 25 - 27 SEPTEMBER 1 - 3 SEPTEMBER 8- 10 0 SEPT. IS - 17 0 0 SEPT. 22 - 24 0 





GENE RECORD (KY) 
MIKE ALEXANDER 
(OW 




RDS: DEE SMITH (IN) 
STAN RUSSELL (SC) 






 C-I WITH C-2 
STAR TIPS 
BOB FISK (AZ) 






BILL TERRELL (TN) 
RDS GENIE & JACK 
WHETSELL (SC) 
SEPT. 29 - OCT. 1 OCTOBER ii - 8 °OCTOBER 13 - 150 OCTOBER 20 - 22 OCTOBER 27 - 29 NOVEMBER 3 - 5 
JIM DURHAM (VA) 
DICK KURTZ (VA) 
RDS: 11M EUM (VA) 






























PAUL TEUFEL (WV) 
RDS: CHUCK & 
MARGE THOMPSON 
(OH) 
ALL WEEKENDS ARE PLUS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • floe Tub • Heated Swimming Pool 
Miniature Golf • Tennis • Ping Pong • Volleyball • Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN FRIDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS SUNDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
per person plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37876 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ... $1325°  
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Doc's Square Dance Club at their combined 
Graduation/New Year's Eve party. 
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by John Saunders 	John 
An old name • KALOX • A new vision 
NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR DEALER 
Distributed by A & F Music • Milwaukie, OR 
Square Up 
1 am still excited about square dancing, hav-
ing been a member for over ten years. I started 
to call for a school club in the middle school, 
(same as U.S.A. junior grades seven and eight). 
A few years later I began to call for the Ding 
How Square Dance Club for adult members. 
Last July I attended a callers school in Bos-
ton, Mass., conducted by excellent teachers and 
attended by friendly classmates and dancers. I 
would like to thank all the teachers, especially 
Tony Oxendine who gave me permission to 
duplicate the audio and video teaching aids 
originally produced by Royal Records Inc. I 
find dancers learn fast and enjoy the classes 
using both media. 
Returning to my native country of Taiwan, I 
formed a new club, Doc's Square Dance Club 
with fifty adult members. After four months of 
hard work and study they finished the basic 
course. A combined Graduation and New 
Year's Eve party was enjoyed by all. The gradu-
ating girls were given a crown of flowers and 
the boys wore a lei wreath of flowers, and joined 
the world wide square dance family. A second  
basic class has been formed with fifty addi-
tional new members. 
If you ever visit Taipei, don't forget to join 
us and share the love of square dancing with 
Doc's Square Dance Club. Our telephone 
number is (02)7231945. 
Submitted by Mary Wu, Taiwan 
Handicapable Dancing 
in South Africa 
As we have been reading in world news, 
there have been major changes taking place in 
South Africa. 
We are pleased to add one more item of news 
which should be of interest to the square dance 
community. HANDICAPABLE SQUARE 
DANCING has arrived in South Africa and is 
thriving at the "Irene Homes" located in Ver-
woerdburg, SA. 
In February 1994 we received a letter from 
Sonny & Mavis Towle, House Parents at St. 
Luke's House, Irene Homes, a facility for ladies 
who are mentally retarded and whose ages 
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range from 18 to 80. The Towles dance with the 
Pretoria Promenaders for which Rodney Willis 
is the caller. 
"The Happy Dancers," St. Luk's House, Irene Homes, 
Verwoerdburg, South Africa 
Rodney had shared with them an annual 
letter which the COMMITTEE FOR HANDI-
CAPABLE DANCERS, UNITED SQUARE 
DANCERS OF AMERICA, sends to callers 
and leaders of HANDICAPABLE CLUBS, or 
persons who have an interest in such organiza-
tions. As a result of their discussing our letter, 
Rodney agreed to start a club at St. Luke's 
House, which is called the Happy Dancers, with 
70 of the residents participating. 
We sent them a package of our USDA Dan-
gles on which is inscribed "PROUD TO BE A 
HANDICAPABLE DANCER." We have been 
providing these dangles to HANDICAPABLE 
CLUBS with the compliments of USDA since 
1988. 
In September, the Towles advised us that the 
club members had performed a demonstration 
at the General Smuts grounds. The above pho-
tograph was taken at that time and shows Sonny 
Towle on the left, caller Rodney Willis in the 
center, and Mavis Towles at the far right, sur-
rounded by their "HAPPY DANCERS." 
In their year-end letter, the Towles advised 
that they were preparing for a "Barn Dance" as 
a fund-raiser for the Irene Homes. They have 
recently received a videotape of "Line Danc-
ing" so are preparing to teach their ladies some 
of these dances. 
If you'd like to drop them a note of encour-
agement, their address is: Sonny & Mavis 
Towle, The Happy Dancers, St. Luke's House, 
Irene Homes, Irene 1675, Verwoerdburg, South 
Africa. 
Submitted by Mac MacKenzie 
Commitee PrHandicapable Dancers 
USDA 
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TALLY HOs Graduate C-1 Class 
in Germany 
From the beginning of 1994 until August 
1994, the Challenge Club TALLY HOs had a 
C-I class going. After having tried out several 
C-1 "tape classes," they decided on the rather 
large tape class by Mike Jacobs. Even during 
school holidays the dancers had the opportunity 
to continue learning. Intensive study of the 
definitions and the will to not necessarily stop 
with the A-2 program, but to accept the chal-
lenge of the Challenge level, probably removed 
possible insecurities in the A-2 level during that 
time. It was great how almost all Tally Hos put 
themselves at disposal as Angels and because 
of their help, a good result was achieved. 
During the time the class was running, Anne 
Uebelacker (Canada) called for the Tally Hos, 
Johnny Preston (U.S.A.) and Lars Asplund 
(Sweden) also took care of a super middle party. 
It was new to everybody. Only with the solid 
knowledge of the definitions one could survive, 
Tally Hos' Graduating Class 
so to speak. By dancing with a broom the gradu-
ation event was made much less severe. Its high 
point was the buffet. Al Challenge dancers from 
the Hamburg area were there. Jens Bockentin, 
one of our best callers in Hamburg, showed that 
he can call C-1 in an interesting way also. In a 
very special way Barry Wonson from Australia 
finished the evening with singing. 
Submitted by Steffen Mauring, Germany 
Johnny Preston 
Enthused C-1 Special 
It took place October 28, 1994, Friday eve-
ning until Sunday 12 noon with 12 hours of C-1 
dancing. How many trepidations we had; after 
23 weeks of working through the tapes of Mike 
Jacobs through the 88 commands, we now had 
a full C-1 program with a live caller! 
We had a comfortable stay in the nice youth 
guest house "Koppelsberg"/Plon in new and 
modern furnished two bedrooms (each 
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CREATIVE SQUARE DANCER 
&&&&& 
Postage 	1 patt $1.50 
2 patt. $1.50 
Booklet $ 50 
1-SIZE-FITS-ALL IN EACH 
PATTERN PACKAGE 
Newest Square Dance 
MAIL ORDER CATALOG "U" 
from Shirley's 
featuring our newest pattern, 
S-5 on the cover, and 
containing square dance 
patterns from all major pattern 
companies, plus s/d apparel, 
jewelry, specials, and 2 pages 
of color for beautiful skirts 
blouses, and petticoat choices. 
For Catalog U, send $1.00 
refundable on 1st $10,00 order. 
($3.00, foreign.) 	4..v  
Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe 
Route 9-D Box 423, Dept. B 
Houghsonville NY 12537 
Tele. 914-297-8504 
Club Officers: We will send 12 FREE copies of our Catalog for your class 
members, if you will send $2.00 to help defray postage costs. 
equipped with a private shower and toilet); the 
way in Pion could easily be found by the 60 
dancers about because of the well placed signs. 
The grand opening Johnny started was in a 
considerably restrained manner, since the II 
Swedish dancers, and those who had arrived 
from the southAnd west of Germany, had quite 
Caller Johnny Preston 
a number of strenuous hours of driving behind 
them. But after the fourth tip all the auto-stop-
and-go-frustration was completely gone with 
the wind, and everybody realized quite a hap-
pening was building up! Johnny pulled all reg-
isters of his ability and his natural "joie de 
vivre," sang himself into the hearts of those who 
56 
did not know him and in no time, had his eyes 
on all seven squares at the same time, and called 
the "super best" of a demanding, full C-1. 
From the very beginning, all squares were 
constantly newly-mixed so that all Swedes 
could be found in the various squares-a really 
successful conversion of the idea of friendship 
of peoples. The tremendously aroused mood 
found its continuation at the varied meals of 
course. With its choice of quality and quantity 
the Tally Hos earned themselves a great com-
pliment. 
And then, of course, there were the after 
parties, Saturday (with the TV-team), even until 
3:30 AM. The mood also jumped over to the 
TV people, and Johnny did not even go easy on 
his voice after midnight. 
The result of the weekend; bad luck for 
everybody who was not with it, much too short, 
very well organized. And Johnny, you're the 
greatest! A triple thundering "TALLY 
HO'CH" for the organizers of the C-1 special 
in Pliin 1994! 
Submitted by Kirsten & Peter Scheer 
Now, new and convinced Tally Hos 








Caller Sandra Bryant 
Sandra Bryant 
First Time in Germany 
From October 11 to October 17, 1994, the 
multi-level-talented Saundra Bryant from Chi-
cago, enthused German square dancers with her 
demanding calling, exact timing and great mu-
sicality, creating a special touch. When, ever 
before, has one heard such a wonderfully 
strong, deep voice? On the club night of the 
TALLY HOS (October 13th), she called C-1. 
She surprised all when she was able to repair 
even the most hopelessly mixed up squares, as 
if it had been her fault. The C-2 dancing was 
another high point that the dancers will not 
forget for a while. 
The biggest surprise though, was that Sandy, 
one of the very few C-4 callers of the world, 
was perfect in Mainstream also. We thank her 
very much for her visit and are looking forward 
to seeing her again. More thanks are being sent 
to the MOTIVATES in Sweden, who helped us 
arrange this visit. 
Submitted by Steffen Maurin 
Tally Hos, Germany 
Innisfail, Far North 
Queensland, Australia 
Oh! What A Night It Was 
A chance meeting in Dunedin, New Zealand, some 14 years ago re-
sulted in a grand opening of our 1995 
dance year. 
There is often a silver lining to a cloud. With 
Sam on the sick list and unable to do our open-
ing night, out of the clouds fell Martin and Terry 
Mallard from Saskatoon, Canada. Martin has 
served on the Board of CALLERLAB since 
1983 and has been an accredited Caller Coach 
since 1991 as well as calling at his numerous 
local clubs six nights a week. 
Martin and Terry were on an extensive trip 
around Australia with Vie and Ted Reynolds 
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also from Saskatoon, who are on a year long 
visit to their son in Coffs Harbour. 
Vie and Ted met up with Rosemary and Batti 
Baldi in New Zealand 14 years ago and they 
have maintained a friendship by mail over the 
years. 
When Vie and Ted were planning their round 
Australia holiday a stop-over in far North 
Queensland was on their agenda. In the course 
of phone calls, Vie said that friends of theirs, 
also square dancers were going to accompany-
ing them and that Martin was a caller. 
Martin was so unassuming that we were not 
made aware of his vast knowledge and experi-
ence, although it was obvious from his vary first 
call to the last. He mingled with the dancers  
between tips, and along with his terrific Terry, 
Vie and Ted, they soon settled in. 
As Sam was unable to be at our opening 
night, Martin made time to talk to him about 
calls and moves, etc. 
Thanks Vie and Ted, Terry and Martin, for 
making our opening night one to remember for 
a long time. 
Written by Rosemary and Batti Baldi 
Innisfall Grand Squares 
and Round Dance Club 
Submitted by Sam & Nan Sapuppo ✓ 
3rd AP/MONTANA TASY 
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A Brief History 
of Square and 
Round Dancing 
It is difficult to trace exactly the roots of our modem square and round dancing, for they 
are deep and varied. Certainly, the taproots go 
back to our English and French ancestors, but 
there are traces of Scottish, Scandinavian, 
Spanish and other elements. 
One might speculate that the dance itself 
began as an imitative art, i.e., early man imitat-
ing some of the ritualistic dances of the animals. 
Historically, dance seemed to have reached its 
low point during the days of the classical 
Greeks, when it was looked upon as an ignoble 
activity. Aristotle was supposed to have said, 
"No citizen should pursue these arts (music and 
dance) so far that he approaches professional 
status," and relegated such activities to slaves, 
freedmen and foreigners. The great Roman 
Cicero said, "Nobody dances unless he is drunk 
or unbalanced mentally." Italy saw the renais-
sance of the dance in the 15th century, but 
France may be said to be the Mother of the 
modern art. Many of our dance terms show this 
french connection, including the call dos-a-dos, 
which means back to back. Unquestionably, the 
English ancestor of our modern square dance 
was the great Morris dance. It was an exhibition 
dance done by trained teams of Mon-is danc-
ers—six men (women did not participate) in 
two rows of three. Later on, in the 17th century, 
country dances became all the rage in England. 
Many were longways or line dances, and some 
believe that the contra got its name either from 
a mispronunciation of "country" or from the 
fact that the dances were done in two, opposing 
lines. At the same time, people did "rounds for 
as many as will," some of which resemble the 
choral dances often danced in the naves of 
English churches. 
The French adopted and modified the Eng-
lish country dance and called it the Contredance 
Anglais. They also produced the form of dance 
known as the quadrille (a term which originally 
referred to a card game). It is the quadrille that 
most people point to as the granddaddy of'our 
modern square dance. However, history shows 
that "Dull Sir John" and "Fain I would" were 
square dances popular in England over 300 
years ago. The French also developed the Con- 
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tredance Francais or Cotilion (later-Cotillion), 
a dance done in a square formation with eight 
dancers. 
The vital link to this past was the dancing 
master that came to this country with our fore-
fathers and brought with them the dancers of 
their homeland. One of the earliest records (and 
there are not many) of these dances is contained 
in the works of John Playford, a musician and 
dancing master. His book, "The English Danc-
ing Master-Plaine and Easy for the Dancing of 
Country Dances, with Tunes to Each Dance" 
was published in seventeen editions between 
1650 and 1728 and contained 918 dances. 
Meanwhile, couple dancing was keeping pace. 
The French had a round dance called the branle, 
and there was the gavotte and the minuet. It was 
that most daring of all dances, the waltz, that 
created quite a stir when it was introduced, for 
it permitted the gentleman to hold his partner in 
close embrace as they moved about the floor. 
That position, which we now call closed dance 
position, was known for many years as the 
waltz position. 
As the pioneers moved westward, the 
dances went with them. Many of the dances 
were lost or forgotten, but many were pre-
served, particularly in the southern Appalachi-
ans. There, the running set established itself as 
one of the deep taproots of our western square 
dance. The running set even had a caller-Amer-
ica's only unique contribution to the square 
dance. In the first part of the 20th century, 
American dancing suffered a great decline. 
Quadrilles and contras died. People two-
stepped the waltz and forgot the polka and the 
schottische. A rowdy form of dancing called the 
"barn dance" set a precedence square dancers 
long have fought to overcome. It took a great 
industrialist and a superintendent from a small 
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school in Colorado to lift the great American 
folk activity out of the doldrums. 
Mr. Henry Ford used to vacation at the 
Wayside Inn in Sudbury, Massachusetts. There 
he became interested in the dance program con-
ducted by a dancing master named Benjamin 
Lovett. The program included the gavotte, ma-
zurkas, the schottische, the minuet, the Virginia 
reel and other squares and rounds. Mr. Ford 
tried to hire Mr. Lovett, who declined, pointing 
out that he had a firm contract with the Inn. This 
posed no problem for multimillionaire Ford, 
who simply bought the Inn and Mr.. Lovett's 
contract and took Mr.. Lovett back to Detroit 
with him. In the Detroit area, Mr. Ford estab-
lished a broad program for teaching squares and 
rounds, including radio broadcasts and pro-
grams for schools. He built a beautiful dance 
hall in Greenfield Village and named it Lovett 
Hall. It is still in use. In 1926, Mr. Ford and Mr. 
Lovett published a book which provided inspi-
ration and material for many people who had 
wanted such a reference. That book was entitled 
"Good Morning." One of the people who 
pounced on and devoured the book was a young 
school superintendent in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, named Lloyd Shaw. Lloyd "Pappy" 
Shaw realized that Ford's book supplied only a 
part of the information on the American dance, 
and that the rest of it was under his nose in the 
small towns and farming and mining communi-
ties of his own West. He went to work painstak-
ingly interviewing old-timers, collecting 
dances and music, researching. In 1939 he pub-
lished the first rally definitive work on western 
square dancing-"Cowboy Dances." Later, he 
published a round dance hook. He trained teams 
of dancers in his Cheyenne Mountain School 
and took them around the country exhibiting 
and teaching. In the summer he conducted 
classes for new leaders and western square 
dancing began to grow like wildfire. Of course, 
in those days, one did not ask if there would be 
rounds. It was taken for granted that one would 
dance to the Varsouvianna, a schottische, the 
Black Hawk Waltz and perhaps, Blue Pacific 
Waltz. There might be a cue word here and there 
for the new people, but no cuer. Dancers knew 
the dances,' just as they knew the figures of 
many of the square dance calls such as Birdie 
in the Cage, Lady 'round the Lady and Dive for 
the Oyster. 
Square dancing began its transition from 
the traditional, visiting couple type of dancing 
into all-four-couple-working kind of dancing in 
the 1950s. Callers discovered that they could 
move everyone at the same time and create 
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more interest. Then Square Thru (which had 
been danced in contras for hundreds of years) 
was "invented" and introduced in 1955, and 
other movements followed quickly. Soon, we 
had 16 basics and then 20, and then 32 and 
then-you know the rest of the story. Similarly, 
people began to write more couple dances, and 
the round dance picture changed. At first, the 
dancers memorized the dances and only an 
occasional cue was necessary. Then, dances 
became more numerous and complex, new 
rhythms and terms were added, and a cuer 
became a must for many dancers who had nei-
ther the time nor the interest to memorize large 
quantities of material. 
Meanwhile, the development of the elec-
tronic amplifier aided the transition, since it 
permitted the caller to manage large crowds. It 
was no longer necessary to shout, use a mega-
phone or have a caller in each square. Square 
dance records, particularly the small, easy to 
manage 45 RPM disc, eliminated the need for 
live music, with all its attendant problems, and 
allowed much greater musical variety and flexi-
bility. 
In 1974, an organization named CALLER-
LAB, the International Association of Square 
Dance Callers, held its first convention. It has 
met every year since. CALLERLAB's aim is to 
promulgate the principles of fun and friendship 
established by early leaders like "Pappy" Shaw 
and to standardize square dance terms, timing 
and styling. Roundalab, The International As-
sociation of Round Dance Teachers, works to-
ward the same goals for dancing. 
Through many, many years, it has been the 
pleasure of dancing smoothly to good music 
and sharing a fun activity with wonderful peo-
ple that has made square and round dancing 
attractive and long-lived. Many national sur-
veys indicate that perhaps we are forgetting 
some of our history of fun and good fellowship 
and that complexity, competition, roughness 
and rudeness have replaced some of the values 
held dear by many. It would be a shame to lose 
that which has been passed down through so 
many caring generations. 
Written by Herb Egender, reprinted from 
"Grapevine," Calgary, Alberta, Canada ✓ 
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JIM BEAM ANNOUNCES THIRD ANNUAL 
COUNTRY MUSIC TALENT SEARCH 
Deerfield, Illinois, February, 1995 - The 
Third Annual Jim Beam Country Music Talent 
Search, is inviting all budding country music 
bands and musicians to submit their best per-
formance on an audio or video tape for selection 
as one of five finalists in a nationwide compe-
tition. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity 
for unsigned professionals and amateurs, 
whose dreams to be discovered by a record 
company could come true if selected to perform 
in front of a panel of music industry profession-
als. 
"Winning the talent search has helped my 
career move ahead by opening doors with top 
record companies in Nashville," said Troy Lee 
Gentry, winner of the 1994 Jim beam Country 
Music Talent Search. "It was an honor to com-
pete with other talented country music bands 
from across the United States." 
Jim Beam has demonstrated its commitment 
to up and coming country music artists by spon-
soring the talent search and the 20-city Jim 
Beam Country Caravan music tour for the past 
two years. The Jim Beam Country Caravan, 
which features two up and coming artists, cul- 
minates in Nashville this year at the Jim Beam 
Talent Search finals. 
The year-long search for five finalists will 
culminate in Nashville, November 1995 at the 
Wild Horse Saloon with a "battle of the bands" 
competition. Country music industry profes-
sionals including talent agents, record label ex-
ecutives and the media, will select a winning 
band or solo artist to perform at a private per-
formance for record label executives. Past re-
cord companies that have attended include 
Atlantic Records, Polydor Records, Warner 
Brothers Records, and Sony Entertainment. In 
addition, the headline talent for the Jim Beam 
Country Caravan will perform and present the 
award to the winner at the finals. 
In order to submit a performance tape (audio 
or video) by August 10, 1995, country music 
artists may obtain official rules and entry infor-
mation by writing to: Jim Beam Country Music 
Talent Search Contest, P.O. Box 5016, Ronks, 
PA 17573. 
Editor's Note: ASD does not promote the use 
of alcoholic products. 	✓ 
SETS IN ORDER BOOKS AND OTHER SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTS OFFERED BY 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER 
P.O. BOX 8069 
LOWELL, MA 01853 
Five Year Calendars. 
Handboks for 
Basic-Mainstream, 
Plus, & Indoctrinatin. 
Line Dance Books, 
Line Dance Glossary. 
Basic Round Dancing. 
Diplomas - Sq. Dance 
Rd. Dance, Arch Angel, 
Appreciation Awards. 
Needle notes, Square 
Dancing, The Other Stuff 
Sq. Dancers On Slate. 
Books, A-1-A-2,C-1, 
C-2, C-3A. Videos, Basic, 
Mainstream, Plus, A-1, 
A-2. Caller Text 
Caller Teacher Manual. 
Call - 1-800-666-6733 FOR PRODUCT PRICES AND INFORMATION 
FAX: 1-508-458-9800 










HI 	HAT DANCE 
4. 
B,c 	Willis 	Ernie Kinney 	Tom Perry 	tocryne P.IcDorrio 
Hi-Hat Pioneers 
KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5175 - Under The Moon Of Love by Erika Johansson 
HH 5176 - The City Put The Country Back In Me by Bronc Wise 
HH 5174 - (Tonight We Might Just) Fall In Love Again by Ernie 
ELK 032 - Silver Wings (Sing-a-long) by Ernie Kinney 
HH 663 - Walk On Flip Hoedown (2CpI.)(Plus) by Bronc Wise 
sis 
COMING SOON 
WALK THAT EXTRA MILE by Ernie Kinney & Hi-Hat Pioneers 
LOVE LIFTED ME by Ernie Kinney & Hi-Hat Pioneers 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5173 - Rock Around The Clock by Buddy Weaver 
HH 5172 - That's The Thing About Love by Tom Perry 
HH 5171 - I'm In A Hurry (& I Don't Know Why) by Ernie Kinney 
HH 5171C-I'm In A Hurry (& I Don't Know Why) with Harmony 
ELK 031 - Surround Me With Love (Sing-a-long) by Buddy Weave( 
ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
BLUE ri? RIBBON RECORDS 
Jason Dean 	Earl West 	Bor Stone 	Davie] Murray 	Dave Parker 	18ortin. Dow 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 293 - Stuck On You by Jason Dean 
BR 282 - I'm Gonna Hold On (To The Love I've I Got) by Bill Stone 
BR 281 - Fools Rush In by Bill Donahue 
+ I+ 
BR 1013 - Heartaches Again (Round) by Bob & Fran Ford 
MOTHER'S DAY IS NEXT MONTH 
BR 257 - The Hand That Rocks The Cradle by Burlin Davis 
Bill DonahUe RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	280 - Sweet Music Man by Burlin Davis 
BR 279 - Jambalaya by Earl West 
BR 1012 - Golden Memories (Round) by Jimmy & Carol Griffin 
MTV GLAIR:19P 
ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES 
PRODUCER: 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD, FRESNO, CA 93726-7437 
PHONE: 209-227-2764 FAX: 209-224-1463 
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FACTS ABOUT THE 44th NSDC 
Over 80 vendors will set up shop in 210 
booth spaces to provide dancers with the 
latest and most fashionable clothing, shoes, 
records and other dancer related items. 
The event will utilize the entire Birming-
ham-Jefferson Civic Center complex as well 
as Boutwell Auditorium and the Fairgrounds 
in Birmingham. 
Any proceeds left over after the Conven-
tion will be distributed to clubs and dance 
organizations within the State to aid in the 
education, training and promotion of square 
and round dancing. 
LIVE MUSIC BY THE 
GHOST RIDERS BAND 
The Ghost Riders Square Dance Band 
from Concord, California, will be providing 
live music at the 44th NSDC in Birmingham. 
The Band has performed for special events, 
dances, movies, and played at the National 
Conventions in Houston in 1988, Salt Lake 
City in 1991, and Portland in 1993. Although 
American Squaredance, April 1995 
some of the members have changed through 
the years, two have remained from day one: 
Dan Bright (Lead Guitar) and Gary Spence 
(Keyboards). Their logo, a ghost on a horse, 
was designed by Bert Swerer, a local caller 
who now runs Hilton Audio Products. 
AFTER PARTIES 
After Parties are held by future Conven-
tion states and organizations in the Conven-
tion facility and local moteVhotel ballrooms. 
The After Parties consist of more dancing 
with nationally known and upcoming callers 
and cuers or skits or some other entertain-
ment. 
As of January 22, 1995, nineteen After 
Parties are scheduled. Additional After Par-
ties are expected. For more details about 
these parties or to schedule an After Party, 
contact Mac & Lou Letson at (205) 383-
7585. 
TRAIL DANCES 
Trail Dances are held "on-the-trail" to the 




SPECIAL LIMITED PRESSING 





CK-120 BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO by Daryl 
CK-119 YOU'RE THE ONLY WORLD I KNOW by Daryl 
CK-118 ONE MORE TOWN by John 
CK-117 THINK OF ME by Jerry 
CK-116 THATS HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU by Daryl 
CK-115 TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE by Guest Wade Driver 
CK-114 SUNSHINE by Dave 






CK-513 DILEMMA/POKEY JOE 
CK-512 WHITE LINE/SHORT LINE 
ROUNDS ON CHINOOK: 
Ray & Virginia 
Walz 	CK-1102 MY CUP RUNNETH OVER by Ray & Virginia Walz 
(503)364-4977 CK-1103 TWO BROKEN HEARTS (HUSBANDS & 
WIVES)/ANITA by Dan & Doris Sobala 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS: 
HD-129 ALONG FOR THE RIDE by Bob 
HD-128 TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING by Doug 





PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
Direct record orders and dealer inquires to: 
GATEWAY RECORD SERVICE, 11915 N.E. Halsey, Portland, OR 97220 
dances celebrate the visitation of dancers 
passing through an area on the way to the 
Convention.. 
Trail-End Dances are free dances held at 
the site of the Convention on the opening 
night (Wednesday), and signifies that the 
travelers have reached the "end-of-the-trail" 
to the Convention. 
As of January 22. 1995, seven Trail 
Dances and eleven Trail End Dances were 
64 
scheduled. Contact Mac & Lou Letson at 
(205) 383-7585 for details of these dances or 
to schedule a dance. 
SAVE $$ ON BUS PASS! 
Save $10 by ordering your 
Bus Pass now for $15. 
After April 30 a Bus Pass will cost $25. 
V 
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FOUR WALLS II 
Dance by: Tom & Thelma Wilson, 4612 Dunn Rd., Caseville, MI 
48725. 201 N. Alfas Plamas #16, Harlingen, TX 78552. 
Record: RCA 447-0413 Four Walls (Flip side Bimbo) 
Footwork: Opposite except where noted. 
Level; Phase 11+2 Waltz (Hover and unphased). Suggested speed: 
48 
Sequence: Intro - A B A A B- End 
Meas 
INTRO 
1-4 	WAIT;; APT,PT,-; TOG BFLY WALL,TCH,-; 
1-2 wait 2 meas in bfly;; 
3-4 bk coh L,pt R twd ptr,-; fwd wall R to bfly,tch L,-; 
5-8 	SOLO LF TRNG BOX BFLY WALL;;;; 
5-6 release hnds fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc lod (W bk R trng 1/4 to fc rlod) ,sd R,cIL 
end R shldr to R shldr; bk R trng 1/4 If to fc coh (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc wall) , 
sd L,c1R end bk to bk; 
7-8 fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc rlod (W bk R trng 1/4 If to fc lod) ,sd R,cIL end L shldr 
to L shldr; bk R trng 1/4 If to fc wall (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc coh) , sd L,cI R 
to bfly wall; 
PART A 
1-4 	WALTZ AWAY AND TOG OP LOD;; FWD WALTZ AND PICKUP CP LOD;; 
1-2 trn awy If L coh,sd R,cIL; trn tog rf R wall,sd L,c1R; 
3-4 fwd lod L,fwd R,cIL; fwd R (W fwd L trng 1/2 If) cp lod,fwd Lc! R; 
5-8 	TWO FWD WALTZES DRIFTING APART;; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY CP LOD;; 
5-6 fwd L,fwd R,cIL; fwd R,in place L,in place R (W bk L,bk R,c1L) to lop fcg lod; 
7-8 xLifR (W xRifL) to wall,sd R,cIL; xRifL (W xLifR) to coh, sd L,cI R to cp lod; 
9-12 	LF TRNG BOX CP LOD;;;; 
9-10 fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc coh (W bk R trng 1/4 to fc wall) ,sd R,cIL; bk R 
trng 1/4 If to fc rlod (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc lod) ,sd L,cI R; 
11-12 	fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc wall (W bk R trng 1/4 If to fc coh) ,sd R,cIL; bk R 
trng 1/4 If to fc lod (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc rlod) ,sd L,c1R; 
13-16 TWO FWD WALTZES DRIFTING APART;; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY CP LOD;; 
13-16 	repeat meas 5-8 
17-20 TWO LF TRNS TO CP WALL;; CANTER TWICE BFLY WALL;; 
17-18 	fwd L trng lf,sd R cont trn,cI L; bk R trng If,sd L,cIR cp wall; 
19-20 sd L,draw R,c1R; sd L,draw R,cIR: 
PART B 
1-4 	BAL L; FWD WALTZ (W REV TWIRL) ; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY BFLY WALL;; 
1-2 sd L,xRib (W xLib) rising,rec L; fwd rlod R,fwd L,c1R (W twrl If undr M's L 
and W's R hnds L,R,L) ; 
3-4 fwd L,sd R trng fc ptr,cI L; xRif lod,sd L,cI R; 
5-8 	LACE ACROSS LOP LOD; FWD WALTZ; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY BFLY COH;; 
5-6 undr Id hnds chg sds fwd L,fwd R,cIL lop lod; fwd R,fwd L,c1R; 
7-8 fwd L,sd R trng fc ptr,cI L; xRif rlod,sd Lc! R; 
9-12 	BAL L; FWD WALTZ (W REV TWIRL) ; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY BFLY COH;; 
9-10 sd L,xRib (W xLib) rising,rec L; fwd lod R,fwd L,cI R (W twrl If undr M's L 
and W's R hnds L,R,L) ; 
11-12 	repeat meas 7-8 
13-16 LACE ACROSS LOP RLOD; FWD WALTZ; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY CP WALL;; 
13-14 	undr Id hnds chg sds fwd L,fwd R,c1L lop rlod; fwd R,fwd L,cI R; 
15-16 repeat meas 3-4 
17-20 LF TRNG BOX CP WALL;;;; 
17-18 	fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc lod (W bk R trng 1/4 to fc rlod) ,sd R,cIL; bk R trng 
1/4 If to fc coh (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc wall) ,sd L,c1R; 
19-20 	fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc rlod (W bk R trng 1/4 If to fc lod) ,sd R,c11; bk R trng 
1/4 If to fc wall (W fwd L trng 1/4 If to fc coh) ,sd L,c1R; 
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1-4 	HOVER; MANEUVER; TWO RF TURNS BFLY WALL;; 
1-2 fwd L,sd R rise on R scp,rec L; fwd R trng rf 1/2 (W fwd L) ,sd L,cl R; 
3-4 bk L trng rf,sd R cont trn coh,c1L; fwd R trng rf,sd L cont trn bfly wall,c1R; 
5-8 	BAL L; FWD WALTZ (W REV TWIRL) ; THRU TWINKLE EACH WAY BFLY WALL;; 
5-8 repeat Part B meas 1-4 
9-12 	TWIRL VINE; THRU,SD,CL; WALTZ AWAY AND TOG BFLY WALL;; 
9-10 sd L,xRib ,sd L (W twirl rf under M's L & W's R hands R,L,R) ; xRif lod,sd L,cl R; 
11-12 	trn awy If L coh,sd R,cIL; trn tog rf R wall,sd L,cl R; 
END 
1-5 	SOLO LF TRNG BOX ;;;; REL HNDS WALTZ APT AND PT AS MUSIC FADES; 
1-5 repeat Intro meas 5-8; release hnds bk L,bk R,c1L; pt R towards ptr 
Editor's Note: Cue Sheets that appear in ASD Magazine are entered exactly as it is submitted to 
us, putting in spaces and characters, as written. We welcome cue sheets from our readers. Please 
be sure they are type-written and proof read carefully before submitting them to us. 	✓ 
CALLERLAB 
CALLER COACHES 
ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL 





















Kenny Reese Freidrich 
Ken Ritucci 
Gloria Rios Roth 
Al Stevens 
Don Williamson 
-Ebert-Str 116, D-64.347 Griesheim, Germany, +49 6155-78912 
48 Althea St. W. Springfield, MA 01089, 413-734-0591 
Clementsport, NS Canada, BOS 1E0, 902-638-8053 
Lammstr. 6, 76448 Durmersheim, Germany, 07245-7799 
52 Crest Drive, Greenville, TN 37743, 615-638-7784 
ht, 	 Nnwr, 	,..4uarecLince, Apnl 19,15 
JERRY HAAG DAY 
Jerry Haag, a native of Cheyenne, Wyo-ming, where he still maintains his perma-
nent home, started calling square dances as a 
hobby in 1956. His calling dates soon kept 
him on the go every night of the week. In 
1967 he gave up his full-time job with the 
Wyoming Air National Guard and changed 
I his avocation to vacation. His travels then 
increased to driving more than 80,000 miles 
each year in addition to many airline miles 
calling dances for Conventions, Festivals 
and Clubs in all 50 states and all of the 
Provinces of Canada. 
In September 1972 Ray & Ginny Bublitz, 
who now reside at Pharr South but at that 
time were Activity Directors for El Valley 
del Sol, invited the Haags to the Valley and 
asked if they would be a resident caller and 
instructor for a Square Dance Program. This 
involved canceling a couple of years of tour-
ing that was already scheduled. 
Jerry called his first dance in the Rio 
Grande Valley of Texas at the Peppermint 
Palace in 1973. To limit some of his exten-
sive traveling he became a resident caller in 
1974 and was the first caller in the Valley to 
start a full program for beginners, intermedi-
ate, advanced and round dancing. In Decem-
ber 1977 he added the new Park in the Valley 
to his program—Tropic Star. Dancers came 
from Brownsville and Zapattta to join in the 
square dance program. At that time he taught 
three beginner classes each season, October 
through mid-April. Square dancers from 
throughout the country came to the Valley 
American Squaredance. April 1995 
and soon other callers and round dance lead-
ers joined in on the program. 
He has received three gold records and is 
now a co-owner of Chaparral Recording 
Company. He is an Accredited CALLER-
LAB member and was on the initial Board of 
Directors. He is a recipient of the Milestone 
Award and was featured twice in the Ameri-
can Square Dance Profile Personalities. 
His travels in square dancing in more re-
cent years have taken him to Japan, China, 
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, New Zealand, 
Australia and several cruises throughout the 
Caribbean. 
When asked "WHAT IS SQUARE 
DANCING?" Haag's reply was: "Without a 
doubt, nothing is more gratifying to a caller 
than seeing hundreds of dancers enjoying 
themselves to the firm beat of a good hoe- 
down. We hold a popular consensus with the 
dancers as to why square dancing is a number 
one recreation. Square dancing creates a ro- 
mantic language in itself. Dancers through- 
out the world are never at a loss for 
conversation. As a social mixer, our recrea- 
tion has no equal because of the teamwork 
and fellowship involved. Square dancing is 
also good physical exercise recommended 
by many physicians. It actually helps keep 
older people younger and offers carefree en-
joyment for couples from eight to eighty. The 
movements are graceful, rhythmic and 
smooth; and therefore, they are relaxing to 
the body." 
The city of Pharr has proclaimed Dece-
meber 7 as "Jerry Haag Day. "Reprinted 
from The Advance News, Pharr, Texas. ✓ 
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Sam Lowe 	 Shone Greer 	 Guy Adams 
706-754-4098 918-485-8772 815-654.1061 602-306-1217 






417 659 8487 
Cl. Jerry Routh 
417-282-6340 
Mike Huddleson 	Harry Koppenhoyer 
316-524-0997 614.231-7352 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
48-6128 BIG DADDY'S ALABAMY BOUND - Lee 
4B-6127 WHY BABY WHY - Lee 
4B-6126 MILLION DOLLAR BABY - Gary 
4B-6125 JUST ONE TIME - Gary 
4B-6124 A DOG NAMED BOO - Mike 
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-908 	MISTAKES - Bob 
0-907 THINKING PROBLEM - Sam 
0-906 	ROUND, ROUND, ROUND - Guy 
CI-905 GOT A LOT OF RHYTHM - Richard 
0-904 	WHY DIDN'T I THINK OF THAT - Dave 
Q-900 NICKELS AND DIMES -Sam 
CARDINAL RECORDS 
f 	 061  
'ill' Witt,' 
NOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-26 BACK ROADS - Harold 
CAR-25 RUB IT IN -Jerry 
CAR-24 WILL IT BE LOVE BY MORNING - Mike 
CAR-23 LITTLE LONG HAIRED OUTLAW - Mike 
CAR-22 OH LONESOME YOU - Harold 
Call or Write for our complete catalog: 
Four Bar B Records Inc. 
P.O. Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 
International Distributor For Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 
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A, l write this, it is mid-February and I'm between two extended calling/dancing 
tours to two warm areas far from home. Lucky 
me! I'm both pleasantly nostalgic (definitely 
euphoric!) as well as anticipatory, too, for 
Cathie and I and 22 tour folks from eight states 
have just returned from our Down Under Ad-
venture. It was a whirlwind two-week tour to a 
dozen exciting destinations in summer-time 
Australia and New Zealand, including atten-
dance at dances in both countries. After this 
week in frigid northern New York, I'm off again 
for a two week calling tour in Florida and Geor-
gia. Besides the Aussie/Kiwi tour, Cathie and I  
spent an extra week meandering up and down 
the coast of California from L.A. to San Fran-
cisco. 
It was enjoyable to stop overnight in Salinas 
and see the home and offices of Jon and Susan 
Sanborn, neatly managed in order to produce 
this magazine. 
We missed the whale sighting, promised at 
one coastal maritime restaurant, but saw a 
whale of a lot of breathtaking scenery on Routes 
1 and 101. 
Back to the Down Under Adventure. This 
rapid report I'll not treat in chronological detail 
except to say we started in the tropical area of 
Cairns and Great Barrier Reef, then flew to 
Alice Springs, got bussed to Ayers Rock, flew 
to Sydney, then Melbourne, then on to New 
Zealand, including Auckland, Rotorua and 
Christchurch. Now, instead of the usual day-by-
day, ho-hum itinerary that one could recount, 
I'll merely hit highlights, personal impressions 
gained - little vignettes experienced in this tale 
of two countries. 
It's a strange sensation to actually lose a day 
when leaving Los Angeles on a Quantas 747, 
flying over the International Dateline en route 
*E:W TAPES: 
Round Dance Phase III 
(Tancjo,M rimbo Chi Chafturnha) 
N 
F•c;Ttliro lo COM. 
IMPROVE YOUR 
DANCE SKILLS THRU 
BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee 
LI 	Vol 11 	1 Into 23 
	
Vol. 2: 24141949 
I.1 Vol. 3: 	Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Lea Schmidt 
Li Val 1: 	Tea Cup Cnaln to Spin Chan 
& Exd-iange the Gears 
VIDEO PLUS SQUAD( DANCITNeaGrinupD.cB.1.11.17 o Relay imhecw„chuirtvey, 
) 	vol 2 	Cross Fire lo Spin Chain & 
Exchange the Gears 
And 
vv.in Mike Seastrom 
Prickarm inr.lticinri: 
V.iii.t.I. Audi., Caicw-Mr4v. arid 	144.9S 
instn sc.tsnn rtookit-Ar 
NAME: *•*,  raw:, hi:, 	- 
ADDRESS: 	 soil. it* _ _ 
CT( $4..d rifs.t.v, 
STATE 	ZIP CO% Etdesei 
trio st 	 . and other n dance  tapes available. Please send catalog.  
A-1 SQUARE DANCING with Mike Sikorsky 
1649 Wilinicm Blvd., Ice Angc/ca, CA 90023 	
Vo:. 1. 	Acey-Deurry 10 CrOSS Over Cidia'e 
(213) 262-5942 \'ot. 2. Duar'er In to Mix 
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna Feud re e 
L. 	Phase I & II: Frauleir, St Louts 91ws 
E. Phase III: 	Answer Mc: Desert Song 
\% f— Phase III. I .atin Ra,ics ( I 'our Dances) 
Rou MO DANCING with Joyce 'Dorsi Lane & Jim Lane 
Phas7 IV 	Tat Tr:mach, Awhos. Ranhow Cornerhan 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
• -• Beginning Clogging 
F_*.y lwermediale 
WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl 
— 	',me and Partner Dgres 
Seven Line Dances 
CONTRA DANCING 
NN 	hatro to (:metre efAllike Seareretal$44.95) 
For Danr.ers Pr Toar.hers %Pi Hnl R:er 
'Goa lem 
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Broadcast quality 
video tapes Filmed 
,n television Studio. 
featuring overhead 
shots '49" 




Featuring BETSY GOTTA 
Caller. 27 years Member 




Mail check or money order to: 
SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Dorislon of Tra &en, Inc 
P.O. Box 1350. Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Name (Please Print) 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS 
(Callerlab sequence 51 67) 	 127 movements) 
$3995 '49" 
PPM Pi FE. F. 	Add 53 50 postage and handling N J res add 6% sales tax 
MI MUM= Ml= MI UM= IMI MEM IN MIN OM MI In IN MI MM 





ilimmimommoimminmenimmi 	immimmmoiminimmum Ism min mmmll 
,u1sxle U S ado $10 Spec.ty 
Payable ,n 11 S 
Chia Ir MC only 
to Sydney (a 15-hour non-stop flight); and two 
weeks later to get it back in a single day that 
actually takes two days to experience. One of 
our group lost her birthday forever in that L.A. 
departure, so technically, she's a year younger 
by taking our tour. 
We had agreed on participation at only two 
square dances on this trip, one in Australia and 
one in New Zealand, since sightseeing was the 
primary focus this time (our third Down Under 
Tour) and time was limited. A third dance al-
most materialized in Cairns until Bruce Mulry 
had to cancel that one. Their mid-summer is a 
slow period for club activity-so many folks are 
on "holiday." 
The Sydney dance, set up by caller Chris 
Frogatt and his wife Linda, a Basic/MS Special 
with Knee Deep Squares, was a sellout with 
wall-to-wall dancers (probably 20 sets). Chris 
is a recording artist with U.S.A.'s Silver Sounds 
Records. His logo is a frog, as you can guess, 
and "knee deep" is what frogs say in Australia, 
I understand! It was refreshing to see so many 
young dancers in that club (unlike most U.S.A. 
70 
clubs), many of whom are current class mem-
bers. Kudos to Chris and Linda. They even 
arranged private cars for us, hotel to dance and 
back. It was Chris's regular dance; he called 
most tips; I called some, so did Fred Martin 
from our group and others. That roundup they 
do, like a grand march, before most every tip is 
interesting, and it surely allows singles to get a 
partner whenever they wish! The other program 
difference noted is the common three-part tip, 
which might contain one patter and two singers. 
The dance in Christchurch with Cathedral 
Squares, set up by Mary Stanley, was just as 
exciting for our group, and again we had a 
ten-car pickup from the hotel. Mary also set up 
a radio interview with me that afternoon, part 
of her regular Saturday half-hour square dance 
talk show. Cathedral Squares, once the largest 
club anywhere (except for perhaps Chuck 
Goodman's Bar-None in New Orleans), origi-
nally the pride of retired caller Art Shepherd, 
now has Kelvin Love as its caller, and Jeanette 
Love cues rounds. It was a Mainstream dance: 
Kelvin called, I called, Fred called, plus others. 
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3430 PACIFIC AVE S.E. 
SUITE A-6332 
OLYMPIA, WA 98501 206-456-1643 
LOU-MAC 1494 SIVECIA1 EVENTS 
Sept. 10-17 Holland America Alaska Square Dance Cruise 
with Mac Letson and Don Wood 
HOT NEW LOU-MAC RELEASES 
LM 199 THE DANCE by Robert Townsend 
LM 198 LONG GONE by Tom Roper 
LM 197 WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD FROM YOU by Bill Bumgarner 
LM 196 FINALLY FRIDAY by Den Preedy 
LM 195 BIBLE BELT by Don Wood 
LM 194 TEMPORARY HOME by Tommy Wells 
LM 193 REGULAR JOE by Wes Dyer & Kenny Jarvis 
LM 192 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING by Mac Letson & Tom Roper 
DYER & JAR VUS BILL 
BUMGARNER 
TOMMY 












Interesting fact: the kiwi is a flightless bird (we 
saw one at a nature preserve), but Kiwis can be 
the smoothest-moving dancers to be found any-
where! 
Around Alice Springs and Ayers Rock we 
experienced a feel for desert, aboriginal art and 
a few million years of geological evolution 
(with a McDonald's never far away). Did you 
ever ride a camel? It's a picnic to watch those 
ugly beasts catapult themselves from kneeling 
to upright stance with two heavy passengers 
astride that high Himalayan hump! 
Sipping tea in a country roadhouse while 
munching on a scone is so-o-o very British. 
(That's why they call it "Devonshire tea" and 
you forgot to mention that special treat, clotted 
cream. Next best thing to Ben & Jerry's, but 
unfrozen. -CAB) Feeding bread crumbs to 
kindly kangaroos out in the farmer's field felt 
foolishly festive amid the honking of a gaggle 
of geese and one preening peacock. 
Ayers Rock is a tourist must. But close by 
lies another natural wonder, just as impressive, 
a series of gigantic rock formations, called the 
Olgas. We spent an hour there at the Olgas in  
mind-boggling ogling. You could say we were 
between a rock and a hard place. But nothing 
beats that towering natural monolith, Ayers 
Rock, which rises hundreds of feet above the 
otherwise flat earth like a breadloaf for the gods. 
"Climb it soon," our driver said, "because it will 
soon be off-limits for climbers, according to 
government/aborigine predictions." Three of 
our group did. Incidentally, we saw Stonehenge 
in England when one could walk among those 
ancient monoliths; now that area is fenced off 
just as Ayers Rock will be soon. Shame! 
At Phillips Island we watched (with thou-
sands of other spectators) the little fairy pen-
guins scurry up the hill to their holes and hovels 
at dusk (parent birds carrying ingested morsels 
from all day deep sea fishing for their awaiting 
chicks), just as they've been doing daily for 
thousands of years! What a sight. The irony of 
it all is the much-too-loud speakers blasting 
forth both in English and Japanese to the crowd 
to be very quiet, so as not to disturb the returning 
birds! 
The all-day island-sea launch over the fa-
mous Great Barrier Reef near Cairns was in- 
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deed memorable. In that semi-submerged craft 
we saw creatures of the deep become as visible 
and viable as greeting your neighbor next door. 
I didn't know clams could be a yard wide, eel 
meat is a delicacy for some, and the starfish we 
saw were blue, not orange. 
Among other things, I collect bridges, or 
images of bridges. (Plus stamps, plus elephants, 
plus framed art, plus cartoons, plus Plus mate-
rial, plus...[just about everything but women]. 
-CAB) Therefore, the famous "coat-hanger" 
bridge over Sydney Harbor is spectacular, just 
as the high-fluted Opera House there is spec-
tacular. We drove over a unique "Nippon Clip-
on" bridge in Melbourne, so named because, 
due to traffic volume, two extra lanes were built 
in Japan and "clipped on" to the side of the older 
structure a few years ago. (Speaking of bridge 
work, Stan broke a front tooth in Sydney and 
rushed to an "Authie dentitht" for quick repairs. 
-CAB) 
Seeing quite a few koalas lazily resting in 
eucalyptus trees in a nature preserve was a treat. 
Did you know there are 19 kinds of sheep in 
Australia/New Zealand? We saw them all in a 
show at the Agridome. Deer herds (raised for 
venison consumption and export) are almost as 
common as grazing cattle. One big surprise for 
me came when I purchased a delicious ear of 
corn, cooked as we watched, by steam from the 
bowels of the earth in that thermal wonderland 
of Rotorua. 
So many happenings-so much to tell. Very 
briefly, here are a few more scattered memo-
ries: 
Cricket is not a Down Under insect-it's a 
national pastime, seen being played every-
where. 
We had absolutely lovely hotels throughout, 
and bountiful breakfasts. 
Aboriginal "paintings" on a remote cave 
wall at Ayers Rock gave me a whisper of an 
ancient culture. 
There was no time to dance in Auckland, but 
Kevin Watson came to greet us. We were im-
pressed by those thousands of tiny glowworms 
deep in Waitomo Caves, flashing their mes-
sages of mating attraction, as numberless as 
stars in the heavens. 
Canadian caller Martin, and Terry Mallard 
met us briefly at Ayers Rock. Small world! 
I attended a Rotary Club in Sydney. Cathie 
attended a Zonta Club meeting in Botany Bay. 
Both of us experienced great Aussie hospitality! 
We took time to play pool (play pool?) at one 
hotel. 
Our double-dozen tour folks seemed to have 
a ball on this trip. Some of them, not surpris-
ingly, had traveled with us before-to China, 
Africa, Switzerland, all through Europe and one 
couple even on a Caribbean cruise. Great group. 
Love y'all. But as tour leader, I'm glad I'm all 
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DREAM ON TEXAS LADIES 
ATLANTIC 7-87288 
Choreography by Gene Palermo 
A comfortable P+2 (diamond trn, weave) waltz to a 
John Michael Montgomery vocal. 
CATCH A SLOW TWO STEP 
CTB 4527 
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
An easy P-3+1 (switches) slow two step & jive to 
Perry Como's Catch A Falling Star. 
HE'LL HAVE TO GO 
RCA47-7643 or 447-0574 
Choreography by Darrell & Donna Hopper 
A nice P-3+2 (diamond turn, right lunge) waltz to 
the always good Jim Reeves vocal. 
I SEE IT NOW 
ATLANTIC 7-87199 
Choreography by Nancy & Dewayne Baldwin 
P-3+2+1 waltz to a nice Tracy Lawrence vocal. 
I SEE IT NOW 
(ABOVE RECORD) 
Choreography by Larry Wacker 
P-2+ up rotary box. 
GET A BUZZ ON 
ARISTA 12560-7 
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton 
Catchy P-2 two step to a good Alan Jackson vocal. 
HOOTEN & TOOT 
GRENN 17197 OR 14063, 14253 
Choreography by Glen & Beth McLeod 
Good peppy music with an easy combination P-2 
one step/two step cued by Glen. 
SORT OF SILKY 
GRENN 14202B OR CEM37026B 
Choreography by Bud Parrott 
Good Satin Doll music with a P-4+2 (dble rev, 
hinge) +1 up (natural diamond trn) combination 
foxtrot & rumba. 
JUST IN TIME 
GRENN 14149 
Choreography by Roland & Betty Hill 
Good music with a P-4 single swing routine. 
FIVE MINUTES MORE 
GRENN 17118 OR 14090 
Choreography by Anne Tikkanen 
Good music with a comfortable P-2 two step. 
SECLUDED PLACE TANGO 
GRENN 17094 
Choreography by Jerry & Perry Lefeavers 
Good Hernando's Hideway music with a P-4+2 
(rock turn & qrtr beats) tango. 
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SO MUCH 
GRENN 17070 
Choreography by Bill & Phyllis Speidel 
Real nice "I Love You So Much" music and a good 
P-3+2 foxtrot. 
TALL & TAN 
GRENN 14143 OR 14296 
Choreography by Geo & Judie McFarlane 
Good "Girl From Ipanema" music with a flowing 
P2+1 (whaletail) two step. 
SHE'S NOT YOU 
COLL DPEI 1011 
Choreography by Priscilla & Gary Lofton 




Choreography by Mike Seurer 
Good lively Elvis vocal with a comfortable four part 
P- two step. 
I'LL TAKE CARE 
MCAD 2405 OR COL 3702 
Choreography by Larry & June Bassett 
Good Frank Laine vocal with a comfortable P-4+2 
(topspin, whiplash) foxtrot. 
MAKING MEMORIES 
(FLIP OF ABOVE) 
Choreography by Bill & Martha Buck 
Good Frank Laine vocal with a nice P-5+2 foxtrot. 
BABY'S GOT HER BLUE JEANS CHA 
COLL 6206 
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
Good music with a P-3 cha cha & jive routine. 
BABY'S BLUE JEANS 
(SAME RECORD AS ABOVE) 
Choreography by Mike Seurer 
A P-3+2 cha cha (crab walks & alemana). 
WASHINGTON SQUARE 
EPIC 15-2224 
Choreography by Randy & Rose Stephenson 
Good Village Stompers vocal & a good P-2 three 
part two step. 
BLUE JEANS CHA 
COL 13-33382 
Choreography by Bob & Yvonne Madison 
P-3+1 cha to popular Neil Diamond vocal. 
HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU 
MCA 53522 
Choreography by Cathy Felch 
Good Reba McIntire vocal with an easy going P-2 
two step. 
YOU'RE THE BEST THING 
CBS 33268 
Choreography by Kaye & Dan Palenchar 
Good Ray Price vocal with a P-4+2 (dble rev & nat 
weave) foxtrot routine. 
A LITTLE BIT OF YOUR LOVE CHA 
CHANTILLY CR 1004 
Choreography by Mark & Marlene Thons 
Good music with a comfortable P-3+2 cha cha 
(alemana, under arm turn). 
WHY BECAUSE I LOVE YOU 
OCEAN WAVE 38 
Choreography by Ed & Esther Haynack 
A four part P-2 two step to flip side of a singing call. 
I'M IN A HURRY 
RCA 62336-7 
Choreography by Gene Palermo 
Lively Alabama vocal with a two step/cha cha rou- 
tine P-4+2 (dble cubans, or hip twist). 
MOONLIGHT DREAM 
SPEC PRES 422000 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Pretty music & a good soft P6 waltz. 
PENTHOUSE SERENADE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 




Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 
Catchy music & a fun type P-4+1 (sailor shuffle) two 
step. 
HER GREEN EYES 
HOCTOR H688 
Choreography by Giselo Gosselin 
Good instrumental with a comfortable P-3+1 (ale- 
mana) rumba. 
HEARTACHES AGAIN 
BLUE RIBBON 1013 
Choreography by Bob & Frances Ford 
P-2+2 (fishtail & hover) two step to flip side of a 
singing call. 
MY CLAIRE DE LUNE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
Music and a good P-4 rumba with a Boom Boom 
Lariat & Nyer. 
IN TIME 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
A solid P-6 foxtrot with good music. ✓ 
ir REEVES RECORDS INC. 
r EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
1A1L ORDERS PRONIPTLY FILLED 
SERVING THE DANCING COMMUNITY SINCE /966 
RECORD CASES 	 DIPLOMAS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
RECORDS FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE 
COUNTRY WESTERN . POPS •CLOGGING 
SQUARE DANCE . ROUND DANCE 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
EDDIE- BOBBIE- ROBBIE-SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS TEXAS 75217-0668 	214 / 398-7508 
FAX 214-398-4081 	
IF 





OUR MOST POWERFUL SYSTEM EVER ! 
COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CD, TAPE 
PLAYER, OR OTHER SIGNAL SOURCE 
Check these features . . . 
o TWO CHANNEL AMPLIFIER ° ADJUSTABLE LEVELS 
FOR AUXILIARY INPUTS & OUTPUTS o  REMOTE 
VOLUME & RECORD RESET ° TWIN LED OUTPUT 
INDICATORS o TWO MICROPHONE INPUTS ° SAME 
SIZE AS THE AC-300 ° THE OUTSTANDING SOUND OF 
A HILTON, PLUS MORE . . . 
CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE 
INFORMATION PACKAGE: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 510-682-8390/FAX: 510-682-8497 
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CONTRA  
MIMS 
Anyone for surfing? I know summer isn't here yet and even if it was, I gave up 
body surfing off the California coast many years 
ago. Now I've started "surfing" the Internet and 
have been amazed at the number of contra, 
square and round dancers using this global net-
work to share ideas, ask questions and find out 
where dance events are taking place. I don't 
believe that the "net" will take the place of 
American Square Dance Magazine in the near 
future, but it does offer all of us a place to be 
involved in the bigger picture not just our local 
club. 
Just this past week there were over 160 dance 
related articles and comments on just one news 
group. If you have a computer, modem and one 
of the information services, you can link up to 
these wonderful groups. One of the most active 
is on the "Usenet." Upon logging on, go to (be 
sure to type this just like this, with no period at 
the end) rec.folk-dancing —you will be able to 
link up with other dancers, group leaders and 
musicians across town or across the world, all 
for a local phone call. You do not have to belong 
to an expensive on line service. Look for listings 
in your phone directory for "Freenets," they are 
all over the country and cost as little as $15.00 
a year. Drop me a card if you choose and I'll 
inquire on the net for one close to you. 
Now is the time to plan summer dance vaca-
tions and in addition to the "National" one of the 
following events may fit better into individual 
schedules. On the West Coast there will be the 
Western Contra Dance Weekend, June 2 to the 
4th with Leif Hetland and Clark Elliott. (909-
845-6359). The San Diego Contra Dance 
Weekend, June 28 through the 30th will again 
feature Don Armstrong, Paul Moore and Glenn 
Nickerson. (909-867-5366). 
East of the Rockies, Walt Cole and Tony 
McUmber will be teaching "interested" callers 
how to present Contra Dancing for added enjoy-
ment of their dancers, June 2 through the 4th in 
76 
	 by Don Ward 
American Callers Assoc. 
Contralab 
Hannibal Missouri (314-221-6199). The John 
C. Campbell Folk School will have a Contra and 
Square Dance Callers week June 18 to the 24th, 
and a musicians week for those wanting to 
improve their skills in playing music for tradi-
tional squares and contras. Bob Dalsemer can 
provide additional details (1-800-365-5724). 
Dance news around the country includes 
Sunday afternoon dances by Tony McUmber at 
Mt. Zion Methodist Church in St. Louis, April 
23, May 7, July 16 and August 6. Walt and Louis 
Cole, along with Tony and Becky McUmber, 
will be hosting a dinner dance June 11 in Han-
nibal, Missouri. Call 314-221-6199 for infor-
mation on these two events. 
I found an interesting new dance on the "net" 
by Edith Goldman. Its name identifies with 
contra leader Dan Pearl, who will be calling 
contras in California June 23 & 24 at the Annual 
Summer Solstice Festival. Knit One, Pearl Two 
is in Beckett formation. Al: (with couple 
across) Circle left -1-, Slide left to next couple, 
Circle left 3/4, Pass thru. A2: (with next) Bal-
ance and Swing. Bl: Long lines forward and 
back. Ladies turn by left 1-1/2. B2: Partner 
gypsy and swing (end facing across to repeat the 
dance). This is a very demanding dance in re-
gard to timing in the "A" part of the dance. 
Western or club contra dancers may find it more 
to their liking to stretch the "A I " movements 
across the phrase into the "A2" eliminating the 
balance and simply swinging the next out of the 
pass thru. I personally enjoy the zesty feel of the 
dance as written. For music that matches the 
traditional feel of the dance Eight of January, 
TNT 209 works great. For club contra Take an 
Old Cold Tater, Cardinal CAR16, allows the 
first part of dance to be split across the "Al-A2" 
phrase because of the music arrangement. Until 
next month, happy dancing, and on a winter 
night why not try surfing on the "net." My email 
address is, am491@lafn.org (no period at the 
end). Bye. I/ 
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THE NORTHWEST'S LARGEST FULL SERVICE DANCE FACILITY 
DANCING 7 NIGHTS A WEEK 
* TWO HALLS TO SERVE YOU 
HOME OF 20 CLUBS 	 0% 
t ALL AIR-CONDITIONED 	V • c • ce (% 
* OFF FLOOR SEATING .,N1'. $e.,‘ 
Vv. e$, . 
SEND FOR OUR 
CATALOG! 
$2 — Refunded 
On your first Order 
t 
ICI 	 CsleP 
Shipping charges are $3.00 up to $50 
FREE over $50 
Promenade Dance Center and Shoppe 
149 South 140th, Seattle, Wa 98168 	(206) 242-8138 
Reflections on 
30 Years of Calling 
April '65 is when I first picked up a mike. 
Never planned to be a caller, was forced into it. 
Filled out a registration form for the Toronto, 
Canada Convention, and on the bottom it said 
"check here if you're a caller." I didn't know 
what this meant, as I had only been dancing five 
months. But I figured if I checked it they might 
send me some info on the latest calls, and since 
I was dancing challenge three times a week to 
a different caller each night, and studying an 
hour before each dance so I would not break 
down too many people, I would take any help I 
could get. 
The Convention wrote back three weeks be-
fore the event that I was on the program and to 
have 20 minutes of material ready. (Back then, 
many conventions had a small room where any  
caller could sign up and call for exposure, but I 
didn't know this - I'm only dancing five 
months.) So I figured if I was on the program, 
I had better learn how to call. After buying a 
few records and copying some material from 
Sets In Order Magazine, callers Pete Heckman 
and Lee Kopman were kind enough to let me 
call a few tips at their dances for practice. After 
surviving Toronto, I never stopped calling. 
New callers usually imitate established call-
ers, and I would listen for hours to tapes of the 
following: Lee Kopman, N.Y. - because his 
style was upbeat and exciting, and he could say 
a lot of words very quickly, which was vital for 
involved directional calling; Al Soya, Wis. -
because his words flowed like pure honey cre-
ating a sensation of total smoothness; and Jack 
Lasry, Fla. - because he could please floors of 
all levels, had good rapport with the dancers, 
' 
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RB 3041 Watermellon Crawl 
by Don Williamson 
RB 3042 Third Rate Romance 
by Mike Hoose 
RBS 1355 Down On The Farm 
by Cleo Barker 
RBS 1354 'lb All The Girls 
by Don Coy 
RBS 1353 Just Enough Rope 
by Jolly Baldwin 
RBS 1352 If You Want To 
Find Love 












For Information Write or Call: 
Don Williamson, Red Boot Prod 
52 Crest Drive 
Greeneville, TN 37745 
Phone 615-638-7784 
RBB SPRING SPECIALS 
Jun 21-24 	National Convention 
Birmingham, AL 
A 
Don Coy Chuck Meyer 
Chuck Marlow 	Lowell Young 
Latest Recordings 
RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET 
Mike Hoose, Mac McCall, Don W. 
Johnny Jones 
Ralph Kornegay 
- 	• -- 
Cleo Barker 
and called with a steadiness that made people 
want to dance. 
I have been fortunate to have a wife like 
Marilyn during my career. For the past 22 years 
I have been calling full-time, averaging 160 to 
180 nights a year away from home, and it has 
been a pleasure to have her along on many trips, 
as well as handling things at home when she did 
not travel. 
People always ask if she handles my book-
ings, and the answer is no. We agreed at the 
outset that I would handle all bookings and 
contact with clubs. She likes to say it is because 
"no one thinks the way you think," but in reality 
it eliminates all potential misunderstandings 
and mistakes which can occur in this area, and 
it has worked out perfectly. (I remember the 
story of a wife who booked her husband on a 
driving, calling tour in El Paso, Texas, on a 
Friday and Beaumont. Texas, the next day. 
When asked why she had done such a thing, she 
said, "It seemed fine to me, it was in the same 
state." The distance was 850 miles. He had to 
drive all night. 
It has been a privilege to call in 45 states, 7 
Canadian provinces and 10 countries in Europe, 
but also to have a home-Plus club willing to 
have me as its regular caller for 27 years (North 
Hills Squares). I have also been fortunate to 
have the ongoing support of the local Advanced 
and Challenge dancers; Footenotes (A-2) is 26 
years old, and Footlighters (C-2) is 29 years old. 
A recent survey said the majority of people 
do not like their work, but I am always looking 
forward to the next dance or event. There is 
always something new and exciting, and it is 
the wonderful variety of people which make it 
interesting. I'm ready for tomorrow. 
Next month: What is different and what is 
the same. 	t/ 
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STRAIQHT 
The idea is not new! Ever since there have been Square Dance classes, there have 
been dances for the beginner student to give 
them extra practice and a chance to meet regular 
or seasoned dancers. 
Several years ago, when I was going through 
beginner lessons, I was invited to go to the 
Dayton Student Dances put on by the Miami 
Valley Caller's Association. One Sunday a 
month, you could hear four different callers and 
meet students and angels from most of the Day-
ton classes. The dances were fun, the people 
mingled with each other and friendships were 
made. 
In the summer of 1993, I decided that it 
would be great to have a similar type of dance 
in Cincinnati. Bonham Hall in Wyoming was 
selected for its central location in the Tri-State 
area. Callers and teachers were contacted to 
help. Donations of door prizes were given by 
local businesses. Dancers had given of their 
time to model for the January Fashion Shows. 
The New Dancer 
"Square Up" 
by Marianne C. Jackson 
Dance Coordinator 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Square Dance businesses had given generously 
of their products. 
New and experienced dancers have had the 
opportunity to dance to local, national and in-
ternational callers such as: Cincinnati - Jerry 
Helt, Mark Clausing, Jim Cox, Pam Courts, 
Alan Johnstone, Sharon Murphy/Creech, Jack 
Pladdys, Estil Owens, Don Scarpinski, Dick 
Trader; Dayton - Mona Cannel!, Randy West, 
Ken Jordan, Ken Roberts, Jim Erbaugh; Ken-
tucky/Indiana - Tim Carman; California -
Vern Weese; Clogging Instructor - Pam Ten-
hundfeld; Traditional/Hoedown Caller -
Randy Cann; Line Dances - Gloria Schnieder; 
Texas Two-Step - Carolyn & David of the 
Country Connection Dance Team. 
1995 started the third year for The New 
Dancer "Grand Square-Up." Dancers have 
come and enjoyed themselves. Enjoyment is the 
main focus of our activity. I hope it will become 
a tradition for the students to come and gather 
for fun and practice. The callers and dancers 
have shown that this is an activity we must work 
together to help it survive. 	V 
You'll have the time of your life ! Featuring 
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LtIDGE 
A First Class Square Dance esort 
on the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks 
74 Spewte Zlugeevia c 7w.a.eil 
FOR INFORMATION WRITE: 
KIRKWOOD LODGE 
P.O. BOX 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
J. GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-i PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 







PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS,. $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). 
AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and Handling $10 each tape 
outside U.S.A. $5 each tape ror.Canada) 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 1057 
SISTER, OR 97759 
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fIcuturing World Clues Talent 
3350-A Highway 6 South. Suite 547 • Sugar Land. TX 77478 USA 
Pnone,,GAX (713) 980-8339 
Kr:And New Releases 
1006 'Get Beck' • Jin Kobayashi 
1005 "Big Mamou" - Koji Hera 
1004 'Pain In My Heart - Mitchell Osawa 
1003 "II Tomorrow Never Comes' Mac ()Jima 
1002 "Shoulda Been A Cowboy' - Mike Sikorsky 
1001 'Easy Come. EasyGo' • Pat Barbour 
Pat Barbour 
	
Texas 	Mac O'Jima 




2,  Jin Kobayashi 4— Japan . . i• 	Mitchell Osaqw 	' i 
apan --> pi Bob Baler 
4— Texas Steve Jacques ,C 
Steve Edund 	i/ Maryland —> 	0111. 
Canada —> 
Ps II es 
OF sow* DANCING 
By Lois Mizer, New Philadelphia, Ohio 
Promptness: Arriving at the dance and squaring 
up on the floor. 
Partner: Get one and join in the fun. 
Partake in all the fun and fellowship. 
Patrol to see if a square needs you, then 
join them. 
Pamper the unsure dancers. 
Pardon those who squeeze your hand tightly. 
Pacify the dancer whose temper grows short. 
Patience with new dancers. Remember 
you were new once. 
Polish your dancing skills with workshops. 
Pace yourself to move with the other dancers 
in rhythm to the music. 
Patter: Calls the dancers execute. 
Panic: Never show this emotion, just make 
lines and smile. 
Parallel: The lines made when you breakdown. 
Permit any and all dancers in your square. 
Philanthropist: someone everyone will want 
to square up with. 
Quadrant: Four couples ready to dance. 
Quaint: The old calls we love to dance. 
Quality music and fellowship. 
Quarrel: Never argue over goofs or who 
will square up with you. 
Quarter In or out, touch it, hinge it, turn it 
or spend it. 
Queen: Regal look of ladies' attire. 
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ram — 
Qualm of the new dancer, dancing for the 
first time. 
Quell an urge to complain about your corner 
or partner. 
Quest: A group of seven and join them 
and make a square. 
Quick to give yellow rocks. 
Question the caller in a positive manner. 




FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
DICK BARKERS 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
June 26 - 30, 1995 
Waycross, GA 
New to Intermediate 
Emphasis on Teaching 
Programming 
Creative Choreography 
Sight Calling Plus more 
Limit 12 
Write: DICK BARKER 
2408 EASTOVER DR. 
WAYCROSS, GA 31501 
ouse of anti! 
VISIT NOVA SCOTIA 
ATTEND HOUSE OF ROTH 
CALLERS SCHOOL 
July 9-15, 1995 
Learn by DOING 
YOU are on 'Mike' 
over and over again! 
Staff: 
Gloria Roth 
Accredited Callerlab Coach 
with 
Johnny Jones-Florida 
Red Boot Recording Artist 
July 2-8, 1995 
Come one week early and learn 
Country Western Couple 
Dancing / to help draw 
young couples into your 
square dance activity! 
Call / write : 
House of Roth 
Clementsport, N.S. BOS 1E0 
902-638-8053 
Camping included in fee on 




July 5-8, 1995 
Stan Burdick, Caller/Coach 




Write Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678 






Callers: 0-5 yrs. exp. 
June 11-16, 1995 






Don Taylor, Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St. Auburn IN 46706 
. 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
Fremont, Nebraska 
August 25, 26, 27, 1995 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
-- AFFORDABLE -- 
Write for information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 






May 29, June 2, 1995 
Chaparral Records Staff 
K. Bower, J. Haag 
G. Shoemake, S. Smith 
Limited - 3 Levels of Training 
Beginner, Intermediate, 
Experienced 
Intro to Advanced Calling 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
CASCADE CALLERS SCHOOL 
July 3 - 6, 1995 
Circle 8 Ranch 
Cle Elum, WA 
Daryl Clendenin - Instructing 
Garry Dodds - Assisting 





400 N. Plaza Dr. #542 




West Yellowstone, MT 
- July 16 	20, 1995 
 
Daryl Clendenin - Instructing 
(Callerlab Accredited Coach) 
Callerlab curriculum 




400 N. Plaza Dr. #542 




August 13 - 17, 1995 
Emphasis on Choreography, 





in opp g  
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Write: Ed Foote 
140 McCandless Dr. 
Wexford PA 15090 
NORTH TEXAS 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 12 - 16, 1995 
T.D. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write: T.D. Brown 
PO Box 940 














Rockledge, FL 32955 
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SUPER SCHOOL 
WEST 
Aug. 13 - 18, 1995 
San Francisco, CA Area 
Staff: 
Bill Peters, Jim Mayo 
John Kaltenthaler 
Herb Egender 
Full Callerlab Curriculum 
Lots of individual attention 
Write to: 
Bill Peters 
P.O. Box 10692 
Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 
WALT COLE'S 
CALLER & CUER SCHOOLS 
TIMING/MUSIC/CHOREO 
Hannibal, MO May 25 - 30 
Walt Cole - Tony McUmber 
Ogden, UT Jun 29 - Jul 4 
New & Experienced Callers 
NEW RID TEACHERS 
Hannibal MO Jun 12 - 15 
Ogden UT Jul 5 - 9 
Cueing - Rhythms - Teaching 
Walt Cole 801-392-9078 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
CONTRA CALLERS SCHOOL 
June 2, 3, 4, 1995 
Hannibal Holiday Inn 
Hannibal, MO 
Teaching Square Dance Callers 
How to Present Contra Dancing 
for the Added Enjoyment of 
Their Dancers 
Staff 
Walt Cole... 	Tony McUmber 
(801) 392-9078 (314) 221-6199 
Call for .nformation or write 
Walt CO. 944 Chatelame Rd, Ogden LA 84403 





September 18-22, 1995 
Staff: 
Bob Fisk, Mac Letson 
G. Shoemake 
Limited - 3 Levels of Training 
Beginners, Intermediate, 
Experienced 
Intro to Advanced Calling 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
ROUND DANCE LEADERS 
AND CUER'S SCHOOL 
Sevierville, Tennessee 
June 4 - 9, 1995 
Staff: 
Charlie & Betty Proctor 
Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
Limited - 2 Levels of Training 
Beginners 
Club Level to Festival Level 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
4th ANNUAL 




August 25, 26, 27, 1995 
Learn Creative Choreography 
Learn How To Write Choro 
Learn The Basics of Sight Calling 
Learn How to Change Figures on 
Singing Calls 
STEVE KOPMAN 
1305 Whitower Drive 
Knoxville, TN 37919 
(619) 691-1580 





3 Day School 
January 22-24 1996 
HONOLULU 
with 
BILL PETERS/STAN BURDICK 
caller-coaches 
Good Tax Break 
Add ALOHA S/D CONVENTION 
call: Bill 702-588-7181 
or: Stan 518-543-8824 
COLORADO CALLERS 
COLLEGE 
July 31- August 3, 1995 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
Staff: 
Tony Oxendine Jerry Junck 
John Kwaiser 
Accredited Caller Coach 
Curriculum includes. 
Calling Systems. Choreo Mgt., 
Singing Calls, Music-Voice, 
Programming, Formation Awareness 
Sight Resolution & More. 
Write 
John Kwaiser, 526 w. 47th St. 







Square Dance Convention 
June 21-24, 1995 - Birmingham, Alabama 







SILVER SOUNDS 184 
Caller: Hans Pettersson 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do the corner, 
swing thru, spin the top, slide thru, right & left thru, 
pass to the center, centers square thru 3/4, swing 
corner, promenade. 
KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE 
SILVER SOUNDS 181 
Caller: Tony McUmber 
FIGURE: All four couples promenade 1/2, heads 
right & left thru, sides touch 1/4, boys run, right & 
left thru, pass thru, trade by, touch 1/4, scoot back, 
swing the corner, promenade. 
SILVER WINGS 
ELK 032 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
Sing along. 
HOLD ON TO THE LOVE I'VE GOT 
BLUE RIBBON RECORDS 282 
Caller: Bill Stone 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, corner do sa do, 
swing thru, boys run, Ferris wheel, center two pass 
thru, square thru 4, promenade the corner. 
NEVER ENDING LIGHT 
ROYAL RECORDS 315 
Caller: Tony Oxendine & Jerry Story 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, sides pass the 
ocean, extend, swing thru, boys run, Ferris wheel, 
double pass thru, track II, swing corner, prome-
nade. 
GLORY OF LOVE 
ROYAL RECORDS 224 
Caller: Tony oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads promenade all the way around, 
sides square thru 4, touch 1/4, scoot back, boys 
fold behind ladies, two ladies chain, chain back, 
keep her & promenade. 
STUCK ON YOU 
BLUE RIBBON 283 
Caller: Jason Dean 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, sides right & left 
thru, square thru 4, do sa do corner, eight chain 4, 
swing corner, promenade. 
BIG DADDY'S ALABAMY BOUND 
4-BAR-B RECORDS 6128 
Caller: Lee Main 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, into middle right 
& left thru, square thru 4, right & left thru, roll away, 
touch 1/4, scoot back, swing corner, promenade. 
MISTAKES 
QUADRILLE RECORDS 908 
Caller: Bob Huff 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, dosado, swing thru, 
boys run, Ferris wheel and deal, right & left thru, 
square thru 3/4, swing corner, promenade. 
SMOKE, SMOKE 
BIG MAC RECORDS 160 
Caller: Jeanne Briscoe 
FIGURE: Heads flutterwheel, square thru 4, slide 
thru, touch 1/4, coordinate, wheel & deal, swing the 
corner, promenade. 
WAIT 'TIL THE SUN SHINES NELLIE 
BIG MAC RECORDS 156 
Caller: Mac McCullar 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, walk in & square 
thru 4, right & left thru, pass thru, trade by, touch 
1/4, scoot back, scoot back, swing corner, prome-
nade. 
IT AIN'T NOTHIN' BUT LOVE 
BIG MAC RECORDS 157 
Caller: Ron Mineau 
FIGURE: One & three promenade 1/2, sides 
square thru 4, right & left thru, eight chain 6, swing 
corner, promenade. 
I SAW THE LIGHT 
BIG MAC RECORDS 158 
Caller: Mac McCullar 
FIGURE: Heads right & left thru, star thru, pass 
thru, dosado to a wave, ladies trade, recycle, right 
& left thru, dive thru, zoom, centers square thru 3/4, 
swing the corner, promenade. 
V 
Z7red of food staffs ? 
ikkfc,*Att Adult gib that -,liakes A great gift 
Protects your clothing from food stains and spills 	$5.95 
Washable - Durable - Compact - last:id/table 
One site fits all - gor,llen and Women 
plus 
$2.95 S&H 
$30.00 add $4 95 for 
'41111111111111rM"‘MZ''
Postage & Handling 
.0111: 
	
	 Send for Free Brochure ) 
Use for traveling or storage 
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING 1"146*.:14 UP { 	
Holds up to 6 Petticoats 
lightweight Nylon-Sturdy-Secure 
MACHINE CO., 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue 	 Water & Dirt Repellent. U.S A 
Bayside, NY 11364-3126 Tel#(718)479-3362 CANADA - $40.00 U.S. FUNDS 	NY Res 8 1:4 tax 
NEW 	yae  
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Bill & Bobbie Davis 
W
e frequently get questions about new 
calls. Authors want to know if the call 
is good or if it will be accepted. In 
days past new ideas with wide acceptance were 
often integrated into the square dance program 
within a few months or even weeks. Since CAL-
LERLAB and their Quarterly Selection pro-
grams, all calls coming into programs have 
come in by way of the QS program. This proc-
ess is a strong filter that inhibits new calls being 
accepted. 
These days, a new call idea may be offered 
and even accepted for the CALLERLAB QS 
program. However, its chances of being ac-
cepted on an existing CALLERLAB program 
is very small [actually, zero in the last ten years]. 
In the last several years the only new calls 
coming onto the programs have been QS calls 
that came from higher level CALLERLAB pro-
grams or calls deleted from lower programs and 
picked up by higher programs. 
The last call to come onto a program fresh 
from the outside was Spin Chain and Exchange 
the Gears. It was selected as a Plus Quarterly in 
1983 [without having been on a CALLERLAB 
program]. It was subsequently incorporated 
into the Plus program. 
Since that time calls coming into CALLER-
LAB programs have come from another pro-
gram and typically through the Quarterly 
Selection route. Recent examples are Acey 
Deucey and Cut the Diamond, which were both 
MERRSACN RECORD SERVICE 
For All Of Your Square And Round Dance Records 
Square Dance, Round Dance And Line Dance Manuals 
Square Dance Records *Round Dance Records 
Clogging Records•Line Dance Records 
Samson Wireless System• Williams Sound Wireless 
• Williams Sound Personal PA For The Hearing Impaired • 
Call Today For A Free Sample Of Our Monthly Square Dance Tape Service 
Stay On Top Of The Latest Releases 
Receive A Monthly/No Return/You Keep The Tape/"New Releases" 
Casset Tape Service / $32.00 Per Year in U.S. / $42.00 U.S. Funds To Other Countries. 
Need Blank Cassettes? Yes We Have Them! Boxes, Poly And Hard Plastic Labels 
Cassettes Are Ampes 617 Lengths are: C-12, C-22, C-32, C-46, C-62, and C-91 
CALL, FAX OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICES 
Johnnie Wykoff & Star DBA 
MERRBAOH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston. TX 77248-7309 * 323 West 14th St., Houston TX 77008 
Tel # 713.862-7077 * Fax: 713-802-2922 24Hours 
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
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	 ss 
1 19 Allen St. 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 MEG SIMKINS 413-566-3349 
Everything for 
Square Dancers 
Send $1.00 fa catalogue 
Refunded on first Wei 
Handling $4.00 ea. 
QS calls and both came from the Advanced 
Program onto the Plus. 
Some calls have gone the other direction. 
Peel Off went from MS to Plus. Recently Cross 
Trail Thru went from MS to Advanced. 
Similarly, calls added to the Advanced and 
Challenge programs have come from other ex-
isting programs [or lists]. The most recent calls 
added to the C-1 program came from the C-2 
Program. Although CALLERLAB does not in-
clude C-3 and C-4 as programs, the recent ad-
ditions to the CALLERLAB C-2 program came 
from the higher lists. 
Is this a bad situation? We think not. Consid-
ering all the calls through C-2 [CALLERLAB 
Programs], plus the additional calls through 
C-4, there are plenty of actions available. The 
calls on the higher level programs are not nec-
essarily harder or more complex. They are just 
different. And they are proven. The question 
should be what calls might improve a program 
because of changes that have happened in our 
choreography. For example, Drop In is a simple 
call currently on the C-2 program. With the  
increased use of diamonds at Plus, this might be 
a good choice for an addition to that program. 
It was selected as an Advanced QS call in 1991 
but was not added to the program at that time. 
Brand new call ideas, then, seem to have 
only one possibility for a home these days. That 
is on the C-4 or C-3 lists. There is no rule or 
policy of CALLERLAB's that mandates this. It 
is just the way it is working out. 
So authors should be aware of this fact of 
today's life. A new call might be interesting 
enough to be chosen by a QS committee for the 
QS program, but the chances of it being added 
to a CALLERLAB program are very small [one 
in the last 13 years]. 
But that is no reason to stop trying. We'll 
print your call. It may be featured at some 
weekend event. It may get selected as a QS call. 
It might even get added at C4. Not that bad. 
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms 
are hemmed for comfortt and long wear, Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely f All #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each 
	
$34.00 
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards- 3 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each 
	
$28.00 
LENGTHS: 19, 20, 21, and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Fink 
Hot Fink, Yellow, Lcivender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: 	Small,  Medium and Large 
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Trail-In Dance 
Wednesday, August 9, 8:30pm 
Called by the convention staff 
Casual attire OK. 
Touring/Shopping/Dining 
Toledo Art Museum; Libby Glass 
factory outlet: Lots of restaurants 
nearby. Tony Packo's for jazz Fri/Sat 
Pre-registration only. Last minute? Call us--We'll hold a spot! 
erican Advanced and 
halletige Convention 
A Great Staff 
Dance to old favorites and some great 
new voices. 
Dave Hodson, OH 
Dave Kenney, AZ 
Dave Lightly, IA 
Darryl Lipscomb, TX 
John Marshall, VA 
Larry Perkins, MI 
Tim Ploch, TX 
Tim Scholl, KY 
Sparky Sparks, KY 
John Steckman, PA 
John Sybalsky, CA 
Anne Uebelacker, BC 
When they're not calling, you'll find 
them out on the floor dancing. Join 
'em for a tip or two! 
A Great Weekend 
Why do folks come back, year after 
year/ Simple: 
It's Easy to Get To 
Driving is easy, via 1-75 or the Ohio 
Turnpike. Fly into Toledo, or Detroit 
is just an hour's drive away. 
RV Parking and Dorms 
RV parking is only a 5 minute walk 
from the halls. Inexpensive dorms are 
10 minutes' walk away. 
No Morning Sessions 
Plenty of dancing, but no need to pry 
yourself out of bed. Feel free to chat 
or party after the dance. 
It's Friendly 
With a new caller every half-hour, 
folks are always switching squares. 
The dancing is challenging, but the 
callers keep you dancing and enjoying 
yourself. It really feels like the callers 
and dancers are on the same team. 
Dance Fee 530/person 
Make checks to American Advanced 
Chalion9s Convention. US Funds. 
Mall To: 
Mike & Jean Solek 
1555 Sarasota Drive 





August 10-12, 1995 
Toledo, Ohio 
Full-time A2, Cl, C2, C3A, & C3 
limpollma AO. WS 
Exchange The Gears 
Spin Chain The Gears 
Teacup Chain 
3/4 tAg The Line 
Track Two 
Trade The Wave 
Triple Scoot 
	
ASD PULSE POLL 
Triple Trade EXPERIMENTALS 
ASD 
Not a Callerlab 
program 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers prior 
to Plus program activity. 
EXPERIMENTALS 
(Priority order) 
TIE IT UP 
by Lee Kopman 
From parallel waves/lines: All hinge; split 
circulate 1 & 1/2, ends roll twice (turn 
back in flow direction), centers single 









Single Circle to A 
Wave 
MS EMPHASIS CALL 
Fold 
PLUS 
Double Your Neighbor 
Follow Thru 
Split Ping Pong 
Circulate 
PLUS EMPHASIS CALL 
Load The Boat 
ADVANCED 
Scatter Scoot 
Relay the Top 
Chase Chain Thru 
TRADITIONAL 
Six Go East, Eight Go 
West 
CONTRA 
Sweet Georgia Brown 
Contra 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All Eight Spin The lop 
(Anything) And Roll 





Cut The Diamond 
Diamond Circulate 
Dixie Grand 
Explode The Wave 
Explode And Anything 
(waves only) 
Extend 
Flip The Diamond 
Follow Your Neighbor 
Grand Swing Thru 
Linear Cycle 
(waves only) 
Load The Boat 
Peel Off 
Peel The Top 
Ping Pong Circulate 
Relay The Deucey 
Remake The Thar 
Single Circle To A 
Wave 
Spin Chain And 
44t" National 
Square Dance Convention 
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CREATING SUCCESSFUL, 
DIFFICULT CHOREOGRAPHY 
Creating difficult choreography is not hard. Creating successful, difficult material, on the other hand, can be 
quite another thing. Unfortunately, there are 
times when callers unknowingly add difficulty 
to the material they call. In most cases this 
inadvertent difficulty results from the use of a 
familiar move from an unusual or unfamiliar 
(Non-Standard) Formation or Arrangement. 
Many times the caller is either unaware of the 
additional difficulty or is taken by surprise when 
the dancers experience problems. 
Even though unintended difficulty occurs 
more often than it should, our discussion here is 
based on the assumption that caller not only 
intends to add difficulty, but will also be in 
control of that difficulty. In order to be in control 
the caller should have a comprehensive under-
standing of the factors influencing difficulty. 
The callers must have and apply a working 
knowledge of a critical choreographic manage-
ment skill, namely, formation awareness. This 
awareness must include the ability to create a 
wide variety of SET-UPs as well as the ability to 
successfully move the dancers to a correct reso-
lution. A critical part of this skill is the ability of 
the dancers, but also what their desire is. A 
miscalculation on either of these important is-
sues can lead to a disastrous experience, not only 
for the dancers but for the caller as well. 
Most dancers feel a certain amount of stress 
when they are subjected to 'hard' choreography. 
The longer they are left in unfamiliar positions 
the greater this stress will be. If they are success-
ful, they will feel a certain amount of pleasure 
from the challenge of the material and in their 
ability to 'make it.' If they fail, they may still feel 
some pleasure in the challenge, but the disap- 
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pointment of not making it may far outweigh this 
pleasure. 
The essence of success with difficult chore-
ography is the ability to take the dancers to the 
limits of their ability and then to lead them away 
from disaster to a successful resolution. Taking 
the dancers to their limits is easy, not going 
beyond that limit is not so easy. The skill and art 
of this technique lies in determining the dancers' 
limits, bringing them to that limit, and then not 
going beyond that limit. An understanding of the 
factors influencing difficulty and the ability to 
apply that understanding is critical to success. 
There are ten commonly encountered ele-
ments which will increase the difficulty of the 
material we call. The first two are quite obvious 
while the others are less obvious, but still very 
important. The ten are: 
1. Unknown moves 
2. Infrequently used known moves 
3. Known moves from unfamiliar Formations 
4. Known moves from unfamiliar Arrangements 
5. Dancers must remember too much 
6. Dancers must keep track of too much 
7. Anticipation 
6. Smoothness, or lack of it 
9. Dancers sense of 'What is right' 
10. A combination of two or more difficulty fac-
tors. 
Each caller who plans to add difficulty to 
his/her calling would be well advised to under-
take a study of these factors and how each im-
pacts the dancers. A good source for information 
on this and other related subjects is the CHO-
REOGRAPHIC GUIDELINES currently being 
written by the CALLERLAB Choreographic 
Applications Committee. This document de-
votes an entire chapter to the study of how 
difficulty impacts the dancers. 
The chances of success with this technique 
will be greatly increased if the following guide-
lines are followed: 
The difficult choreography leads directly to a 
correct resolution (Left Allemande, Right & Left 
Grand or Return To Home). 
The dancers are not left in unusual or unfa-
miliar Formations or Arrangements more than 3 
- 4 moves. 
The caller provides assistance in the form of 
extra time or helping words (Clues or Cues) 
One advantage to a quick resolution is that 
the dancers get the immediate pleasure of a 
success following the stressful choreography. 
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Another advantage is that the prospect of success 
will be greatly increased. The chances of success 
are increased because some dancers tend to relax 
somewhat when they realize the 'hard part' is 
over. This can reduce concentration which can, 
in turn, lead to mistakes. If the resolution comes 
immediately after the 'hard part,' or as part of it, 
both the enjoyment of the dancers and the like-
lihood of success are increased. 
The prospect of success is also increased if 
the dancers are not left in unusual or unfamiliar 
Formation or Arrangements very long. The 
caller should leave the dancers in unfamiliar 
Positions no more than 3 - 4 moves at the very 
most. In most cases it is best to limit the unusual 
to no more than I - 2 moves. This is because most 
experienced dancers have developed a sense for 
what 'feels right.' If they are left in unusual 
positions very long they will try to 'fix it,' even 
if it is not broken. This tendency to make it feel 
right will increase geometrically if they are also 
inactive. 
For example, if a particular sequence leaves 
a couple facing out while the dancers behind 
them are active they will tend to turn around. If 
they are 1/2 Sashayed, many will also tend to 
re-sashay to make it 'feel right.' 
One way callers can help is to keep all dancers 
active and to quickly return to familiar territory. 
Another way to help is to provide reassurance to 
the dancers that they are indeed in the right place 
and they should not try to fix it. Words such as 
"outside couple stay facing out," "two boys to-
gether, two girls together," among others, can 
work wonders in keeping the square going. 
Finally, the caller can provide assistance to 
the dancers to help them through the difficult 
material. One way to furnish assistance is to give 
the dancers extra time. Extra Lead Time will 
allow them time to apply what they know to the 
unusual situation. Another way to improve the 
chances of success is to provide helping words 
or phrases to help them. Helping words can be 
in two general categories: "Clueing" and "Cue-
ing." 
Clueing is when the caller gives hints as to 
the Formation or Arrangement, which hand to 
use, which dancers are working together, where 
to go, etc. Clues do not normally include any part 
of the definition of the move. Typical clues 
include: 
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"In your facing diamonds" 
"Boys end facing each other" 
"Outside couple stay facing out" 
"Four girls in the center" 
The other form of helping words is Cueing, 
this is when the caller provides cues to help the 
dancers through the material. Cues typically in-
clude part or all of the definition of the move. A 
potential problem with Cueing is that if the Cue 
is delivered late at least some of the dancers may 
misinterpret the Cue as new directions. If they 
do and then act on these Cues as if they were new 
direction the chance of failure will be high. 
Typical Cues include: 
"DIXIE GRAND, go right, left, right..." 
"DO PA SO, turn partner by the left, corner by 
the right..." 
"RIGHT & LEFT THRU, turn that girl" 
"SWING THRU, turn right and left" 
"SCOOT BACK, Boys (Girls) turn thru" 
Another potential problem is evident if we 
provide too much help. This can result in the 
dancers not learning the action of the move and 
always relying on the helping words to get them 
through even the Standard Applications. Callers 
should be aware of the potential problems and 
provide no more help than is necessary. Because 
of the potential problems with Cueing, many 
callers prefer Clueing. Most callers, however, 
use a combination of these helping methods. 
It is generally agreed that some smoothness 
will probably be lost when we use difficult cho-
reography. We should, however, always try to 
maintain as much smoothness as is practical 
when calling difficult material. Each caller needs 
to make a decision that the potential loss of 
smoothness and the risk of failure are out-
weighed by the programming value of the diffi-
cult material. A caution to take it easy is also 
appropriate. As with most other specialized pro-
gramming techniques, a little goes a long way. 
We must also be watchful that our choreography 
is not becoming too difficult. If it does and the 
dancers do not succeed, we all loose. 
Thank you for your interest in this subject, I 
would be interested in your thoughts. Please call 
or write, Jerry Reed, 943 Tamarind Circle, Rock- 
ledge, FL 32955 (407) 633-1306. 	✓ 
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PUZZLE PAGE 
A LITTLE FANCY FOOTWORK 
by John K Young 
Braintree, Massachusetts 
Listed below are 32 relevant terms in the American Squaredance Searchword 
Words are placed at random — up, down, backwards, etc. Good Luck.  
KIECERTIFICATE 
D T SDHECRELSMLS 
T I PRAEURRCEAAI 











LIST OF WORDS 
Bolo 	 Fiddler 	 Outfit 	 Spin 
Certificate 	Flutter Pettipants 	Star 
Cloverleaf Footwork 	Quadrille Step 
Club 	 Heel 	 Raid 	 Tip 
Couple Improvise 	Recycle Trade 
Contra 	Mainstream Rollaway 	Twirl 
Cue Mixer 	 Sashay Walkthru 
Cut 	 Modular Scootback 	Set 
Answers next month 
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BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS  CALLER — Second Printing 
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of 
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, 
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1994 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 
1994 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and 
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, 
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr. - Dancers: $7.50/Callers: $15.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
Square Dance Lesson Plans with Definitions for each call and 
specific Choreography for student dances. Listing of what to 
review each lesson. 
Country Western lesson plans, Definitions of Terms, 
Definitions of Positions, Explanation of music and Listing of 
CW music that can be used in teaching, Many popular Line 
Dance Instructions as Well as the CW Two Step. 
All this and more in the new Combined Square and Country 
Western Lesson Plan Book by jim and jean cholmondeley. 
Call or Write: JJSDC 
12610 Lusher Rd. 
Florissant, MO 63033-5127 
(314) 653-1441/(800) 333-7349 
Just $25.00 plus $4.00 shipping + Use your MC or Visa 






Laura! E. Eddy 
Building The Foundation 
s tax time approaches, many people be- 
gin to look for charitable organizations 
for donation purposes. We give money 
to our alma maters, research organizations, dis-
aster relief and religious organizations. Here is 
another idea with which you may not be famil-
iar. 
CALLERLAB is doing many exciting 
things to promote the overall square dance ac-
tivity. One of the major promotions of CAL-
LERLAB today is the CALLERLAB 
Foundation for the Preservation and Promotion 
of Square Dancing. This tax exempt, tax de-
ductible organization is working toward letting 
the general public know about all facets of 
square dancing, the history of the activity, and 
how to become involved in square dancing. 
Now at this point, you may be saying, "But 
why should I support such a project?" As danc-
ers, callers, cuers, instructors and advocates of 
our activity, there are several reasons that we 
should all support such an endeavor. The Foun-
dation for the Preservation and Promotion of 
Square Dancing will do just that - Preserve and 
Promote Square Dancing. Your support can 
come in several different forms. We should all 
be willing to give back to the activity which has 
given us so much enjoyment and fellowship. 
First, throughout the country, people are ex-
pressing concern over a decline in the number 
of new dancers participating in our activity. The 
causes of this decline are multi-faceted. Causes 
may even vary from one area of the country to 
another. But one thing is certain; there are a 
great many people out there who don't know 
anything about modern, western square danc-
ing. Unfortunately, many people still hold out-
dated ideas about what goes on at a square 
dance, where they are held, and who partici-
pates. Through the Foundation for the Preser-
vation and Promotion of Square Dancing, we 






Several projects have already been under-
taken by the foundation. Thirty and sixty-sec-
ond videos have been produced to be run as 
Public Service Announcements on local televi-
sion stations. These videos (which are currently 
out of stock, but more are being made), show 
some square dancing and give information to 
those who might be interested in participating 
in local classes. There is space at the end of the 
video for local clubs and contacts to list dates, 
locations and contact phone numbers. 
The CALLERLAB Foundation has also pro-
duced a brochure entitled "A NEW SONG 
AND DANCE ROUTINE." These brochures 
give information about our heritage and the 
present activity as we know it. Space is also 
provided on these tri-fold color brochures for 
names and contact phone numbers. Brochures 
can be handed out to prospective participants at 
exhibitions, one night stands and introduction 
classes. These brochures and videos are avail-
able by contacting the CALLERLAB Home 
Office in Rochester, Minnesota at (507)288-
5121. 
The second answer to the question, "Why 
should I support the Foundation for the Preser-
vation and Promotion of Square Dancing?" is, 
because there are so many easy ways to do so. 
You might want to make a one time contribu-
tion to the Foundation. This donation is tax 
deductible under IRS codes and will certainly 
go a long way in helping us to raise the percep-
tions of our activity. You also might consider 
adding a codicil to your will bequeathing a 
certain amount or portion of your estate to the 
Foundation. A standard codicil that should be 
valid in all fifty states is available from the 
CALLERLAB Home Office. You should con-
tact some form of legal council when adding 
any sort of codicil to a will. Thirdly, you might 
be willing to organize a fund-raiser for the 
Foundation, whether it be a dance with pro-
ceeds going to the Foundation, an auction or 
bake sale. There area few specific rules the IRS 
has regarding certain fund raisers, but CAL-
LERLAB can provide this information as well. 
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Your contribution could make a difference in 
the future of our activity. 
Lastly, we as participants should be willing 
to take a stand and give back to the activity 
which has given so much to us. If you believe 
in something, it is your duty to share that mes-
sage with others. By assisting the Foundation 
for the Preservation and Promotion of Square 
Dancing, we may be able to reach larger audi-
ences across the country, thereby benefiting all  
of us. Square dancing is a wonderful activity 
which we should share with others. The CAL-
LERLAB Foundation is an easy way to do that. 
We must build a strong foundation in order to 
have something to pass on to others. Won't you 
be part of the "construction crew"? For further 
information about the CALLERLAB founda-
tion for the Preservation and Promotion of 
Square Dancing, or to make a contribution, 




	 Jim Logan 	 Dick Duckham 
219-665-5095 314-741-7799 515-265.3183 616-781-5914 
 
Eagle Records 
"Music made for Dancing" 
Eagle Productions - Eagle/Golden Eagle 
301 Fieldcrest Drive 	Chuck & Della Peel 







New Releases on Eagle 
EAG-2904 - Something With A Ring by Dick 
EAG-3001 - Shadow Of Your Smile by Ellen 
EAG-3002 - I Got It Made by Ellen 
EAG-3101 - Oh Carolina by The Mountain Man 
EAG-320I - Anytime by Robert 
EAG-330 I - Lean Mean Lovin Machine by Jerry 
EAG-3102 - The Saints Go Marching In 
by The Mountain Man 
New Releases on Golden Eagle 
GE-0020. She Lays It All On The Line by Jim Logan 
GE-0021 - Having A Party by Chuck 
GE-0022 - Baby Face by Dick 
GE-0023 - Liza Jane by Chuck 















Livin' On Love 
The Bug 
These Boots are 
Made for Dancing 
Stuck On You 
Phase III 
Que Sera Sera 
Frenesi 
Thing About Love 
Open Arms 
For a Little While 
Phase IV 
I'm Just Another 
Sweetheart 
Behind The Green 
Door 
Mama's Rumba 
Mountain of Love 
Phase V 







To All The Girls 
Classic 
A Taste Of The Wind 
Begin the Beguine 
MOST POPULAR DANCES 
voted and enjoyed by 240 National 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
Carousel Clubs 
	 Ali Night 
Baby ()Wine 
Birth of the Blues 
Phase II 
Bully 
1. Castles & Kings (Slater) 
	
Could I Have This Dance 
Dancing Shadows 2. Jean (Lambert/Morales) 
Frenchy Brown 
Picardy Foxtrot (Slater) 	 Feelin 3.  
If I Could Write A Book (Childers) 	Good Or Girls 4.  
Are You Still Mine (Blackman/Goss) 5.  
Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater) Hot Lips 6.  
Charade (Kemmerer) 	 Houston  7, 	
Hush 
Strange Music (Esqueda) 	 Jacalyn's  waltz 8.  
In The Still of The Night (Slater) 	Kon Tiki 9.  
South Of The Border (Bahr) 	Little White Moon 10 	 Maria Rumba .1 
11. Waltz at Sunset (Childers) Mexicali Rose 
12. A Lovely Evening (Childers) 	My Love .1 
13. Just a Tango (Childers) 	 Neapolitan Waltz ew York. New York 
14. How He Did Foxtrot (Goss) 	Perly Shells 
15. Someone Must Feel Like a Fool (Collier) Piano Roll  
Roses RorlIElibeth 
Waltz
za  f  
16 Fiesta Tango (Palmquist) 	 Shiek of Araby +1 
Spaghetti Rag 
Street Fair 
Take One Step +1 
Tips of My Fingers 
Very Smooth +1 
Walk Right Back +1 
Phase III 
A Continental Goodnight 
Alice Blue Gown .1 
Answer Me 
Apres L'Entnente +1 
A Taste of the Wind 
Phase VI—To All The Girls(KiehmiGoss) Autum Leaves +2 
Columbia 38-04217 	Beautiful River Butterfly 





Phase III—Shimmy Cha (Sobala) 
Collectibles 0153A 






Crazy Eyes +2 
Dance +2 
Desert Song +2 
Dream Awhile 
Elaine +1 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Games Lovers Play 
Hallelujah 
In the Arms of Love +1 
I Want a Quickstep .1 
Lisbon Antique 
Moon Over Naples 
Patricia 
Pop Goes the Movies 
Tango Mannita 
That Happy Feeling 
Third Man Theme 





Hooked on Swing 
Lazy Sugarlocit +1 
Marilyn. Marilyn +1 
Rainbow Foxtrot +2 
'Till Tomorrow 
Phase V 
Hawaiian Wedding Song 
Lovely Lady +2 
Maria Elena 
Para Eslo +1 
Riviere de Lune +1 
Send Her Roses 
Sugar Stomp .1 
Tampa Jive +1 
The Singing Piano Waltz 
Waltz Tramonte +1 
Wyoming Lullaby +2 
Phase VI 
Cavatina 
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NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley, CA 95470 
1-800-468-6423 
Free Swatches. Flyers 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
6520 Plan Ave Suite 623 
West Hills, CA 91307 
818-347-1207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2468 Almaden Road 
San Jose, CA 95125 
(408) 267-2333 
Complete Line of SD Apparel 
KANSAS 
B/T 5/13 & WESTERN WEAR 
635 E. 47th St. S., Wichita. KS 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Tmk, Exit 42 
316-522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd., Ste 5 
	
LOUISIANA 
Sacramento, CA 95841-1207 	
JANET'S 
916-344-0346 	
1956 Cherokee Dr.  
Lake Charles, LA 70611 	 OKLAHOMA 
(318)855-4470 	 LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
Visa & MC 	 119 West Main 
Moore, OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 




Wichita Falls, TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES 
9047 Garland Rd., Dallas, TX 75218 
310 E Main. Richardson, TX 75081 
214.328-8684/235-9707 
S/D Apparel & Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
TRIPLE R 's CATALOG SERVICE 
PO Box 2340 
Fairfax, VA 22031 
1-800-627-0412 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan BNd.  
Denver, CO 80214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/D SHOP 
8650 49th St N 
Pinellas Park, FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago. IL 60634 
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR 3 Box 1125, Pahoa, HI 96778 
on the Big Island, 808-982-9276 
Hawaiian-made items 
Catalog $1.00 with credit on hrst order.  
RUTHAD (3134341-0586) 
8869 Avis 
Detroit. MI 48209 
Prettier, perkie petticoats & pantalettes 
NEW MEXICO 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
205B San Felipe NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
505-842-1093 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
109-111 S Main St (315-668-2644) 
Central Square. NY 13036 
Complete Western & ST/ Store 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193 Winery Rd (Phone 919-327-3337) 
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AND OTHER GUEST STARS 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
INCLUDED IN PACKAGES 
• Round-trip airfare from San Fiahoisco or Los Angeles to 
Hawaii 
• Overnight in SFO or LAX 	belafil and on return in able 
to make connections.  
• Meal enroute and :en return On Hawaii segment 
• Lei greeting •nirli;l•  
• Transfer to  hotel de*tea•diaecitage 
• Arrival breakfast bri&St mbrning in Oahu featuring  
optional tours 
• Admission to the World Squate)Ance Convention 
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday)' 
• Round-trip dance transfers daily 
• Round-trip airport transfers 
• All baggage handling 
• Porterage and maid service at hotels 
• Services of local escort to coordinate all activities 
Prices start from $1009/person 
Tortuga Express Tours 
P.O. Box 6286 
Anaheim, CA 92816-0286 
714-774-3121 TOLL FREE 800-521-2346 
FAX 714-774-2026 
The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activity. 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
other special dances (two days or longer) 
in the next issue, please 
contact the ASD office. 
1995 
MAY 
0505-OHIO-35th Buckeye Dance Convention, May 
5,6,7, Dayton Convention Center, Fifth at Main, Dayton, 
OH. All levels of Sys, Rds, Contra & Clogging, sched-
uled line & folk dancing. Contact Dick & Sandy Land, 
General Convention Chairmen at (614)852-0058. 
0505-MISSISSIPPI-Trace Fest, May 5 & 6, It-
awamba Community College. Eason Blvd., Tupelo, 
Mississippi. Caller M.Letson, Cuers G.& B. Pinkston. 
Contact Reed at (601)447-5516. 
051 I -VIRGINIA-VASARDA' s 7th Sq & Rd Dance 
Convention with VASCA, May 11,12,13, Founders Inn 
Conference Center, Virginia Beach, VA. Various state 
callers (34), cuers (17). Contact B.& D.Peake, PO Box 
46951, Washington, D.C. 20050 PH:(703)379-6234. 
0511-CANADA-34th International Sq & Rd Dance 
Convention, May 11,12,13, McMaster University, Ham-
ilton, Ontario, Canada. Staff callers and round dance 
leaders augmented by others. MS to C2, Contras, 
Rounds, Phases 2-6. Contact Louise Johnson (Secre-
tary), 51 Glynn Rd., Ajax, ON LIS 2C5. 
0512-NEW MEXICO-New Mexico Sq & Rd As-
soc. State Festival, May 12,13,14. Lujan Exhibit Hall, 
NM State Fairgrounds, Albuquerque, NM. Caller J.Sal-
tel. Cuers B.& M. Buck. Contact NMSRDA, c/o R. & S. 
Lundberg, 2401 Madre Dr. NE, Albuquerque, NM 
87112. 
0512-MICHIGAN-12th Annual May Weekend, 
May 12,13,14. St. Francis School. Manistique, MI. Call-
ers T.Allen. D.Rueter. Cuers J.& G. Nicketti. Contact B. 
Parks at (906)341-5340 or C. Furmacek at (906)341-
8314. 
0519-MICHIGAN-40th Ann. Spring Festival May 
19.20,21, High School, 1150 Milliken Dr., Traverse 
City, MI. Callers B.Baier, T.Oxendine. Cuers W.& B. 
Blackford. Contact L. Post. 112 S. Pine St., McBain, MI 
49657. 
0526-CALIFORNIA-Golden State Roundup, 
Square Dance Weekend, May 26,27,28. Oakland Con-
vention Center. Oakland, CA. Callers D.Dougherty, 
T.Roper. M.Kellogg, D.Nordbye. Cuers R.& V. Walz. 
Contact B.& B. Coates, 954 Northfield, Hayward, CA 
94544 PH:(510)784-1922. 
0526-WISCONSIN-Midwest Singles Festival, May 
26,27,28.29, George Williams College, Lake Geneva. 
Wisconsin. Callers G.Adams, S.Greer. Cuer F.Goocher. 
Contact J. Kalliomaa at (414)567-8195 or (414)567-
8219. 
0526-FLORIDA-42nd Florida State Convention, 
May 26,27,28, Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland, FL. 
Contact McKenzie, 10186 Penzance Lane, Royal Palm 
Beach, FL 33411. 
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41st Annual Colorado State Square 
Dance Festival 	"Northern Lights" 
June 9th & 10th, 1995 
Laramie, Wyoming 
D. Davis - J. Haag - A. Brownrigg 
Area Callers & Cuers 
Info: Nelson's 303-352-6850 
THREE Rs 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 50. Marlborough NH 03455-0050 
USA 8 Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign. 1-603-876-3636 
When The Saints Go Marching In. 
Darrel Eigg & The Mtn Man  	EAG 3102 
I'm Holdin Heaven In My Arms Tonight  
Sieve Sullivan 	  RWH 196 
It Ain't Nothin' But Love. Ron Mineau 	 BM 157 
Arreando Hoedown (Patter, flip side called Plus). 
Steve Sullivan 	  RWH 520 
Thank God For The Radio. Chuck Veldhuizen 	CHY 406 
Back Roads. Harold Halley 	  CARD 26 
When I'm With M) Baby. Doug Jernigan . 	RMR 801 
los ing Her Was Easier, Tom Trainor 	  MR 106 
Smoke. Smoke. Jeanne Bnscoe 	  BM 160 
Pain In My Past. Don Crisp 	. . 	  MR 112 
High Horse. Jet Roberts  FT 123 
You'll Be Mine. John Kaltenthaler 	  MAC 2414 
Sowin Oats At Cotton Pickin Time. Bill Reynolds . . DR 58 
Yellow Rose Of Texas. Bnan Hotchkiess 	MAC 2417 
Red And Rio Grande. Wayne Baldwin  CD 268 
Old Enough To Know Bener. Elmer Sheffield 	. ESP 198 
Friendship Set To Music Is Square Dancing. 
Hood Simon  	CAS 1006 
You Must Have Been A Beautiful Bah)  
Steve Kopman & Amanda Kopman . 	. ESP 910 
Leap Of Faith, Dennis Young  . SD 230 
God Bless Texas. Mark Turner 	 . ESP 199 
0526-PENNSYLVANIA-1st Ann. Funfilled Me-
morial Day Weekend, May 26,27,28,29, Hearts Content 
Campground, Beaver Falls, PA. Callers & cuers L.& A. 
Dougherty, B.& E. Williams. R.& J. Anderson. Contact 
L. Dougherty, RD #2, Edinburg, PA 15116 
PH:(4 I 2)654-3050. 
JUNE 
0601-NORTH DAKOTA-36th International SQ & 
RD Dance Convention, June 1,2.3. Mandan Community 
Center, 901 Division Street.I-94 Exit #152 South Sunset 
Dr. Mandan, North Dakota. Contact: Vic PH:(701)255-
4412. 
0602-TENNESSEE-19th Ann. Music City Square 
Dance Fest., June 2,3, Mt. Juliet Jr. High School, Mt. 
Juliet Rd. (Exit 226B off 1-40 East go I mi. North). 
Callers L.Letson, J.Story, P.Marcum, R.Dougherty. 
Cuers B.& G. Pink ston. Contact K.& M. Story, Ri 8, Box 
104, Crossville, TN 38555 PH:(615)456-0827. 
0602-CALIFORNIA-Third Annual Western Con-
tra Dance Weekend, June 2,3,4, Idyllwild School of 
Music and the Arts (ISOMATA). Prompters L.&.A.Het-
land, C.& A.Elliott. Contact L.Hetland, 9331 Oak Creek 
Rd., Cherry Valley, CA 92223 PH:(909)845-6359 or C. 
Elliott, 3344 Quimby St., San Diego, CA 92106 
PH:(619)222-4078. 
0602-WEST VIRGINIA-5th Annual Pipestem 
Strutters Ball, June 2 & 3, at Pipestem State Park, 
Pipestem, W.VA. Callers W.McDonald, B.Scott. Cuer 
D.Smith. Contact L.Greenwell, 211 Bonita Dr., Johnson 
City, TN 37604. 
0602-NEW ZEALAND-29th National SQ & RD 
Dance Convention. June 2,3,4, James Hargest High 
School Sports Complex, Invercargill, New Zealand. 
Various callers. For info write 29th New Zealand Sq/Rd 
Dance NatI.Convention, PO Box 7035 Invercargill, New 
Zealand. 
0602-INDIANA-Indianapolis Bachelors 'n' 
Bachelorettes 17th Ann. Weekend Fling, June 2,3,4, 
Clifty Falls State Park, Madison, IN. Caller J.Wykoff. 
Cuer J.Smith. Contact Brenda Stoner, 1640 Park Chase 
Place, Indianapolis, IN 46229 PH:(317)894-1178. 
0608-AUSTRALIA-36th Australian National S/D 
Convention, June 8-12, State Sports Center, Australia 
Ave.. Homebush, NSW 2140. Various callers. Contact 
36th Australian Natl. S/D Cony. Inc.. c/o Secretary, 
P.O.Box 375, RYDE2 I 12. 
0609-COLORADO-4Ist Colorado State S/D Festi-
val,"Northent Lights," June 9 & 10, Univ.of Wyo., 
Laramie Way. Callers D.Davis, J.Haag & area. Cuers 
A.& C.Brownrigg & area. Contact Tom & Sue Nelson, 
526 - 37th Ave.Ct.. Greeley, CO 80634 PH:(303)352-
6850. 
0609-IDAHO-Idaho State SQ & RD Festival, June 
9 & 10, College of Southern Idaho, Twin Falls. ID. 
Caller D.Rensberger. Cuers J.& D.Wright. Contact Les 
& Dawn Hutchinson, 614 17th St., Rupert, ID 83350. 
0614-OHIO-29th Natnl. Advanced & Challenge 
S/D Cony.. June 14,15,16,17, Dayton Convention Cen-
ter. Dayton, OH. Various callers. Contact E. & M. Foote, 
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090 
PH:(412)935-2734. 
0618-ENGLAND-I2th International S/D Jamboree, 
June 18-24, Barton Hall Chalet Hotel, Torquay, Devon. 
M.& E.Davis, A.& J.Sherriffs, N.& B.Whiston. Contact 
Malcolm or Evelyn Davis, 40 Badgeney Road, March. 
Cambs. PE I5 9AS, PH:0354 52037. 
Mike's Recoras 
CPAmig, 	
9356 Natick Avenue 
North Hills CA 91343 
(800)213-3515 (818)891-6622 
SQUARE DANCE - ROUND DANCE - CLOGGING 
Orders Shipped Daily 
	
Records, Sleeves, Needles 
We Carry All Labels 	lotereetiosel Service 
Monthly Tape Service Available 
All Square Dance Singles Just $3.501 
98 
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ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 




Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles 
Caller Schools 8. Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Callis Timing 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-801-392-9078 Winter-602-726-8415 
WO'S NOTES" 
Monthly Note Service 1)411 K  For The Caller Who Cares diji 
by 
John & Linda Saunders 
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, 
Contra's, Lines, Partners Review and Much, 
Much More .. 32 YEARS of calling experience 
to share. Don't delay 	 
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY.. to 101 Cedar 
Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
Telephone: 904-428-1496 
FLY WITH IJIS TO 
ITALY 
2 WEEKS: MID-APRIL '96 
VENICE • ilkiSSIX SI I 
ROME • FLORENCE 
PLUS 2 DAYS IN LONDON 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
PO BOX 2678 S. BAY NY 
12874 PH. 518-543-8824 
0621-ALABAMA-44th National Square Dance 
Convention, Sweet Home Alabama '95, June 
21,22,23,24., Birmingham Jefferson Civic Center, Bir-
mingham, AL. Contact 44th Natnl. S/D Cony. Advanced 
Registration, P.O. Box 610409, Birmingham, AL 
35261-0409 PH:(205)833-6732. 
JULY 
0706-CANADA-Festival '95. July 6,7,8. Tr. 51, 
1000 Inverness Drive, Prince George, B.C. Canada V2K 
4V4. No contact provided. 
0714-GEORGIA-12th Annual Thunderbird Clog-
ging Festival, July 14,15, Baldosta, GA. 31602 Contact 
B.& V. Bennett Ph:(912)242-732I. 
0714-NEW YORK-Mainstream S/D Weekend, 
July 14,15,16. Deer Run Campground, N.Y. Route 67. 
Schaghticoke, NY. Callers G.& C. Hardy. Contact C. 
Hardy, 19 Jensen Rd., Stone Ridge, NY 12484 
PH:(800)584-3453. 
0714-ARIZONA-White Mountain Rim Romper's 
46th Annual SQ & RD Gala Nineties Dance, July 
14,15,16, White Mountain S/D Hall, Lone Pine Dam 
Rd., Show Low, AZ. Caller M.Seastrom. Cuers R.& E. 
Sabey. Contact Bill & Dori Lichtenwalter, 751 W. 
Whipple, Show Low. AZ 85901 PH:(602)537-2274. 
0714-MAINE-Christmas In July. July 14,15,16. 
Sandy Beach Lakeside Campground, Hwy 201-N, 
Madison, Maine. Callers W.McDonald. M.Van Wart. 
Cuers D.& P.Brann. Contact D. & P. Brann, 17 Davis 
St.. Lewiston, ME 04240 PH:(207)784-0570. 
0714-OREGON- Dance With Pride in '95, Annual 
Summer Festival for SQ & RD Dancing and Clogging, 
July 14,15.16, Oregon State Fairgound, Salem, Oregon. 
Caller R.Dougherty. Youth Caller B.Mawdsley. Cuers 
R.& J.Collipi. Clogging Instructor J.Hanzel. Club call-
ers & cuers arc invited to be on program. For info call 
Doug or Janet Wilken (503)363-3707 or Ron Schmit 
(503)623-3479. 
0719-LOUISANA-Fifth Handicapable Convention, 
July 19.20.21. New Orleans. Contact PH:(334)343-
9794. 
0720-WASHINGTON-Skagit Squares Annual Fun 
Fare, July 20.21.22. Skagit Country Fair Grounds. Mt. 
Vernon, WA. Callers M.Few & R.Preskitt. Rounds 
T.McClelland & P.Mugrage. Clogging Anne Mills. 
Fashions by Petticoat Junction. Contact Bev at 
(360)424-9675. 
0721-WASHINGTON-Hot Summer Nights. July 
21.22.23, Renton Community Center. Renton. WA. 
Callers J.Story, T.Oxendine. Cuer: D.Taylor. Contact 
Wayne & Carol Fassett, 702 216th Ave. NE, Redmond, 
WA 98053, or Gaylen Sauve at (206)369-6902. 
0728-CALIFORNIA- 10t h San Diego Contra 
Dance Weekend, July 28.29,30. University of San Di-
ego, San Diego. CA. Contra. Quadrille, English Coun-
try, Folk & Round Dances, plus special events & after 
parties. Staff D.& M.Arrnstrong, P.& M.Moore, G.& 
F.Nickerson. Contact Paul Moore, PO Box 897, Run-
ning Springs, CA 92382 PH:(909)867-5366. 
0728-ILLINOIS-12th Illinois SQ & RD Conven-
tion, Peoria, IL, July 28,29,30, Peoria Civic Center. For 
info write SCISDA, Box 1212, Peoria, IL 61654. 
0728-GERMANY-2nd International Adv. &'Chal-
lenge Cony. July 28.29,30, Bramstedt, Germany. Callers 
L.Kopman, S.Kopman, J.Preston, J.Robar, D.Clay, 
C.Bern, J.Ruhenback, S.Forster. Contact S.Mauring, 
Hauptstr. 16. D - 25469 Halstenbek, Germany 4101-
432-70. 





MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O.Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7039 
Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
PERRY'S PLACE 
1155 Lexington Road 
Nicholasville, KY 40356 
606-885-9440 
- orders - 
US 800-882-3262 
Canadian 800-292-2623 
Intl & Fax 606-885-9235 
PALOMINO Sir/ SERVICE 
2905 Scenic Dr.  
Marion OH 43302-8386 (1-800-328-3800) 
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
The Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign 1.603-876-3836 
EDDIES AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 - 1835 S Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Shendan Blvd.  
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS. 1 Ivy Road 
London. England E17 8HX (Ph 081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty. Member NASRDS 
PACESETTER RECORD & TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246 
Chattonooga, TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 / 1-615-499-5554 
BADGES 
ACCENT SPECIALITY PRINTING (520) 458-1058 - Pad Printing, 
Engraving, Hot Stamping, Badges. Dangles, Ribbons, Mugs, for 
your Special Events, Club Festival, Conventions - P.O.Box 
1205, Sierra Vista. AZ 85636 
CENTURY CLUB 
Ment Badge of Distinction. Join Today 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost. $2 59 plus 501 postage & handling.  
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (708) 526-7396 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084 
Home of the Original ROVER Badge 
Custom Engraving from your Design. Fun Badges & Dangles 
Rhinestone Badges. Mini Purses (assorted colors). much more.  
Write for FREE Catalog • Since 1954 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Cataogue - Ph. 1-800-352-KAMO 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105(405-794-5774) 
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Rifle, CO 81650 
Engraving Badges For Square Dancers For Over 30 Years 
303-625-1718 	FAX 303-625-4323 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale. CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508-897-9767) 
176 West Acton Road 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No Maple Plain MN 55359 
Notes sent First Class Mail 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
PO Box 2678 
Silver Bay NY 12874 (518) 543-8824 
Wnte for free sample 
CANADIAN CONNECTION 
Joe Uebelacker 
1494 Clearview Dr., Peterborough. Ontario K9K 2A4 
Canada (705-742-6368) 
Basic thru Plus, Cl thru C3, Al & A2 sup. 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the 'Complete' Club Caller 
1735 Deer Run. San Antonio. TX 78232 
Rusty Fennell-512-490-1010 
Write or Call for complimantary Copy.  
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JOHN'S NOTES 
John & Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes Dr., New Smyrna Beach FL 32169 
909.428-1496 Basic - C-1, with added Attractions 
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample. 
DANCET1ME Notes For Callers (Formerly by Dick Han) 
Brad Carter 	Ph 217-422-1029 
P.O. Box 3101 
Decatur. IL 62524-3101 
Write for free Sample.  
CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation 
do Jeff Seidel 
20 Eyre Crescent 
Valley View 5093 - South Australia 
8-263-5023 
WESTERN CONTRA -Notes for Contra Callers" 
Hal Rice 
1919-227 W Coronet Avenue 
Anaheim. CA 92801 
(714) 778-0848 
TAPE SERN'ICES 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample 
tape. Palomino S/D Service. 2905 Scenic Dr 
Manon OH 43302-8386 Phone 1-800-328-3800 
MACGREGOR MUSIC UNE 
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS 
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE 1-800-516-8336 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309. Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
P.O. Box 50. Marlborough. NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada. 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign 1-603.876-3636 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & practice of 
all calls Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are 
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes 
& two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to Ed Foote. 
140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
BOOKS 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Boat I. Line, Partner & Cou-
ple dances. Book II. Continues on I. Book III, Photographed 
Turns!. Book IV, Teacher's Manual. Book V. Line Dances Galore. 
Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches. Book VII. More 
Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cha. Book IX West Coast 
Swing. Book X El Garbage, Technique & Styling. Book XI Hot 
Line Dances. Order by number $20 each includes pstg. & han-
dling. add $2 00 each outside USA Kelly Gellene. PO Box 43425, 
Las Vegas NV 89116.  
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BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA- Over 4800 
different calls and movements: $25.99 plus $5.00 s/h. 1992 Edi-
tion. New Type, New Binder. Order from Amencan Square Dance 
Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd.. Salinas CA 93901-1004. Phone 
408-443-0761. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved termi-
nology, mixers. teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, 
tango. cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 10911 St., Toledo OH 43611. 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS -
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for danc-
ers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream. Book 2 (Green), Plus 
program and Al & A2. Please specify which book you are order-
ing. To order send $4.60 (including domestic postage) to 
Supreme Audio, Inc, P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
or contact your local square dance shop) 
SHARING - A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel. A 
unique collection of easy dances for one night parties through the 
communicy Dance Level. $24.95 + $3.50 p/h. Order from Les 
Henkel, 301 Oak St., Box 18. Tobias, NE 68453-0018 
COLD FEET II: Beginning Waltz & Two-Step Basks (1994) for 
BEG. ROUND DANCERS ($15.95 • $2.50 p/h) & Fancy Dancing 
5-Book Set, Phases I-III. definitive reference series with 771 pp.. 
575 phoVidiag. 709 clearly defined hg/vanations. 9 rhythms for SE-
RIOUS or EXP. DANCERS (Set $59.95 + $4.50 p/h or ea bile.  
$15.95 + S2.50 p.h). Highly acclaimed publications by K Ander-
son. Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162, Mesa AZ 85208 
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell Collection. 
Here you'll find everything to get your toes tappin and hips swing-
ing-the music. concise directions for all levels, plus interesting his-
tory of each dance Cost. $21.95 per book. S/1-1 $3.50 U.S.-
$5 50 Canada. Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 
1017 Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE 5 books available. Plus. Al & A2 (both in 1 book), 
Cl, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated pro-
gram from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for 
dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding. laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most complete diagram 
books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today Cost: 
$14 10/book includes shpg ($15.10 for C3A) (Canada add 165). 
Order from Ed Foote. 140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15090. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117.414 word 
glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced 
dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles, desc & defini-
tions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury. 8810 La Gnma de Oro 
Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050. 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A 'how to booklet featuring CALL 
CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as a helpful 
quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers. Also PIE 
SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, 'COMPUTER SLIPS' 
for forming squares by numbers. LINE DANCE INSTRUCTION 
TAPES - AND MORE! S5 61 p&h Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Russell L Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen Road., Rm 321. Long-
meadow, Massachusetts 01106. 
HOT NEW COUNTRY WESTERN UNE DANCES: VIDEO 1. 55-
min instructional video for 7 line dances. Syncopated Cowboy. 
Clickin' Heels, Old Hippie. Shuffle Back. Rock-it, Country Crawl, 
Dusty Rose Waltz. Includes pnnted instructions for each dance & 
suggested music $10 Also available' Hot New Country Western 
Line Dances. Books 1. 2 & 3 $5 each. Each has 32 dances, most 
line dances. but including at least 1 couples' dance & 1 couples' 
mixer. Check or money order to Bonnie Reimisch, 217 N. First 
St.. #1-ASD2. DeKalb, IL 60115 Europe, Australia, New Zealand 
only: add $2 for postage on book orders. $10 for video. $12 if or-
dering both. USA is postpaid Compact books make great raffle 
prizes; wholesale rates available.  
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CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL 
LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL The only square 
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has an-
swers and ideas that work! Request your complimentary copy by 
writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover WI 
54467-0766 or calling 715-341-6603 You'll be glad! 
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50. Marlborough. NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876.3636 
IAERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
16809 Bixby Ave.. Bellflower, CA 90706-5925 
310-925-4682 / FAX:310-925-1583 
Wholesale Only 
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
2905 Scenic Dr 
Manon, OH 43302-8386 
Fax or Call 1-800-328-3800 Intl' Fax or Call 1-614-389-5919 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Five color eye-catching SEALS on all 
correspondence, checks, etc., are 'An invitation to Square Danc-
tng ' Order from POB #18397, Memphis, TN 38181 3 sheets (50 
each), $1.00 +5.35 p&h, 10 sheets, $3 -• $1.00 p&h; 20 sheets. 
$.5.0042.00 p&h; (all above shopped 1st-class); 100 sheets, 
$17.5042.50 p&h (Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSS-
STTTCH PATTERNS 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each $5 008)&441.50 pstg per order State patterns available upon 
request at $1.50 ea.+50¢ pstg per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph 
& Mary Ann Komegay, 138 Mohican Trail. Wilmington NC 28409 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
'The Prbfessonal Source For Dance Audio' 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cueing equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 50. Marlborough. NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign 1-603-876-3636 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 510-682-8390 
WISSCO 
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE! 
Rechargable Battenes Repairs - New Equipment 




CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organized and complete. $39.95-one 
tape. $59.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock. 2107 Shunk 
Ave.. Alliance OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE Calls 
are taught all position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more difficult 
calls at each Callerlab program, along with bnef samples of danc-
ing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is 
emphasized 4 video tapes available Mainstream, Plus, A-1, A(2, 
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. Cost $39.95-1 
tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock. 2107 Shunk Ave., 
Alliance OH 44601 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape series 
Bob Howell 'Live' $19.95 + $3 00 SH II 'quick teach' dances for 
one night stands and recreational use 
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET" a traditional mountain-style dance 
Includes video and 2 audio cassettes (Dances From Appalachia and 
audio of Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 * $2.00 SH 
"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featunng material useful for one 
night stands for community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry 
calling the dances $29.95 plus $3.00 S & H 
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation r/o Stew Shacklette 460 
Long Needle Road, Brandenburg, KY 40108 
TOURS & TOURING 
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND) 
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with dances. sight- 
seeing and any other interests 
Ibneranes and costs to your requirements.  
Square Tours. C/-7 Norton, 8 Miller St Rotoruna, NZ 
Ph NZ 7 384 4129 Autofax 384-9508 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest 
Our caller staff is outstanding, with all levels of squares. We offer 
superb food, modem air-conditioned rooms. swimming pool and a 
staff that pampers you! Wnte Copecrest S/D Resort. PO Box 129 
Dillard GA v1'17. or call 404-746-2134 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY. year-round 
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week. Built for 
dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD R V 
PARK. 4525 Graham Rd. Harlingen, TX 78552 210-423-1170 
For reservations and information only 1-800-459-4525 New resi-
dents only/ Bring ad for free nice and dance.  
GREEN GATE GROVE RESORT - Rio Grand Valley, Beautiful 
Mobile & RVPark with friendly neighborly people. Great pool & 
club house areas. 24hr security with controlled access, square 
dancing & lessons planned. Green Gate Grove Resort, Bus 83 to 
374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Rd. S Mission TX 78572 (210) 581-
1932 
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Vacabon, 
June 1 - Sept 10. 1995. 11 miles south of Missoula National 
Callers most weekends. Special round dance weeks and week-
ends Camp among the pines on Lolo Creek. Wnte or call for bro-
chure. Ray Granger, 9955 Highway 12. Lobo, MT 59847, 
406-273-0141 
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MAGAZINES 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE. the choice of the best informed 
Dancers, Leaders. Teachers & Cuers in the RD activity-since 
1957. FREE introductory package. Write. RDM Intro Pkg. RR 1-
Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304. Call 814-667-2530. 
(US Sub $20/yr.) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SALE - L & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP Square dance 
clothers & country Western skirts. miscellaneous items, shoes. 
jewelry, petticoats. Contact Larry & Sandy Alford, 22 Antelope Dr., 
Wheatland, WY 82201 Phone: 307-322-4939. 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
NEWCOMB SOUND SYSTEM 
2 Speakers and Microphone.  
Looks like new $300.00 You Pay Postage 
Contact Winnie Leister 
(919) 638-2467 (4-95) 
CALIPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Two Bohm speakers 
100 watts output, turntable 
Price $325 00 
Call 417-624-3084 
CLINTON BOSS 400 - $300 / CLINTON 120 - $150. Hilton 
Speaker (tor AC 200) - $50. 2-EV 631 microphones for Clinton 
with remote volume control - $50 ea. Kirby Humble (909) 674-
5105, Lake Elsinore, CA. 
FOR SALE 
COLLECTORS ITEMS 
2 metal 75 Record cases with approximately 
100 75 records (square dance) $25.00 
Frank Lehnert 
2844 S. 109th St. 
Toledo, Ohio 43611 
OF INTEREST TO ALL 
WHAT'S HILL-BILLY POLITICS? 
Shorten Hillary, Lenthen Bill !I 
CLINTON COLLECTIBLES, WEARABLES. MEMORABILIA. 
Free Brochure. Hill-Billy Politics, 18032-C Lemon Dr.. 
Dept SO, Yorba Linda. CA 92686-3383 (4.95) 
BIG BAND FANS 
Directory lists over 600 radio stations 
in US/Canada playing our music. Fits in 
glove compartment. Rush $4.9510 LM 
Enterprises, Box 8241-D South Bend. IN 46660 (4-95) 
MOTORHOME EXCHANGE: We are planning a tour of California 
in September 1995 and would like to use a motorhome for two 
weeks We want to find square dancers coming to England who 
wish to tour in our 27' Winnebago in exchange for the use of your 
similar motorhome while we are there. Please write for details to 
Don Edgar, 18 Moundord House. 25 Britton Street, London EC1M 
5NY, U.K. 
WANTEI) 
HILTON or other Calling Equipment 
gratis or very very cheap.  
Contact. David Dvorak 
Pod Stanici 26, 102 00 Praha 10 
Czech Republic 
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................. 	..., %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 	..., 
-. National Square Dance .. 
, 
... , 	 , DIRECTORY 	, 0 , „ 
10,000 clubs around the world 
..'" 	Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage 	, ...- 
... 	$50.00 - Life Subscription 
... 
s 	PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 	..:f 
... Phone: 601-825-6831 	-- 
, 	Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
• • 'WICILYV.INUICILACialk 
ATTENTION: 
PART-TIME or FULL-TIME 
TRAVEUM3 CALLERS 
GET YOUR NAME/ADDRESS ON OUR 
"TRAVELCALL" 
LISTING 
For Wider Exposure in USA 
also, Club/festival Booking Agents: 
Ask For Our Listing For Available 
Callers To Call Your club/event send 
Stamped return Envelope Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
1 Amp,1 Speaker 5109.00 
— 	.4. 	 per set 
, 	•;• • - 	• •" .! • • • • • - 4.7ir:...t-Ttrrit, f 
.X.: // r e ././"../..,N4,1,01 4,6 it 
S Caller 
• I I 1 I I.  I. I /I II II ,1 li. 1%
1 4%4.4.  
4 4 44 , .4.1 ,1 sIi1/ ,I I I 4.  t,1,0.,,,.,,,;,:i  : 	Gift 
• •,• • 	' ;I'll/ NA ','.'.',',•,, '  ,,,..,,...,...,..• • 	,..'.'.!.',:.:".:47.:. 	Idea 
J & J Manufacturing 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 	protection with a 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 professional look. 
Phone (803) 288-4000 
MA - kiC 	Prepped 	a a MO 	Inside Con. U.S Plus Shipping. 
Dm Best In 
.1111* 	Squarewl ARoundsDacnce Music 
NT 272 RS1DL RkCION MAMA, Rd by Fran Knopf 
TNT 273 F I DIDNICARE by Pep Mulroy 
NT 274 JUST LOVING 10U (f1) by Ed Shortman 
TNT 275 WALJONG SHOES, Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 276 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK Rd by Stye Wilhoe 
TNT 277 SHE'S A UTILE MST FORTY by Pon Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME eA84 Rd by Fran Knopf 
TNT 279 PERFECT HARMONY Rd by Jett Grossman 
TNT 280 SOP 8 SCOOT 113EDOWNSTRING ALONG HOEDOWN 
MOHO STYLI CONTRA PARTY 
I.P.1001-01CI LEM lb. • SYS sat 
Pim& Retard Desna Ardalis 
&wiry Dams* ir X, Ed, 1St a an 
RIO NA 7, It Abase VT OW( 1102.5244124 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS 






GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) 






BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25 99 MINI BOOK (Definitions of 5/1)) $7.99 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6 99 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.99 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK (399 page text) $1499 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.99 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.99 MUSIC & TIMING $10.99 
CLIP ART 1 (Sketches, paste-up) $3.99 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.99 
CLIP ART 1 on 3 diskettes (pcx format) $15.99 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.99 
CLIP ART 2 (All different) $4.99 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.99 
CLIP ART 2 on 4 diskettes (pcx format) $20.99 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.99 
CLIP ART 3 (All different) $5.99 SHOW AND SELL 5/1) (Better promotion) $8.99 
CLIP ART 3 on 3 diskettes (pcx format) $15.99 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.99 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.99 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.99 
CONTRA DANCING FOR S/D $2.49 SQUARE DANCING FOR LEARNERS $19.99 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS $5.99 TEACHING CLOGGING $7.99 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $799 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) S3 99 
EASY LEVEL (0/N./S/ material) $6.99 WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped) $5 99 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.99 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $5.99 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $399 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $10.99 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) $4.99 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS 
CA residents add 6 1/2 tax 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 





100 - $15.00 




$5 - $9.99 $2.75 pstg Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery 
$10 - $19.99 $3.25 pstg 
$20 - $40 $5.00 pstg Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is impossible 
$41 - $60 $7.00 pstg to issue refunds on book orders, unless the book is 
$6 - $100 $10.00 pstg defective. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761; Fax: 408-443-6402 (M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm Pacific time) 
LVVE 
Keep your eye on the ball, 
Your nose to the grindstone, 
Your shoulder to the wheel, 
Your head on your shoulders, 
Now - try doing something. 
Callerlink, February 1995 
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SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
DOES YOUR TAPE SERVICE: 
HAVE ALL THE NEW RELEASES? 
PROVIDE YOU WITH ALL THE MUSIC: 
KEY CHANGES/MUSICAL VARIATIONS? 
"90" MINUTES OF MUSIC FOR SALE? 
AN OCCASIONAL EASY LEVEL R/D? 
SPECIAL SALE RECORDS AT 50% OFF? 
PRINTED FIGURES FOR EACH RECORD? 
ALL OF THIS EVERY MONTH!!!??? 
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC 
HAS AND ALWAYS WILL !!! 
THE TAPE SERVICE WITH 
"THE PERSONAL TOUCH" !!! 
MAYBE IT'S TIME TO CHANGE??? 
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE SAMPLE 
1.800.328.3800 
2905 SCENIC DRIVE - MARION, OH 43302-8386 
AT THE EVERYDAY LOW PRICE OF $40.00 (U.S.) 
(CANADA - $45. INTERNATIONAL - $48) 
FAX NOW AVAILABLE 24 HRS: 1-800-328-3800 
INTERNATIONAL CALL OR FAX: 1-614-389-5919 
=3 o,,, 
	
THE POISED CORA 	lir 
NUSSAND MEETS WIFE IN THE 
_,.1. 1  a 
GRAND MITT AND LEFT -- al  
(NE JUST FOULED UP A 
FIGURE) 
Witt the permission of 
The Sets In Order American 
Square Dance Society 
C Lisic 	.J fuer 
SUPREME (10D10 
Largest Selection of Professional 
Calling and Cueing equipment -- 
with continuing after-sale support! 
• Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
• 50,000 Quality Square & Round 
Dance Record Inventory 
• Computerized Record Information 
• Wireless Microphones 
• YAK STACK, DIRECTOR & 
SUPREME Sound Columns 
• Record & Equipment Cases 
• Fast ... Professional Service! 
• Orders shipped within 24 hours! 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(Foreign: 603-876-3636) 
(Fax: 603-876-4001) 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
GO Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
P.O. Box 50 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 = 
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